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Abstract

The process of programming mobile robots is improved by this work. The tools used
for programming robot systems have not advanced significantly, while robots themselves
are rapidly becoming more capable because of advances in computing power and sensor
technology. Industrial robotics relies on simple programming tools usable by non-expert
programmers, while robotics researchers tend to use general purpose languages designed
for programming in other domains.
The task of developing a robot cannot be assumed to be identical to developing other
software-based systems. The nature of robot programming is that there are different
and additional challenges when programming a robot than when programming in other
domains. A robot has many complex interfaces, must deal with regular and irregular
events, real-time issues, large quantities of data, and the dangers of unknown conditions.
Mobile robots move around and are capable of affecting everything in the environment.
They are found in cluttered environments, rather than the carefully-controlled work spaces
of industrial robots, increasing the risk to life and property and the complexity of the
software.
An analysis of the process of developing robots provides insight into how robot programming environments can be improved to make the task of robot development easier.
Three analyses have been performed: a task analysis, to determine the important components of the robot development process, a use case analysis, to determine what robot
developers must do, and a requirements analysis, to determine the requirements of a robot
programming environment. From these analyses, the important features of a robot development environment were found. They include features such as data types for data
commonly found in robotics, semantics for managing reactivity, and debugging facilities
such as simulators.
The analyses also found that the language is an important component of the programming environment. An application-specific language designed for robot programming is
proposed as a solution for providing this component. Application-specific languages are
designed for a particular domain of programming, allowing them to overcome the difficulties in that domain without concern for their usefulness in other domains. To test
i
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the hypothesis that such a language would improve robot development a set of language
extensions has been created. These extensions, named RADAR, provide explicit support
for robotics. The prototype implementation uses the Python programming language as
the base language.
RADAR provides support for two of the necessary features found in the analyses.
The first is support for dimensioned data via a new primitive data type, ensuring all
dimensioned data is consistent throughout a program. Dimensional analysis support is
provided, allowing the safe mixing of data with compatible units, the creation of more
complex units from simple single-dimension units, and built-in checking for errors in
dimensioned data such as performing operations involving incompatible dimensioned data.
For example, the data type will prevent the addition of distance and speed values. Several
dimensional analysis systems have been developed for general purpose languages in the
past. However, this is the first application of the concept specifically to robotics.
The second feature is semantics for managing reactivity. In RADAR, the principle of
ease-of-use through simplicity is followed. Special objects represent events and responses,
and a special syntax is used for both specifying these objects and managing the connections between them in response to the changing state of the program. This reduces
programming complexity and time. There are many other languages for managing reactivity, both the more general languages, such as Esterel, and languages for robotics, such
as TDL and Colbert. RADAR is simpler than the general languages, as it is aimed solely
at the needs of robot developers. However, it takes a different approach to its design than
other languages for reactivity in robotics. These are designed to provide support for a
specific architecture or architecture style; RADAR is designed based on the needs of robot
developers and so is architecture-independent.
RADAR’s design philosophy is to provide robot-specific features with simple semantics. RADAR is designed to support what robot developers need to do with the language,
rather than providing a special syntax for supporting a particular robot, architecture or
other system. RADAR has been shown to provide an improvement in dimensioned data
management and reactivity management for mobile robot programming. It increases the
readability, writability and reliability of robot software, and can reduce programming and
maintenance costs. RADAR shows that an application-specific approach to developing a
robot programming language can improve the process of robot development.
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The computer should be doing the hard work. That’s what it’s
paid to do, after all.
Larry Wall

1
Introduction

In the 18th century, a popular form of entertainment in royal courts and public exhibitions
all across Europe were the mechanical marvels created by talented artisans, known as
automata. These machines, inspired by the capabilities of artistic clock towers around
Europe, produced similar displays in devices of various forms, such as table centre pieces,
snuff boxes and mechanical pictures. The most impressive automata were those designed
specifically to emulate living creatures.
Perhaps the most famous automaton of all is the Turk, created by a Hungarian,
Wolfgang von Kempelen, in 1769 [130]. The Turk was capable of playing a competitive
game of chess against a human opponent. Despite being, in fact, a hoax, the Turk is
notable for appearing capable of reasoning like a real person, and so raising debate about
how well machines could replicate human intelligence. This is a debate that still continues
to this day amongst artificial intelligence researchers and philosophers.
While the Turk was a hoax, there were many other notable automata that were real.
Although none of them could play chess or mimic human reasoning ability, some of them
were capable of surprisingly lifelike movements and actions. Many automata even featured
the ability to change their specific movements via some form of programmability.
John Joseph Merlin created the mechanism for a large automated swan, known as
“The Silver Swan,” that included a stream, small silver fish swimming in the stream, and
the swan itself [4]. The swan’s performance is short, involving the swan turning its head
and “eating” one of the fish. It is, however, highly regarded as a lifelike representation.
1
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Another notable designer of automata was Jacques de Vaucanson of France. Vaucanson’s ultimate goal was to produce an artificial man. Although he never achieved this
goal, he produced some superb automata. One of these was a flute-playing automaton,
“The Flute Player,” produced in 1737 [142]. It used bellows in place of lungs, valves to
control the air flow over the flute’s mouthpiece, and cloth-covered fingers to give it the
pliability necessary to control the flute. The movement of the fingers, lips and valves
was controlled by a studded, rotating drum. Changing the drum would change the music
played by the automaton. He also produced a similar automaton that played a flute and
drum together.
Vaucanson’s most famous and impressive automaton was “The Digesting Duck.” He
described it as “an artificial duck made of gilded copper that drinks, eats, quacks, splashes
about on the water, and digests his food like a living duck.” [12, 142]. The duck would
also excrete the digested food. The duck’s movements were controlled by a drum via a
system of cams and levers.
Pierre Jaquet-Droz, Henri-Louis Jaquet-Droz and Jean-Frédéric Leschot designed and
built three particularly impressive automata between 1768 and 1774, now known as the
Jaquet-Droz automata [12]. The three were a harpsichord player, a writer and a draftsman, each capable of performing its action (playing the harpsichord, writing short letters
and drawing) in a very life-like and accurate manner. They are particularly notable because they were essentially programmable devices. They each used a set of cams threaded
on a spindle to control their movement. By carefully designing cams, they could be made
to produce different music, letters and drawings, respectively.
It is interesting to see the use of programmability in many of these automata in order
to control their movements, as well as provide some variety in their behaviour. This early
form of controllable automation was chiefly used for entertainment, but it soon became
more important as the technology was applied to more utilitarian uses. Vaucanson himself
is credited with the creation of the first fully automated loom in 1745 [12]. Joseph Marie
Jacquard improved on the design to create a loom controlled by punch cards, the first
example of a stored-program automated system [9]. Automation had begun the move from
providing entertainment to performing mundane, repetitive tasks in place of humans, and
at the centre of it was the need for a method of controlling the automated machinery
performing the task.
Automata relied on complex mechanical systems and clockwork to achieve their movements. Another application of clockwork was in creating automatic calculating machines.
Wilhelm Schickard is credited with the creation of the first known adding machine in
1623 [89]. Charles Babbage applied the principles of clockwork and automated machinery to develop his Difference Engine. The Difference Engine was designed to replace the
people, known as “computers,” who calculated numerical tables. Babbage later designed
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(but never built) his Analytical Engine, a more advanced difference engine based upon the
same principles as the Jacquard Loom that could be programmed using punch cards [9].
Automation had reached a point where it could perform not just physical tasks, but also
mathematical ones.
With the concept of programmability firmly entwined with automation, the stage was
set for the development of complex automated machinery that can be programmed to
perform various tasks, particularly menial, repetitive tasks such as factory assembly and
house cleaning. Today, these machines rely more on electrical circuits than clockwork
mechanisms, but the principles are ultimately the same. The name we now use for these
machines comes from a play written by Karel Čapek [79] in 1921: “robots.”

1.1

Robotics now and in the future

The first popular use of robots in the real world was in industrial environments. These
environments provide an uncluttered, organised and restricted work space in which simple
robots can function well. The restricted work space allowed industrial robots, which are
typically a large robotic arm with a fixed base, to operate without need for complex
sensors or artificial intelligence to protect against unknown quantities commonly found in
uncontrolled environments.
These limited requirements produced systems and languages for programming industrial robots that were not required to handle advanced programming concepts such as
object inheritance and concurrency. Instead, they focused on making the programming
task as simple as possible. As a result, industrial programming systems tend to use a simple language with a BASIC-like syntax that is aimed at having robot programs perform
the repetitive, simple tasks usually found in industrial environments.
With advances in technology over the years bringing both more advanced sensors
and an exponential increase in computing power at reduced cost, service robots capable
of functioning in the cluttered environments of the real world have become a reality.
Beginning with simple robots capable of performing a single task, such as vacuuming
or mowing grass, service robots are rapidly growing in number. A UN survey released
in 2004 found that the number of service robots for personal and private use is rapidly
catching up to the number of industrial robots in use throughout the world [139]. The
survey predicted sales of over 6.6 million service robots for personal and private use in
the period of 2004 to 2007. The iRobot Roomba vacuuming robot alone has sold over
two million units as of May 2006 [73]. The predicted growth rates indicate that service
robotics is going to be a major industry in the near future.
The increase in the number of service robots has brought with it a new problem. As
computers became increasingly popular in every day life, an increasingly large number of
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people were required to program the software to run them and to maintain them once
they entered users’ hands. Robots are now facing the same situation. More robots being
produced means the need for more robot developers to create the software that drives
these robots. As service robots become even more popular, more designs will be produced
and so more programs will be written. The programming task will begin to take place
in a wider variety of places, moving out of the laboratory and into field programming
as the need to maintain robots in use increases. In addition to this, service robots are
continually growing more complex. Several robots became available in 2005 alone that are
significantly more generalised than the vacuuming robots which have been most popular
for home or office environments, including Mitsubishi’s wakamaru [148].
More complex robots require more complex robot software; software that may be
too difficult for the average developer to create with current programming environments.
This brings into new focus a long-present problem with creating robot programs: current
methods are not suited to creating the robot programs required in the service robots of
today and the future. Without suitable methods, robots will remain complex to program
and so the pool of developers with the necessary skills to create new robotic systems will
remain small, limiting the development of robots. The development of better, easier to
use robot programming environments is therefore a high priority.

1.2

Overview of robot development

For the purpose of this thesis, a robot is defined to be a mobile autonomous system capable of moving around in, and interacting with a real-world environment. A programming
environment is defined as the set of systems used by a robot programmer to program a
particular system, for example a robot, an embedded system or a desktop application.
This includes Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), debuggers, Application Programmer Interfaces (APIs) and programming languages. Developers are those who create
new robots, while end users are those who use robots; for example a person in a home who
owns a cleaning robot. Both developers and end users are ultimately robot programmers,
although their methods and goals may be very different.
The task of developing a robot cannot be assumed to be identical to developing other
software-based systems. The nature of robot programming is such that there are different
and additional challenges when programming a robot than when programming in domains
such as desktop software and typical embedded systems.
Robots are a class of embedded system. The task of embedded programming has many
unique requirements that are not found in other areas of programming, such as desktop
applications programming and scientific simulation. This leads to different requirements in
the tools used for embedded programming. Embedded systems must deal with interfaces
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that differ greatly from the standard input and output methods of a desktop computer and
are typically more complex. These interfaces present the program with a large number of
events, often at a high frequency, that must be dealt with within a set amount of time.
Embedded systems are often used in situations where there is a high cost of failure, so
errors in the system and out-of-bounds states cannot be tolerated. In addition, these
interfaces and events may bring with them large quantities of data that must be handled
by the embedded system in real-time. For example, a network or disc controller must
handle large bursts of data that arrive and must be dispatched in real-time. Desktop
software, by comparison, has the luxury of only dealing with limited interfaces and few
real timing constraints.
Similarly, a robot has many complex interfaces, must deal with regular and irregular
events, real-time issues, large quantities of data, and the dangers of unknown conditions.
Even so, the task of programming robots is more complex than programming typical
embedded systems. While both have a direct embodiment in the real world, robots move
around and are capable of affecting everything in the environment, not just those parts of
the world that the system is directly connected to via its interfaces. They are also found in
uncontrolled, cluttered environments, rather than carefully-controlled work spaces. This
increases the risk to life and property and the complexity of the software.
The nature of operating in the real world means that robots must deal with a greater
number, range and unknown complexity of events. These events can be quite abstract or
possibly even unknown, making them harder to deal with. Because the robot can move
around in the world, the nature of the events is constantly changing.
The parallelism necessary in a robot program provides another challenge. Robots must
respond to changes in the world around them in a timely fashion while also performing
complex tasks such as planning a path to a goal, generating a map of the surroundings,
analysing image data and interacting with humans and other robots. Often these tasks
must interact with data arriving at irregular intervals.
These issues and differences mean that programming environments designed for desktop software or typical embedded systems do not meet all the challenges of programming
robots. They cannot be directly applied to the task, and so it is necessary to investigate
new programming environments that do meet the requirements of programming robots.
It is interesting to note that there is a parallel between the development of robot
programming environments and the development of general programming environments
in the early days of computing. Early programming was done using languages much less
complex and powerful than those in use today. They were limited by the computing
power available for compiling programs. The programmers of the day also did not have
the kinds of programmer support facilities that are available today. There were no IDEs,
no automatic garbage collection to remove the need for the programmer to manage mem-
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ory allocation manually, and no complex objects to simplify the management of large
quantities of data.
These facilities, which are taken for granted today, have all developed over time to
make the task of programming computers more efficient and easier, allowing an increasing
number of people to create new computer software. Similarly, robot programming environments must develop their own necessary facilities to ease the development of robot
software. This raises several questions. What are the necessary facilities for easing the
development of robot software? How necessary are they? How can they be provided in a
suitable programming environment?
An area of programming language design that allows for and encourages the development of features required by a specific domain of programming is application-specific
languages.

1.2.1

Application-specific languages

Programming languages and environments have developed over time to meet the needs of
programmers. This development is guided by the sorts of programs that will be created.
Some languages have been developed with the goal of supporting a wide range of programming tasks, creating general purpose languages. For example, the C++ language is
extremely flexible and, with the right development environment, can be used to program
both Object Oriented (OO) and procedural code in projects for desktop computing applications, scientific simulation, embedded systems, and more. However, general purpose
languages, by their very nature, are not always the most efficient language for any one
specific programming domain.
To satisfy the unique requirements of a specific programming domain, the development
of languages designed for programming in that domain, the application-specific languages,
has been driven by the features necessary for that domain.
Application-specific languages are languages for programming in a particular programming domain, such as scientific simulation or telephone exchanges. The applicationspecific approach can make programming in a particular domain simpler and more robust
to the challenges of that domain, challenges that may not be found in other domains of
programming. The language designer is free to develop solutions to these challenges without the need to consider how well they would work if the language were used in another
domain.
There are many examples of application-specific languages in use today. The Erlang
language [7] has been designed specifically for telecommunications systems programming,
and various languages for web tools are designed to simplify processing the information
streams commonly found in web pages, such as PHP [115] and ASP [8]. Esterel [14]
features semantics useful in describing highly reactive, highly parallel embedded systems.

1.3 Description of the thesis
Application-specific languages can often be found embedded in a larger software system. These languages are used to extend the functionality of the larger system. One
example is Microsoft’s Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) [74], a specialised version of
Visual Basic used in their Office suite of applications. When used in Microsoft Excel,
for example, it can be used to quickly look up or change the value of a cell in a spreadsheet. This simple language allows rapid development of complex macros to extend the
functionality of applications. It is common for these languages to be interpreted.
The application-specific approach is of particular interest to this thesis because of its
advantages when applied to a particular programming task. This thesis proposes that an
application-specific language would simplify the programming task for robots. Perhaps
one day, with the right application-specific robot programming language, the task could
be simplified to the point that it is as easy to create robot software as creating applications
with Microsoft Visual Basic.

1.3
1.3.1

Description of the thesis
Scope of the research

This thesis describes an analysis of the task of robot development, with a particular focus
on programming mobile robots, and a prototype for a new robot programming language.
It determines the specific requirements of a robot programming environment and presents
a possible solution for the language component.
In order to know how to develop a new language for robot developers, it is necessary to
know what is required in a robot programming environment. As such, an important area
covered by this thesis is an analysis of the process of creating a robotic system, specifically
a robot guide for a museum. The analysis is used to determine the features that should
be added or improved to achieve the goal of a simple and powerful robot programming
environment.
The research then focuses in particular on the language component of the programming
environment. It describes initial work on developing an application-specific language for
robots that is suitable to programming both simple and complex robot systems. The
language is aimed at developers rather than end users, as the requirements of the two
groups are significantly different. Developers require much lower-level access to the robot’s
systems to create new programs, while end users are more focused on giving instructions
to an existing robot program. Even when learning robots become feasible in a production
environment, when end users will be using much higher level techniques to interact with
robots and provide them with instructions, developers will still be required to program at
a lower level to create the functionality required.
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The research includes the development and evaluation of two of the improvements to
the language component: specialised data types for dimensioned data and semantics for
supporting reactivity. It is important to note that the language developed in this thesis
is only one part of the overall solution to improving the process of robot programming,
and that the language itself is not a complete solution for the language component.

1.3.2

Overview of the thesis

The thesis is divided into chapters as follows:
Chapter 2 contains a literature review of robot programming. It covers both the
manual methods used by developers relevant to this thesis and the automatic methods
likely to be used by end users for instructing service robots.
Chapter 3 describes an analysis of the task of robot programming. It contains a task
analysis, a use case analysis and a requirements analysis. It discusses the findings of the
analyses and from the results determines what is needed to create a robot programming
environment that meets the stated goal of a simple and powerful robot programming
environment for mobile robots.
Chapter 4 considers one of the improvements mentioned in Chapter 3, that of dimensional analysis. It discusses the applications of dimensional analysis in robotics, then
describes the design and implementation of a data type that supports dimensional analysis, including discussion of the possible methods for providing this support. Support for
higher level data structures based on dimensioned data and the integration of the data
type with existing components of robot programming environments are also considered.
Chapter 5 discusses the second improvement that has been implemented, reactivity
management. It describes the design and implementation of semantics for specifying
reactivity in robot software.
Chapter 6 evaluates the new language, named Reactivity And Dimensional Analysis
for Robotics (RADAR). The language is evaluated according to several common criteria
for evaluating programming languages, a user study, how well it meets the goals, and
examples.
Chapter 7 describes contributions made to the Player robot control software [117]
during the course of this research.
Chapter 8 draws conclusions from the research and discusses potential future directions
for the RADAR language.
Appendix A gives the full details of the task analysis described in Chapter 3.
Appendix B contains the full code samples for the user study conducted as part of the
evaluation of RADAR.
Appendix C contains source code that is provided as an extended reference for parts
of the thesis.

1.4 Contributions of the thesis

1.4

Contributions of the thesis

This thesis makes several contributions to research in robot programming environments,
including:
• A task analysis, a use case analysis and a requirements analysis of the process of
developing a robotic system, with particular focus on the programming carried out
by robot developers.
• An identification of what a good robot programming environment should be capable
of, based on the analyses.
• The initial development of a new language for use by robot developers, named
RADAR. This language provides support for programming tasks common in robotics.
• A data type designed to support dimensioned data and dimensional analysis in robot
software. The data type is implemented as part of RADAR and its semantics are
formalised to illustrate how it works.
• Semantics for managing events and reactivity in robot software. Syntax for the
semantics are implemented as part of RADAR. The semantics are formalised using
π-calculus to illustrate how they work.
• The integration of RADAR with the existing and popular Player project. This
allows it to be used with existing robotic systems supported by the Player server,
making RADAR useful immediately to robot developers.
• An evaluation of RADAR, showing it to be an improvement over general purpose
languages for programming robots.
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You’re entering a realm which is unusual. Maybe it’s magic or
contains some kind of monster. The second one. Prepare to enter... The Scary Door.
Futurama

2
Programming robots

This chapter reviews existing work in robot programming environments. It considers a
wide range of tools, from those designed for use with industrial robots to the tools that
could be used by an end user of robots with no technical knowledge. This chapter does
not aim to enumerate all existing robot programming systems.

2.1

Reviewing robot programming

A review of robot programming systems was conducted in 1983 by Tomás Lozano-Pérez [92].
At that time, robots were only common in industrial environments, the range of programming methods was very limited, and the review examined only industrial robot programming tools. A new review is necessary to determine what has been achieved in the
intervening time.
Lozano-Pérez divided programming systems into three categories: guiding systems,
robot-level programming systems and task-level programming systems. For guiding systems the robot was manually moved to each desired position and the joint positions
recorded. For robot-level systems a programming language was provided with the robot.
Finally, task-level systems specified the goals to be achieved (for example, the positions
of objects).
By contrast, this review divides the field of robot programming into automatic programming, manual programming and software architectures, as shown in Figure 2.1 [15].
11
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Figure 2.1: Robot programming methods may use manual or automatic programming.
Software architectures also play an important role.
The first two distinguish programming according to the actual method used, which is
both the crucial distinction for end users and developers (the difference between these
two groups is discussed in Section 1.2) and the key point of distinction between different
programming methods. Manual methods require the programmer to directly enter the
desired behaviour of the robot, usually using a graphical or text-based programming language. They are well suited to developers, who will often need to program at a low level
or access hardware. In automatic programming methods the programmer has little or no
direct control over the robot code. These methods are often well-suited to end users, who
are more interested in programming at a higher level of abstraction, for example training
a robot to perform a certain task or giving it the day’s instructions, rather than finely
controlling individual program elements. Automatic methods include learning systems,
Programming by Demonstration and instructive systems. Software architectures are important to all programming methods, as they provide the underlying support, such as
communication, as well as access to the robots themselves; they are often closely related
to the method of programming, particularly when manual programming is used.

2.2

Manual programming methods

Programmers using a manual programming method must create the robot program by
hand. Once written, the program is loaded into the robot for testing and deployment.
These are often off-line programming tools, where a robot is not present while program-

2.2 Manual programming methods
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Figure 2.2: Categories of manual programming methods. A manual method may use a
text-based or graphical interface for entering the program.
ming. It is conceivable for manual programming to control a robot online, using for
example an interpreted language, where there are no safety concerns.
As shown in Figure 2.2, manual programming methods can be divided into text-based
and graphical methods (also known as icon-based programming). Graphical programming
is not considered automatic programming because the user must create the robot program
code by hand before running it on the robotic system. There is a direct correspondence
between the graphical icons and the program statements.

2.2.1

Text-based methods

A text-based method uses a traditional programming language approach and is one of the
most common methods, particularly in industrial environments where it is often used in
conjunction with Programming by Demonstration (see Section 2.3). Text-based methods
can be distinguished by the type of language used, in terms of the type of programming
performed by programmers. This division can be seen in Figure 2.2 and is explained in
the remainder of this section.
Controller-specific languages
Controller-specific languages were the original method of controlling industrial robots,
and are still the most common method today. Every robot controller has some form of
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Figure 2.3: The KUKA programming environment and robot programming language.

machine language, and there is usually a programming language to go with it that can be
used to create programs for that robot. These programming languages are usually very
simple, with a BASIC-like syntax and simple commands for controlling the robot and
program flow. A good example is the language provided by KUKA [86] for its industrial
robots, shown in Figure 2.3. Programs written in this language can be run on a suitable
KUKA robot or tested in the simulation system provided by KUKA.
Despite having been in use for nearly as long as industrial robots, controller-specific
languages have not seen many major advances, particularly outside of research labs. In one
case, Freund and Luedemann-Ravit created a tool that allows industrial robot programs
to be generalised around some aspect of a task, with a customised version of the robot
program being generated as necessary before being downloaded into a robot controller [48].
The tool uses a “generation plan” to provide the basic program for a task. For example,
a task to cut shaped pieces of metal could be customised by the shape of the final result.
While such a tool can help reduce the time for producing programs for related products,
it does not reduce the initial time to develop the robot program.
Controller-specific languages have some drawbacks. The biggest problem is the lack of
a universal standard between languages from different robot manufacturers. If a factory
uses robots from many different manufacturers then they will need to either train their
programmers for each one, or pay the manufacturer to develop the required programs
for them. Either method increases significantly the time and costs for developing new
robot programs. Commercial programming environments for industrial robots have con-
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centrated their advances on overcoming this by providing more advanced programming
tools that remove the need for the programmer to actually write the robot code by hand.
Instead, the programmer can, for example, select instructions from a list. These systems
are designed to significantly reduce programming time, but are generally specific to the
robot manufacturer. Examples include systems from KUKA [86] and ABB [1].
Freund et al. [47] have also done some work to ease the use of simulators in industrial
environments. Because of the abundance of control languages, a simulator must be able
to understand the language of each program it is to simulate. Robot manufacturers often
provide a simulator with the programming language, but this once again increases the
training time for staff. To enable a single simulation system to be used for multiple
languages, translators are typically used. Freund et al. created a translator framework
that can significantly reduce the time required to develop these translators. It is now in
use in the COSIMIR [40] simulator in commercial environments.
General purpose languages
General purpose languages provide an alternative to controller-specific languages for programming robots. “General purpose” means a high-level, multi-purpose language, for
example C++. Usually these are extended in some way to provide some robot-specific
functionality. This is particularly common in research environments, where generic languages are extended to meet the needs of the research project. The choice of the base
language varies, dependent upon what the researchers are trying to achieve (for example, procedural or behavioural programming). A language developed in this way may be
aimed at developers, for developing new robots, or end users, for customising robots.
The most common extension to a general purpose language is a robot abstraction,
which is a set of objects, methods, or similar constructs that provides access to common
robot functions in a simple way. Abstractions remove the need to handle low-level functionality such as setting output ports high to turn on motors or translating raw sensor
data. For example, an abstraction may provide a method to have the robot move a manipulator to a certain position. It might also provide higher-level abstractions, such as
methods to make the robot move to a point using path planning. It is common now for
a research robot from a manufacturer to provide such a system with their robots, for
example the ARIA libraries from MobileRobots [2]. However, these abstractions suffer
from the same fault as controller-specific languages for industrial robots: they are specific
to the robot for which they are designed.
To improve this situation, many researchers have developed their own robot abstractions. Player is a popular robotics API that provides drivers for many robots and abstractions for controlling them [143]. Player provides abstractions for robot hardware
and software algorithms. It uses a producer/consumer approach, with custom drivers
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providing access to specific hardware and software functionality and an API for client
programs. Other systems that provide similar abstractions include CARMEN [104],
Miro [141], CLARAty [107], MARIE [41], Orca [29], RT-Middleware [5] and Pyro [22].
There is often a significant overlap between abstractions and software architectures. In
most cases, they are part of the same system, with the abstraction being both an interface
to the architecture and to robots.
Kanayama and Wu [78] developed a “Motion Description Language” extension to
Java that provides high-level abstractions for mobile robots. To prevent the abstraction
from being limited to one robot architecture they used Java classes to provide common
abstractions and programming interfaces. Each robot needs a customised version of the
Vehicle class, because of the specific robot hardware differences. Other services, such as
path planning, are also represented by classes.
Others have implemented similar tools, including Hardin et al. [66], who developed
a tool primarily used on Lego Mindstorms robots [88]. As well as Java, abstractions
have been created for many other generic languages, including C++ such as Hopler and
Otter’s system [68], which also provides real-time extensions, Loffler’s QMotor RTK [91],
and Python, known as Pyro [22]. Pyro provides classes and abstractions for robots and
algorithms. Even eXtensible Markup Language (XML) has been used for describing
robot motion, in a form that can be transmitted over networks and then played back on
a suitable robot body [84].
It is interesting to note that abstractions are commonly implemented using an objectoriented methodology. McKee et al. [98] state that a rigorous object-oriented approach
to robotics is important to clearly define robotic entities’ relationships. They describe
the MARS model of object-oriented robots, and define robots comprised of “resources,”
which are then modelled as “modules.” They draw clear parallels between object-oriented
concepts such as inheritance, and the modules of a robot. A good example is a tool on
the end of an arm. Simply by being on the end of an arm, the tool inherits from the arm
the ability to move, in the same way as child objects inherit abilities from their parents
in OO programming.
A similar approach is advocated by Brooks et al. [29]. They propose a ComponentBased Software Engineering approach to the development of robot systems, whereby robot
systems are built from a set of off-the-shelf reusable components. This increases the
modularity and reusability of the software components of robots. Recent commercial
programming systems for mobile robots have a similar focus. Evolution Robotics [80,
105] and Microsoft [100] both produce programming environments for developing mobile
robots. These environments provide an API, a set of libraries of common functionality,
an IDE, and use a general purpose language. They aim to provide an environment for
Rapid Application Development for robotics where reusability is commonplace.

2.2 Manual programming methods
Other efforts towards standardisation include URBI [10], a language and client/server
architecture designed to provide a universal low-level interface directly to the hardware of
robots, particularly humanoid robots. Client programs would use URBI as their interface
to robot hardware, providing portability. For this reason, it is designed to be a very
simple system. Its language uses the concept of “devices” representing robot hardware
and allows for serialisation, parallelisation and multiplexing of commands sent to the
hardware. Caccavale et al. proposed an environment for rapid prototyping of industrial
cells using real-time Linux [32].
Thrun [136] developed CES, an extension for C++ that provides probabilistic programming support. The use of probabilistic methods allows robot programs to overcome
problems caused by such things as sensor noise. However, writing programs with probabilistic methods is difficult. CES provides a set of C++ templates for probability distributions on variable types. It also provides methods for learning, which can be used in
conjunction with standard programming practices to create a robot program where parts
are coded by hand while other parts are trained. The language was tested by creating a
mail delivery program for a mobile robot. The program required only 137 lines of code
and two hours of training. While the use of this language does require a good knowledge
of statistical methods, it shows that such a programming tool is possible in a general
purpose language.
The more advanced architectures created for robotics may provide a language designed
for programming them based on a general purpose language. Examples include ALFA [52]
and ESL [53], designed to support the layers of the ATLANTIS architecture. ESL is
an extension to Common Lisp, designed to provide the sequencing components of the
architecture. It provides constructs for failure notification and handling, behaviour clean
up, and checkpointing.
Colbert is a language based on C, designed for programming architectures based on
Finite State Automata [85], in particular the Sapphira architecture. It is therefore easy
to verify as being accurate. It provides syntax for defining, starting and sequencing
“activities.”
Task Definition Language (TDL) is a language based on C++ and designed to support
task tree based architectures such as TCM and TCA [128]. It provides syntax for defining,
starting and synchronising tasks stored in the task tree.
These languages suffer from the seemingly common problem of being for a specific
architecture or group of architectures. Developers would therefore need to learn a new
language when moving between robots that use different architectures. As with the need
for standardised architectures, there is a need to standardise the languages used to program with them.
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Listing 2.1: A wall following algorithm implemented using Yampa [72].
1

3

5

7

rcFollowLeftWall :: Velocity -> Distance -> SimbotController
rcFollowLeftWall v d _ = proc sbi -> do
let r = rfLeft sbi
dr <- derivative -< r
let omega = kp*(r-d) + kd*dr
kd = 5
kp = v*(kdˆ2)/4
returnA -< mrFinalize (ddVelTR v (lim 0.2 omega))

Other languages
There are many other types of languages used in programming robots. They include
behavioural languages and functional languages.
Behaviour-based languages provide an alternative approach to the procedural languages of the previous sections. They typically specify how the robot should react to
different conditions, rather than providing a deliberative program. For example, a set of
behaviours could be to follow a wall from one point to another. They are particularly
useful when combined with a behavioural software architecture. A good example is the
Behaviour Language, designed for the Subsumption Architecture [30] and based on state
machines.
Functional Reactive Programming (FRP) is similar to the behavioural programming
paradigm. In FRP, both continuous and discrete events can be used to trigger actions.
Recently, there have been two language extensions of note based on a functional language,
Yampa [72] and Frob [112, 113]. The language used in both cases is Haskell. These
languages allow the developer to specify how the robot reacts using less code compared
with procedural languages. The descriptions are based on behaviours and events. For
example, in Yampa it is possible to write a wall following algorithm with just eight lines
of code (building on some lower-level functions), as shown in Listing 2.1.
While Yampa focuses mainly on the behavioural aspects, Frob is also designed with
modularity in mind. It allows blocks of code to interact through interfaces, thus supporting code reuse. It provides pre-defined controller and sensor interfaces and a communications infrastructure. It also makes use of “tasks” to create sequentiality within the
program.
FRP is not limited to languages such as Haskell. Dai et al. [44] have implemented
some parts of FRP in C++. It provides similar functionality to Frob, but also allows
existing C++ code. It is simpler to use than Yampa and Frob, both of which require a
good knowledge of functional programming. It does, however, require a good knowledge
of templates and some knowledge of functional programming.

2.2 Manual programming methods

2.2.2

Graphical methods

Graphical (or icon-based) programming methods provide an alternative to text-based
methods for manual programming. They require manual input to specify actions and
program flow. Graphical methods typically use a graph, flow-chart or diagram view of
the robot program. One advantage of graphical methods is their ease of use, which is
achieved at the cost of text-based programming’s flexibility. They are typically used for
robot applications rather than low-level system programming.
Perhaps the most well-known graphical tool using the flow-chart approach is employed
by the Lego Mindstorms robotics kit [88], illustrated in Figure 2.4. It is aimed at children,
and so is simple by design. Blocks representing low-level actions are stacked like Lego
pieces to produce a sequence of actions. The sequences can be combined together to form
a new block that can then be placed in a new stack, thus forming a simple hierarchy.
A sequence is either attached to the main robot process, which defines its standard behaviour, or to a sensor where it defines the action taken when that sensor is triggered.
While simple, this tool allows for the creation of sophisticated behaviours. Its limitation
is that it cannot create more complex programs.
In industrial environments, graphical methods enable rapid configuration of a robot
to perform a required task. Bischoff et al. [21] have produced a prototype style guide
for defining the icons in a flow-chart tool based on an emerging ISO standard (15187).
Usability tests show that both experts and beginners found the graphical method easier
for handling robots, for changing programs and for program overview. Touch screens are
becoming popular for programming robots, and graphical methods using icons are ideally
suited to this style of interface.
A graphical tool for off-line programming of welding robots was developed by Dai and
Kampker [43]. The main aim is to provide a user friendly interface for integrating sensor
information in robot programs and so increase sensor use in welding robot programs.
This is needed to overcome problems such as uncertainty of thermal effects. An iconoriented interface provides the main programming method, with macros defined for sensor
operations in a sensor editor. Macros make it easy to incorporate new sensors. The
method could be used with any robot program where sensor information is used to mitigate
inaccuracies.
A graph approach was taken by Bredenfeld and Indiveri [28] for their Dual Dynamics
(DD-) Designer tool, which takes a behaviour-based approach to controlling groups of
mobile robots. The graphical programming interface uses a data processor hyper-graph,
which is made up of data processing elements connected together by states. This approach
allows the interaction between robot program elements to be specified, providing a method
for specifying the interaction of the behaviours that make up the robot program.
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Figure 2.4: The Lego Mindstorms graphical programming environment, used to create
simple programs for Lego robots.

2.3 Automatic programming methods
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Figure 2.5: Categories of automatic programming methods. Learning systems, programming by demonstration and instructive systems are all methods of teaching robots to
perform tasks.

2.3

Automatic programming methods

Automatic programming methods provide little or no direct control over the program
code the robot will run. Instead, robot code is generated from information entered into
the robot in a variety of indirect ways. Often a robot must be running while automatic
“programming” is performed, and these systems have often been referred to as “online”
programming systems. However, automatic programming may also be performed on simulated or virtual robots, for example in industrial robotic CAD systems. In this case the
real robot is off-line but the virtual robot is online.
Figure 2.5 shows the three categories that automatic systems can be placed into:
learning systems, Programming by Demonstration (PbD) and instructive systems. These
are discussed in the following sections.

2.3.1

Learning systems

Learning systems create a program by inductive inference from user provided examples
and self-exploration by the robot. In the long run it will be crucial for a robot to improve
its performance in these ways. A full review is beyond the scope of this thesis. Examples
include a hierarchy of neural networks developed for learning the motion of a human arm
in 3D [20], and a robot that can learn simple behaviours and chain these together to form
larger behaviours [149]. Smart and Kaelbling [129] proposed reinforcement learning for
programming mobile robots. In the first phase the robot watches as the task is performed.
In the second phase the robot attempts to perform the task on its own.
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2.3.2

Programming by Demonstration

This is the most common method of automatic programming. It generally relies on
creating a robot program from a demonstration provided by a human. Figure 2.5 shows
that PbD tools may use teach pendants for the demonstration, or they may use other,
more natural communication methods such as gestures and voice.
A traditional PbD system uses a teach-pendant to demonstrate the movements the
robot should perform. This technique has been used for industrial manipulators for many
years. The demonstrator performs the task (for example, an assembly task) using the
teach pendant. The position of the end effector and joints are recorded and the results
used to generate a robot program that will move the robot arm through the same motions, or alternatively to fill in position information in programs written using a text
language. Though simple, this method has been effective at rapidly creating assembly
programs. Myers et al. [106] described an implementation by Intelligent Automation, Inc.
It uses PbD to demonstrate subtasks, which are then grouped into sequential tasks by a
programmer.
There are two current PbD research directions. The first is to produce better robot
programs from the demonstrations, for example by combining multiple demonstrations
and breaking down the information collected into segments. The second is to enhance
demonstrations through the use of multi-modal communications methods.
Significant work has been conducted in recent years to develop PbD methods that are
able to take the information produced from a demonstration, such as sensor and joint data,
and extract more useful information from it, particularly for industrial tasks. Traditional
PbD systems simply record and play back a single demonstration with no variation to
account for changes or errors in the world. Much current research aims to introduce some
intelligence to PbD systems to allow for flexible task execution rather than pure imitation.
Ehrenmann et al. [46] described a method for segmenting demonstrated data into
moves (found by segmenting between grasps) and grasps (specifically, the actions performed during a grasp). The results of the segmentation can be stored for later playback
on a robot. Chen et al. [34, 35, 36] described the progressive development of a similar tool
in which multiple demonstrations are used to build a partial view of the robot’s configuration space. Optimal paths are generated between steps in a task. The motivation is that
demonstrations rarely contain the best path between steps. This introduces significant
flexibility to task performance. For example, the task can be biased towards maximum
execution speed or maximum accuracy.
Ogawara et al. [110] developed a tool that integrates observations from multiple
demonstrations. The demonstrated data is segmented to find important states such as
grasps and moves. The multiple demonstrations are used to determine which segments
are important to the task, and from this a flexible task model is built for later execution
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on the robot.
The modality of the demonstration is also important; it may be touch, vision, gestures
or voice. All have seen active research in recent years. Grunwald et al. [63] developed a
method for natural touch in PbD. Rather than having to grip a robot arm at a certain
point to move it for the demonstration, the demonstrator may hold the robot arm at any
point, much as they would hold a human arm when indicating the movements that should
be performed for a task. Without a requirement that the robot be gripped in a certain
place, the robot becomes easier and more natural for a non-technical person to use.
Vision is also an important method of receiving demonstration information. However,
it is difficult to produce a robust vision-based system that can operate in the typically
cluttered environments of the real world. Special markers often must be used to indicate
which objects the robot should be paying attention to during the demonstration, and
the data from the demonstration is not as accurate as data from other sensors on the
robot. Yokokohji et al. [152] developed a tool to use cameras mounted close to the
demonstrator’s viewpoint for acquiring the demonstration data. Both the demonstrator’s
hand motion and head motion are captured by tracking landmarks. Tests included the
task of retrieving a CD from a CD rack, which showed that the task could be reproduced
with sufficient accuracy. However, markers are required on all objects of interest in order
to find landmarks.
Takamatsu et al. [134] described a method of producing more robust programs by
correcting possible errors in demonstrated data from vision-based PbD. Contact states
are checked to ensure they don’t create such problems as having two objects in the same
place. This ensures that incorrect results from a vision system do not produce erroneous
programs.
There have been other advances in PbD systems. Onda et al. [111] developed a virtual
environment where demonstrations are performed. Contact state information can easily
be retrieved from such an environment. Standard contact states may be replaced with
special behaviours to overcome differences between the virtual world and various iterations
of the real world. Instead of simply attempting to push a peg into a hole, the tool will
make the robot perform a search pattern to ensure the peg is correctly aligned with the
hole and then move it in such a way that it goes into the hole smoothly. This is an
imitation of how humans perform such a task, that is visually lining up the peg and the
hole before moving it around until it goes in.
Other advances include the use of sensors on the fingers to detect fine manipulation
of objects, for example turning a screw [153]. Friedrich et al. [49] allow the results of the
demonstration to be graphically viewed once the demonstration is complete. This allows
the programmer to see what the robot will do as a result of the demonstration, and also
allows different parts of the demonstration to be edited, moved around, and even used
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separately, producing code reuse for a PbD system.
Traditional robot CAD programming systems also provide a virtual simulation environment in which a user may manipulate a robot to perform a task, and this is a form of
PbD. Although the robot is off-line, the robot simulation is online.
The key trend in PbD is the increased intelligence of the programming system. Rather
than just playing back a single demonstration, as was originally done, PbD methods
are now capable of interpreting a demonstration and then using the interpreted data to
produce robust, flexible programs capable of handling complex, changing worlds. PbD
methods may include learning; some of the task description may be acquired by learning
from the demonstrations.

2.3.3

Instructive systems

Instructive systems are given a sequence of instructions, usually in real-time. The technique is best suited for commanding robots to carry out tasks that they have already been
trained or programmed to perform; it could be considered the highest level of programming. Typically, gesture recognition or voice recognition is used.
Voyles and Khosla [147] explored gesture-based programming using “Gesture Interpretation Agents.” This is integrated into a PbD system. Steil et al. [131] investigated the
use of gestures for controlling the vision based robot GRAVIS. Gestures are used to direct
the attention of the robot, and so enable its vision system to more easily find objects that
are specified in instructions. This is useful for overcoming the problems caused by clutter
in human environments. Strobel et al. [133] used hand gestures for controlling a domestic
cleaning robot. Static hand and arm gestures are captured with the robot’s stereo vision system, or dynamic gestures are captured with a magnetic tracking system. Spatial
knowledge is used to help determine the intent behind the gesture. The user could point
to a surface that should be cleaned. Gesture recognition is useful for indicating objects
in a scene that instructions apply to.
Language-based communication is the most natural method for humans to communicate instructions to one another, so it is a good candidate for robot instruction. A
natural language system for providing directions to a robot is described by Lauria et
al. [87]. Natural language is used to teach the robot how to move to different locations
by specified routes. It has fourteen motion primitives that are linked to natural language
constructs. Unknown commands may be used by the user at some point, and some form
of clarification and learning system would be needed.
Multi-modal communication has potential for high-level robot programming. Vision
systems provide a view of the world, and are used for gesture recognition (for example,
gesturing commands or pointing at an object in the world). Gesture recognition and
natural language recognition are used to give and clarify instructions to a robot. McGuire
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et al. [97] describe a continuation of the work in [131], mentioned earlier. The authors
argue that a multi-modal system is a necessity for robots aimed at “more cognitively
oriented environments” such as homes. They aim for human-like interaction. Information
from all sources (vision, gestures and voice) may be used. For example, an instruction to
“pick up that cube” could be given with voice while a gesture is used to indicate the cube
to pick up, and the vision system provides a location for the cube.
Instructive systems have great potential for providing a high-level control method for
robots. However, they still rely on the underlying trained or programmed abilities. These
can be implemented only using other programming methods such as manual programming
and through training with PbD systems.

2.4

Programming language design trends

The trends in general programming language design provide background to discussion
of improving mobile robot programming. They are briefly reviewed here. The field of
programming language design has seen several trends over the years. The three major
trends were:
OO was introduced by Simula 67 [124] in 1967 and further defined by Smalltalk [135] in
1971. It has become a very popular method for representing complex conceptual
objects in a design, and facilitates reusability. Many languages have had object
oriented constructs added after being in use for many years, for example C++.
Logic programming surfaced in the 1980s. It is programming by specifying constraints
on a problem and inferring the solution, in effect specifying what the problem is
rather than how to solve it. Because development of logic programming was unable
to solve several key issues of usability, it never became particularly popular as a
mainstream programming tool. Logic languages are commonly used today for artificial intelligence research and constraint-based problems, for example optimisation
problems. Prolog [75] is a popular logic language.
Functional programming has mainly contributed the concept of programming the
goal rather than the method, as well as developing the concept of strong typing.
Haskell [77] is a good example of a functional programming language.
More recent trends include the increasing use of Rapid Application Development
(RAD) systems, which incorporate a language with many features, such as garbage collection, designed to speed the programming process and so allow very quick construction
of complex application software. Examples include Borland’s Delphi [26] and Microsoft’s
Visual Basic [74]. Related to this, in commercial programming systems, is the increasing
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popularity of a unified architecture upon which many programming languages are based.
For example, Microsoft’s .NET system [99] provides a single API architecture used by
multiple different languages. C++, C# [145], Java [76, 146] and Visual Basic .NET [144]
are all supported by a single API (although C++ is not as supported as well the other
languages). This provides a programming environment where a programmer does not
need to relearn the API when changing languages, and so can use the best language for
the task with less extra learning.
Another trend is investigating ways to integrate the three programming paradigms
(OO/procedural, logic and functional) into a single programming system. The goal is for
a programmer to be able to smoothly move between programming paradigms within a
single language and programming system. This will allow programmers to use the best tool
to solve a problem without being required to move to a completely different environment.
A language that is making solid progress towards this goal is Mozart/OZ [58]. It provides
both object-oriented programming features and the search capability of logic programming
languages.
Finally, of particular note for this thesis is the increasing use of application-specific
languages in many areas. These were previously discussed in Section 1.2.1.

2.5

Discussion

This chapter has reviewed the existing work in robot programming environments. The
work has been divided into manual programming systems and automatic programming
systems.
While the development of programming tools for industrial robots has somewhat stagnated, there has been considerable work in research tools aimed in particular at mobile
robots. The development of hardware abstraction layers for robot hardware and algorithms is a popular trend, allowing developers to move programs between robots with
significantly more ease than the robot-specific tools. There have also been a significant
number of languages developed for specific architectures. However, these types of languages are not suitable and their ideas must be moved into an architecture-independent
language. A related trend is the increasing emphasis on standardisation in robot software
architectures, with the aim of increasing the reusability of previously-written software
components.
There is also a trend towards higher-level languages that provide more support to
programmers. This is illustrated by the development of architecture-specific languages and
behavioural languages, which allow a programmer to work at a higher level and without
concern for the details of, for example, how a behaviour will be executed, allowing them
to focus instead on what conditions must be satisfied. With more intelligent programming
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systems, the programmer is required to do less work to achieve the same results, increasing
productivity.
It is also noted that graphical and automatic systems are becoming more powerful, allowing people with few technical skills to construct robot programs from existing building
blocks.
In automatic programming systems the trend is towards increased and more flexible learning ability. For example, PbD systems are becoming increasingly capable of
constructing flexible task plans from demonstrations rather than just playing back the
motions they have learnt. With these advances, PbD for learning task primitives could be
coupled with a graphical or voice interface for task sequencing to create a very powerful,
user-friendly interface for end users to program their robots.
The key outstanding issues in the design of robot programming environments for robot
developers are the lack of support for unique features of robot programming and the lack
of standardisation in the programming tools to allow robot developers to move between
robots, architectures and environments with a minimum of learning new tools. These
issues are important to simplifying the task of developing robots. Section 1.2 discussed
the need for robot programming environments to meet the needs of robot programming;
the issues discussed here illustrate the areas in which this should happen.
As this thesis is mainly focused on developers rather than end users, the remainder
of this thesis concentrates on manual programming rather than automatic programming.
The next chapter analyses the development task, with the goal of answering some of the
questions raised in Chapter 1: what the necessary facilities for easing the development of
robot software are and how to provide them.
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I’m programmed to be very busy.
Calculon, Futurama

3
Robot Programming Environment
Design

The first step towards the goal of an improved robot programming environment is to
know what is required. To know this, the task of developing a robot must be analysed to
determine what robot developers will need to do with the tools provided. What support
is lacking from current programming environments, and so what needs to be improved,
will be seen from the results of the analysis.
The needs placed on the programming environment by developers can be found by
performing an analysis of the robot programming process. This includes a task analysis
of the task of implementing a robot system from start to finish, a use case analysis of
the programming task itself, followed by a requirements analysis of specifically what the
developer will need to do with the tools that make up the environment. These analyses
are described in Section 3.1.
From the analyses it is possible to identify key areas where current programming
environments do not meet the requirements, and so determine in what ways robot programming environments can be improved to achieve the stated goals. Section 3.2 describes
the areas of improvement that are found.
Section 3.3 considers alternatives for providing the necessary support, with particular
emphasis on the language component that is the focus of this thesis. Finally, Section 3.4
discusses the new robot programming language that will be the focus of the remainder of
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the thesis.

3.1

Analysing robot development

An analysis of robot development is necessary to know what a robot programming environment must be able to do.
Programming environments must make it easy for the programmer to develop and
maintain programs, in that common tasks the programmer must perform should be made
as easy as possible. For example, many IDEs provide support for APIs in the form of
automatic function look-up and completion. Graphical User Interface (GUI) programming
environments such as the Qt toolkit’s Qt Designer [120] provide functionality for laying
out the design of GUIs. They make it easy for programmers to fill in the functionality of
GUI elements without needing to write the code for creating the GUI itself. Similarly, web
development environments provide tools with which a web page layout can be designed,
then its functionality programmed, with minimal programming required.
An important part of a programming environment is the language. It must support
the programming domain in which it is being used. It must provide semantics that match
the concepts found in that programming domain, and a descriptive syntax relevant to the
problems and programming tasks. A good example is the Esterel programming environment, which is designed for programming concurrent embedded systems and includes the
Esterel language [14]. This language provides semantics based on the concepts found in
concurrent embedded systems, such as parallel execution, synchronisation, reactivity and
verifiability. It uses syntax relevant to these concepts to make them simple for programmers to specify.
The analysis of robot development must consider what a robot programming environment should provide for robot developers. It must therefore determine what will need to
be developed and programmed, what the steps involved in the development process are,
and what the constraints on the process of developing robot software are. From this, the
necessary features of a robot programming environment can be determined.
The analysis of the task of developing a robot is divided into three steps: a task analysis, a use case analysis and a requirements analysis. Each step builds on the previous step
to bring out more detail of the requirements of a good robot programming environment.

3.1.1

Task analysis

“Task analysis” is a term that can be used to describe a large range of techniques for
describing, in detail, how a task is performed, with the goal of determining the constraints
on the task and improving the tools and methods used to perform the analysed task [150].

3.1 Analysing robot development
A task is defined as a step towards achieving a goal that is meaningful for the user.
This thesis uses a task analysis method from ergonomics where the components involved in performing the task are determined, the task is broken down into a number
of smaller tasks arranged in a hierarchy, and each sub-task is analysed in terms of the
interactions between the components involved in that step. This method of task analysis
allows a process to be investigated for all factors that affect the carrying out of that task
by a user or users. The process of decomposing tasks into smaller sub-tasks is often known
as Hierarchical Task Analysis [150]. In many ways, the ordering of the sub-tasks can be
seen as a plan for achieving their parent task.
The first step in the analysis is to determine all the parts of the task that are involved
by developing a system model. It is important to note that the word “system” in “system
model” does not refer to the robot system being developed, but rather to the concept of
the process of developing and using the robot being a system itself. Note also that the
analysis begins by considering the entire lifetime of the robot, from development to use,
in order to determine the importance of the development task.
The components of the system model are grouped into four categories according to
what they are:
Liveware: People involved in carrying out the task.
Machines: Tools and other objects involved in carrying out the task.
Environment: Areas where the task is performed.
Software: Information used in carrying out the task, including specifications and processes.
The important components of each part of the model are also listed. While this level of
detail may seem excessive, it is an important part of the analysis process and helps to
ensure that nothing is missed.
Consider, for example, an analysis of the task of using a word processor to open a
file. The system model would find components involved in the system such as the person
opening the file (liveware), the computer and its components such as a mouse (machines),
the area in which the computer is situated (environment) and the method for opening a
file with the word processor (software).
Once the system model has been completed, the next step is to determine the subtasks involved in carrying out the task being analysed. These tasks are arranged in a
hierarchy, beginning with the overall task at the top, followed by the top-level sub-tasks,
then sub-tasks at the next level, and so on. Each task is broken down into smaller tasks
as far as is necessary.
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For example, the “opening a file with a word processor” task would involve sub-tasks
such as “start word processor,” “find file,” and “open file.” The “find file” sub-task may
have its own sub-tasks such as “open file dialog” and “navigate to file,” while the “open
file” sub-task may have sub-tasks such as “move mouse cursor over file” and “double click
left mouse button.” These seem like small, trivial steps, but the level of detail is necessary.
The task analysis step is next, and is the most important step in the analysis. In this
step, the tasks identified in the previous step are described according to 6 criteria:
Inputs: The inputs to the task from the parts of the system (liveware, etc.).
Outputs: The result of the task, which should be able to be used as an input for the
next task in the system or to meet a goal.
Time: When the task must be completed by. Usually, this is a time constraint based on
other tasks in the system.
Criteria: The criteria by which the task is judged to be complete.
Criticality: How important the task is to the success of the overall system.
Decisions: What must be decided while carrying out the task and determining if it is
complete.
If this is applied to the “find file” sub-task, the following results might be obtained:
Inputs: Person, computer, file name.
Outputs: The location of the file.
Time: Complete before opening the file.
Criteria: The file location is known and the file can be opened without further navigation.
Criticality: The file cannot be opened if it cannot be found, so this task is vital.
Decisions: Is the file in this location?
Finally, the interactions between components involved in the task are determined.
This helps to identify where critical interactions lie and which components are involved
in them.
The remainder of this section describes the task analysis performed on the task of
developing a robot. The full details of the analysis can be found in Appendix A.
The process of developing a museum guide robot was chosen as the task to analyse.
In this example, the developers must develop a robot that can provide guided tours of
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Table 3.1: Components of the system model.
Developer
Hands, vision, brain power, past experience
Subject Matter Expert
Hands, vision, brain power, knowledge of museum environment and rules
Guidees
Hands, vision, hearing, brain power, feet/legs, museum
visiting habits and preferences
Computer
Keyboard, mouse, monitor, network
Development robot
Motors/wheels, vision sensors, ultrasonic sensors, IR sensors, laser scanners, speakers, display, input panel, API,
software architecture
Production robot
Motors/wheels, navigation sensors, display, input panel,
speakers, API
Programming environment Programmer support facilities, APIs, programming language, debugging facilities.
Museum
Exhibits, hallways, entrance foyer
Development workspace
Computers, development robot, production robot, robot
documentation, development system (programming environment), simulator
Other developers
Brain power, past experience
Other museum visitors
Body
Robot supplier
Past experience, current knowledge
Goal:
Develop a robot system to
guide people in a museum

Guide robot
functional
requirements

Develop
robot system

Maintain
robot system

Train users

Figure 3.1: Top level tasks in the system model.
a museum to a group of museum visitors. The tours should be customisable by the
visitors to include exhibits they wish to see. Exhibits that are available for tours should
be provided by the museum staff, and customisable without need to contact the robot
developers. This defines the goal of the task: “Develop a robot to guide people in a
museum.” The components involved in the task are shown in Table 3.1.
There are four top-level tasks, shown in Figure 3.1: determining the functional requirements of the guide robot, developing the robot system, maintaining the robot system, and
training users (the museum curators and maintenance staff) to use the system.
Each of these tasks is broken down into increasingly smaller tasks, shown in Figures 3.2,
3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.
This thesis is focused on the programming environment, so the more detailed parts of
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Request
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Discover
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want to see

Order exhibits

Set goal
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tour
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obstacles

Navigate
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Continue
tour to
next exhibit
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Figure 3.2: The tasks for determining the functional requirements.
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Figure 3.3: The tasks required to develop the robot system.
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Maintain
robot system
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hardware
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update exhibit
database

Debug robot
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logs

Remote
programming/
monitoring

Figure 3.4: The tasks for maintaining the robot system.
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Figure 3.5: The tasks for training users of the robot system.
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the analysis were only performed on the task branch that involves this component, the
“develop robot system” task branch. The first thing that is apparent from the task tree
is that this branch is the most intensive part of the entire process, although this is not
unexpected. This can be seen because this task features a number of complex subtasks,
and more subtasks of a similar size and nature to other branches of the task tree. It can
also be seen that the implementation branch of the development task is the most intensive
branch of that task. This, also, is not unexpected. This indicates that the implementation
task is the most complex in achieving the top-level task.
The task analysis of this branch further reinforces these findings by illustrating the
complexity of these subtasks. Consider the analysis of the “Implement elements” task,
shown below.
Inputs: Requirements/design of each element. Design of system architecture. Developer’s experience/knowledge. Programming environment.
Outputs: Implemented and tested robot elements.
Time: Perform once the element designs have been completed.
Criteria: When this task is complete the elements will be known to work and satisfy the
functionality they are designed for.
Criticality: This task must be completed to provide the component parts of the robot.
Decisions: How should each element be implemented and tested?
This analysis shows that there are a large number of inputs to the task and the output is
both large and important: if the robot is not implemented, it is impossible to achieve the
top-level task of developing a robot. The next analysis deals with one of the child tasks
of this task, the “Program elements” task.
Inputs: Requirements/design of each element. Design of system architecture. Developer’s experience/knowledge. Programming environment.
Outputs: Implemented elements.
Time: Perform once solutions have been decided on and designs have been completed.
Criteria: When finished, each element that was required should be fully implemented
(feature complete).
Criticality: Vital to developing a robot.
Decisions: What language to use? What libraries to use?
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This illustrates, again, the complexity of the implementation task and its importance to
the overall process of developing a robot.
A brief analysis of the components involved in the task can be performed to identify
the critical components. As the development branch is the important branch for this
thesis, the analysis is focused on that branch. The components involved in each of the
numbered sub-tasks in Figure 3.3 are given below.
1. Developer, other developers, robot supplier.
2. Developer, development robot, other developers.
3. Developer, Subject Matter Expert (SME), other developers.
4. Developer, computer, development robot, programming environment, development
workspace, other developers, robot supplier.
5. Developer, SME, production robot, robot supplier, other developers.
6. Developer, SME, production robot, museum.
The developer is found to be the key component, as expected. Aside from more training
and hiring better developers, there is little that can be done to improve this component.
However, the developer interacts the most with the development robot, the programming environment and the development environment. The developer’s productivity can
therefore be improved by improving these components. The implementation task being a
particularly complex and important part of the development task further reinforces this.
These results confirm the original proposal that robot programming environments are
a constraint on the process of robot programming, that they are important to robot development and that improving them can improve the task of robot development. Therefore
robot programming environments must be properly suited to the task they are used for.
The analysis can now move on to analysing the requirements of the implementation task
and the requirements of the components involved.

3.1.2

Use case analysis

UML modelling uses Use Case Analysis to provide a semi-formal method of determining
the interactions between a user and a system (typically a software or computer system) [33]. Use cases reflect the requirements of the system involved. For this thesis, use
case analysis is used by determining the use cases for a robot programming environment
to find the requirements of that environment placed on it by robot developers. From this,
any unique, robot-specific interactions between robot developers and robot programming
environments will become apparent.

3.1 Analysing robot development
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Design Architecture

Choose solutions
Developer
Create program

Link components together

Development robot

Test

Figure 3.6: Use case analysis of the implementation tasks.
Each use case describes a single interaction between one or more actors and the system
being analysed, in this case a robot programming environment. The robot programming
environment is treated as a black box, whereby each use case involves the environment
as a whole rather than individual components of it. In the same way, use cases are not
used to describe single actions but rather accomplishing a task with the programming
environment.
At the top level are the tasks performed to implement a robot system, as shown in
Figure 3.6. These are similar to the same tasks found in the task analysis presented in
Section 3.1.1.
Focusing on the task of creating the program gives the tasks shown in Figure 3.7.
Here, the different tasks that must be accomplished while writing the robot program can
be seen. For example, motion control systems to control the movement of the robot must
be created, and the robot’s hardware must be given instructions.
Moving on to more basic tasks of creating the program, the tasks shown in Figure 3.8
are found. It is interesting to see that at this level, robot programming does not involve
any tasks that are not involved in what would be considered “normal” programming.
From the use case diagrams, it can be seen that the tasks a robot programming environment must be able to perform include the same tasks expected in a normal programming
environment at a basic level. This includes such tasks as creating a new project, using API
functions, compiling, debugging the program, and checking program state and variable
contents.
These are familiar tasks to any programmer, but in robotics some of them may be
quite different in functional detail. For example, debugging a robot program is not a
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Create new data types

Manage internal/external events
Developer

Control processing and
response priorities

Create motion control systems

Supporting computer
systems

Manage/interact with
object instances

Manage distributed/
concurrent processes
Development
robot

Communicate with hardware

Figure 3.7: Use case analysis of the task of creating a robot program
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Figure 3.8: Use case analysis of the basic tasks performed when creating a robot program.
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simple task, as the program may be running on a separate computer system without a
standard interface, or may even be running across multiple computers in a distributed
system. This makes it difficult to obtain information on the program’s state. These
differences are caused by the nature of robotic systems, discussed in Section 1.2.

3.1.3

Requirements analysis

The previous two analyses have produced results that may seem obvious. They have
shown that the implementation of the robot is the most intensive part of the development
process, that programming the robot is important, and that, at a high level, programming
in the robot domain is not significantly different from programming in other domains.
However, as has been explained in Chapter 1, there are significant differences in the
detail of the programming process. These have not been found by the analyses performed
so far because these have focused on the interactions between components of the system
rather than the functional detail of these interactions.
Both for completeness and to fill in this detail, the final step of the analysis of robot development determines the functional requirements of robot software. This will determine
in detail what the programming environment will need to do and will find any requirements
not found in the other analyses. It is necessary because the programming environment
must support the program as much as the developer. This analysis will also determine if
existing programming environments can meet the needs of robot development.
The requirements analysis involves looking at what a robot program must do and
therefore what the programming environment must support the program in doing and
support the developer in programming. The end result should be a list of what a robot
programming environment is required to provide.
From the components of a robot determined by the task analysis in Section 3.1.1,
knowledge of robotics, and the nature of robots as described in Chapter 1, what a robot
program must do can be determined. Robots must be able to:
• reason about various forms of data, including geometric data (particularly important
to any robot system for navigation and movement purposes), temporal data, and
statistical data to help interpret the abstract data received from various sensors
describing the world around the robot
• operate in real-time, as they work in a world that will not wait for the robot
• react to events, both in the environment and internal to the system
• be able to utilise distributivity and concurrency to provide redundancy and take
advantage of extra, parallel computing power so as to run their component systems
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(navigation, image recognition, an so on) in parallel. They must perform many
tasks at the same time, such as planning, responding to events and interacting with
users.
Everything that a robot program must do, must be programmed by the robot developer. The list of requirements given above therefore leads to a list of specific things the
programming environment must support:
• managing geometric and temporal data
• handling large quantities of rapidly changing, abstract and potentially erratic data
from sensors
• specifying responses to events that occur both internal to the robot and in the real
world around the robot
• managing concurrency, often across multiple systems connected via a networking
system and involving vastly different tasks, some with rapid response requirements
and others that must perform large processing tasks
• specifying real-time constraints and priorities on blocks of code, parallel tasks and
responses to events that occur
• testing and debugging the program, including planning systems, diagnosing incorrect responses to expected sensor data, and viewing the robot’s internal state.
The programming environment must make it as straightforward as possible for the
developer to accomplish these.

3.2

Features of a robot programming environment

Section 3.1 determined what a robot developer would need to do with a robot programming environment and so what a robot programming environment must support. This
section now considers the features a good robot programming environment should have
to simplify the task of robot development. Many of these features are targeted at the
requirements discussed in the previous section. Others are features that could aid the
task.
These features are divided into three categories. These are features that are essential
in a robot programming system, features that are not essential but worth serious consideration, and features where any benefit is uncertain, but possible. The final usefulness
of each feature depends on the evaluation and testing of implementations. The features
are listed in Table 3.2. Section 3.3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 discuss how many of these
features are addressed in existing systems.
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Table 3.2: The features that can benefit the task of robot programming.
Type
Feature
Essential

Application-specific data types
Support for concurrency in the semantics
Control of distributivity from the language
Control of the priority of code
Versatile semantics for specifying reactivity
Able to trigger events from within code

Non-essential

Libraries of common functionality
IDE with strong support for robotics
Robot simulator to assist in debugging
Augmented reality for debugging real robots
Support for task-level programming
Standardised component interfaces for hardware and software components
Network transparency

Debatable

Relative debugging
Shell interface for experimentation
Expandable, component-based programming system

3.2.1

Essential features

These are features of a robot programming environment that are essential to meet the
goal laid out in Chapter 1. They are essential because they explicitly target the areas of
need that were determined by the analysis in Section 3.1.3.
Application-specific data types designed for the robotics problem domain are necessary
to allow easy and error-free management of data commonly found in robotics. As an
example, data types supporting dimensioned data such as geometry data and time values
are necessary. Such data may require additional, non-standard operators, such as temporal
logic for comparisons of time values. These application-specific data types should provide
low-level functionality, similar to the level of functionality found in the integer and floating
point data types common in many languages. Higher level objects, such as paths and
maps, are also essential in robotics. These should be built on the low-level data types
that represent basic dimensioned values. The data types should ensure that the developer
does not make errors in mixing incompatible data. Both the primitive data types and the
higher level objects must be flexible enough to adapt to the developer’s needs and the needs
of the specific robot application being developed. This includes different measurement
units and different map structures. The usefulness of application-specific data types to
robot programming is clear from the inclusion of geometric data management in industrial
systems.
It may also be beneficial for these data types to be implemented directly in the lan-
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guage as primitive data types rather than using abstraction facilities of the language (for
example, classes in C++). The advantage of this is the ability to use a unique syntax for
specifying data such as dimensioned data in program code, which may be clearer than
using the standard syntax for objects of the language.
Another example is statistical data types, such as statistical distributions, which are
needed to manage sensor data. They can be used to account for errors in sensor data or
to deal with large quantities of data, providing such things as mean values and variances.
They can also be used for other tasks that commonly use statistical methods, for example
image processing.
Concurrency semantics are necessary for specifying that a line, block or function of
code should run in parallel with other code. It is also necessary to be able to easily manage
threads, synchronise parallel tasks, and communicate between them, which requires thread
communications systems.
Related to this is the need to specify where code will run in a distributed system,
providing a method for managing distributivity and distributed resources. Examples
of where this would be useful are any robot systems where heavy processing tasks are
performed on an off-board computing system, for example a simultaneous localisation
and mapping system, or a path planner for a complex environment. Multiple robots
cooperating on a single task would also benefit.
A method to control code priority, particularly specifying that a line, block or function
of code should run with real-time priority, is necessary. The system must also be able to
handle cases where the priority requirements cannot be met; for example when an event
cannot be responded to in the required maximum response time of a real-time system.
This will enable the management of real-time conditions and ease handling of problems
with real-time compliance. Real-time is necessary in situations such as responding quickly
to changes in the robot’s environment that are potentially dangerous.
A versatile reactivity system is necessary to allow responses to events to be specified.
With this, developers will be able to write code to respond to events ranging from sensor
triggers to errors. They will be able to clearly specify the conditions under which the
response code should run. This is similar to the concept of exceptions. However, while
exception responses can be specified anywhere in the callstack, this system needs to allow
for the setting of responses anywhere in the system, much like interrupts, and to not
necessarily have them interrupt the currently executing code in order to run.
The system must also allow the triggering of events manually within program code
rather than just preconfigured hardware events. This allows for developer-defined software
events that can be used for a virtually limitless number of purposes, from cross-thread
communication to debugging of code. With such a system, responsive robot programs
become much easier to write.
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Debugging is a particularly important point. Debugging a robot system requires more
than the standard debugging systems of break points and memory display. One way
debugging systems can be improved for robot programs is through the use of a simulator.
This provides a facility where robot programs can be tested in a safe environment where
errors won’t cause loss of hardware or injury. Simulation systems are also capable of
providing greater access to information about the robot’s internal state. For example, the
Stage and Gazebo simulators can display the range of laser scanners and obstacles they
are detecting in the simulation view [117].
Once a program is ready to be tested on a real robot, other methods of checking
internal state become necessary. Log files are difficult to use for finding problems in
sensor data or algorithms such as map building, and on screen visualisation is difficult to
relate to the real environment. Augmented reality is one solution, where visualisations of
internal robot state can be displayed over the developer’s view of the real world.

3.2.2

Non-essential features

Non-essential features do not explicitly target any of the points found in the analysis of
robot development. Many of them, such as libraries, are based on logical features that
should be present in any programming environment. Others are based on factors that
are unique to robot systems. They are features that are possibly not essential to a good
robot programming environment, but which could provide a benefit.
To help reduce developer workload and increase code reuse, extensive libraries of common algorithms and data structures are needed. The use of design patterns to allow these
to be customised is also necessary to further reduce code writing while maintaining the
flexibility of the system.
To speed up the creation of programs and ease the learning curve of a robot programming system, significant developer support in the programming environment is necessary.
This should be in the form of auto-completion for structures and functions (functionality
that can be found in most modern IDEs). Function and class templates should also be
present. It is common in many IDEs to find wizards or templates that are used to provide
a basic program that can be extended to suit the developer’s needs.
To enable the creation of task-based robot programs a means to specify and manage
tasks is necessary. This is a higher level of abstraction than standard programming. A
task-level approach should build on the rest of the system to provide abstract programming.
Identical interfaces between similar components to both hardware and software components of robots are necessary to increase the flexibility of robot software. For example,
different mapping systems should have identical interfaces to allow them to be interchanged, not just when developing the robot but on the fly while the robot is running
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to account for changes in the environment (moving from a large, open environment to
a small, cluttered environment, for example). Similarly, hardware components should
have identical interfaces across similar components such as cameras and manipulators to
increase software portability. This is similar to the way drivers are used to allow many
different vendors’ hardware to work interchangeably in personal computers. This sort of
portability leads to decreased development time and costs.
A network transparent naming scheme is necessary to provide invisibility from distributivity within the program. A robot program can then run on both a distributed
system and a single computer (such as a multiprocessor computer) with no changes, increasing its portability.

3.2.3

Other features

These are improvements that may or may not give an advantage to robot developers.
Relative debugging has the potential to provide a method of system verification between simulations and the real world as well as aid the transition from the simulator to
the real world. It can be used when the robot program is known to function correctly in
the simulator. The robot program is run simultaneously in a simulation and in the real
world, with the internal robot state constantly compared to check for abnormalities.
A shell interface can be a useful tool for experimentation. With it, a developer can
interact with a robot in real-time and try out statements in the robot programming language without having to go through the longer process of writing and running a program.
A robot programming environment should be component based. A feature/control
plug-in system can allow the programming system to be simplified for novice users when
more complex features are not needed and allow experienced developers to add their own
components to the system to suit their needs.

3.3

Providing feature support

This section considers how the features discussed above could be provided. Two approaches are considered. The first is to use an existing general purpose programming
environment without modification. The second is an environment custom designed for
robotics.
The analysis performed so far and the features discussed clearly show that the language
used to program robots is a central part of the overall programming system. This section
in particular considers what language is suitable for robotics.
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3.3.1

Using an existing environment

This section considers how well an existing, general purpose programming environment,
such as one designed for Java or C++, meets the needs of robot programming. It attempts
to answer the question of if existing programming environments, including languages, are
suitable for programming robots. How each feature would be supported is discussed, as
well as how good this support is.
For robot-specific data types, consider the example of dimensioned data. This data
can be managed in two ways. The first is to use integers or floating point numbers.
This is a non-intuitive approach as the data type used does not indicate what the stored
data means. The problem is compounded by the need to keep track of what the value
represents. For example, does it represent metres, millimetres or seconds? Making an
error in representation can result in significant failure problems ranging from missing a
grasp to missing an orbital entry around a planet.
The alternative is to use OO to construct suitable objects for representing dimensioned
data. The objects would keep track of the meaning of the stored value. However, this is
not a perfect solution. While it can help catch errors in dimensioned data, it does not
make the data any easier to use. It does not significantly improve the look of the data in
program code.
Also consider the example of statistical data. Managing sensor data requires handling
large quantities of data, usually with a very high update rate, and accounting for possible
errors in the data manually. General purpose languages do not provide useful facilities for
this task. For example, statistical analysis can help improve the quality of data received
from sensors. However, performing statistical analysis on sensor data requires the use of
extra libraries and enough knowledge of statistical analysis to be able to use them, rather
than having a suitable analysis performed automatically in the background. Thrun [136]
attempted to address this issue with templated types for C++ that provide statistical
analysis support.
Support for concurrency in general purpose languages is limited to simplistic threading
models, often based on the threading systems of the supporting operating system. For
example, Java provides a thread class and C++ can use the C-style pthreads library
or the C++-style Boost threading library [25]. The use of these systems requires the
developer to write a large quantity of thread management code themselves. This makes
program design more difficult, complicates the programming and maintenance processes,
and bloats program code.
Similarly, the use of distributivity in programs relies on 3rd party systems which are
complex and difficult to use, particularly when being integrated into an existing system.
CORBA [109], for example, has a very steep learning curve. The alternatives are the
creation of a custom architecture, which requires significant effort, or using an existing
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custom architecture such as one of those mentioned in Chapter 2, which may not be
entirely suited to the root being developed. Many distributivity systems often also provide
some form of network transparency.
Having mentioned custom architectures, it is worth noting that architectures can provide many of the other desirable facilities, such as libraries of common functionality and
standardised interfaces to hardware and software components. Many of the architectures
and abstraction systems discussed in Chapter 2, such as Player, do this.
Real-time support relies on the program running on an operating system that supports
real-time scheduling. However, with general purpose languages there is no way to specify
priority of code beyond a thread-level granularity. If a developer wants a certain block of
code to run with real-time priority, an entire thread must be created just for that block.
With the already complex thread management required by the simple threading systems,
this becomes a very difficult task.
Specifying responses to events requires the use of complex code. This may use an
“event loop” to call event handling functions as specified by the developer, or could use
the exception handling facilities of the language, if present (both Java and C++ feature
exception handling facilities). In both cases, the code can quickly get out of hand when
a large number of events must be handled. It is also difficult to create a flexible program
that can handle a variety of event types or expand the program to support more events
using this method. For example, specifying responses to many different sensor triggers
would require such a set up.
As was discussed in Section 3.2.1, existing debugging methods often do not work
for robot software. Robot programs cannot always be paused and have their internals
inspected. The real world cannot be stopped, so the program must often keep running.
Program state can be difficult to view, particularly if concurrency and distributivity is
involved. Existing environments do not provide any way to visualise the large quantities
of data that are used in robot software. Separate visualisation systems can be used, such
as Augmented Reality [38] or the playerv utility provided by the Player project for viewing
sensor data, but lack of integration into a single environment makes this more difficult.
Similarly, simulation facilities must be provided by external applications, making them
more difficult to use.
The solutions presented here have a common advantage. They use widely-supported
existing systems. However, there is a common disadvantage that outweighs this advantage.
All the solutions are complex. They require the developer to write significant extra code to
achieve the required functionality, or use many applications external to the programming
environment. It is this complexity that makes robot programming difficult, and which
the use of general purpose languages fails to address. The system becomes more complex
as existing features are applied to solve new problems that arise. The high level of skill
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required in developers using the system is of great concern, as it is a barrier to increasing
development of robots. It can therefore be stated that a general purpose language is not
the ideal solution for a robot programming environment.

3.3.2

Using a custom environment

This section considers the use of a custom designed robot programming environment,
including an application-specific language designed for robot programming. A custom
environment has the advantage that ideal solutions to the individual problems can be
implemented. In particular, with an application-specific language, the ideal semantics for
robotics can be used.
Data types to support geometric, temporal and even statistical data can be built into
the language. The key advantage is that they can use a unique syntax to make such data
more visible, improving the readability of program code. They can also provide extensive
support to the developer to prevent common errors caused by incorrect use of such data.
The statistical data types can aid in the use of large quantities of sensor data, such as
laser scans and navigation data. More complex data types, such as paths, maps and
motion plans, can be easily built on top of these data types to provide support for such
data while relying on the lower-level data types to catch developer errors.
A concurrency and distributed processing management system can be integrated into
the language semantics. A semantics that is aware of the need for parallel and distributed
processing can be more capable of providing a simple but powerful interface to such
facilities, particularly with regards to controlling processing priorities, including real-time
priority.
Related to this is the ability to add semantics for managing reactivity. With good
support in the language for this, the need to program planning and reactive parts of
a robot program separately is removed. Such a system can be designed to be flexible
enough to even allow signalling within the robot program. There have been many attempts to develop a language providing these facilities, but it is difficult. Most systems
separate the reactive and planning parts of a robot program and use different languages
for them; a specialised behavioural language such as the Behaviour Language [30] for the
reactive component and a general purpose language or specialised language for the planning component. Others have relied on a software architecture to provide the facilities
and developed a language for programming that architecture, such as TDL [128]. Chapter 2 has discussed why languages solely for specifying reactivity and architecture specific
languages are not an entirely suitable solution. Briefly, it is because behaviour languages
cannot be used for the deliberative parts of a robot program, and architecture-specific
languages are tied to the architecture they are designed for.
Another advantage of using an application-specific language is that it can be designed
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to support multi-paradigm programming. This is the combination of, for example, logical
and procedural programming into a single language. This is particularly important to
robotics where all programming paradigms can find a use.
With a custom environment, debugging tools, simulators and augmented reality systems can all be integrated with the environment to provide a seamless, single IDE suited
to robotics. For example, the environment provided by KUKA for programming its industrial robots includes an integrated simulator.
Robot programming is not so unique that a custom environment is required to building
all the necessary features from scratch. Several features that a general purpose environment can provide, and which many systems already provide, can find use. For example,
by using an existing environment as a base and building the customised features into it,
the original features of that environment, such as its debugging facilities and API support,
remain available. It is also possible to still use robot architectures and similar systems
that have already been created, for example the libraries of the Player project. The feasibility of this approach is shown by work to extend the Eclipse programming environment
with facilities for visualising sensor data received from robots [64].
Finally, a custom environment, especially an application-specific language, can be
designed with ease of use for robot developers in mind. It can be targetted at the common
areas of difficulty in robotics and remove them in ways that applying pre-existing tools
to the problem cannot.
These points clearly show that a custom environment designed for programming
robotics is the best choice. A custom environment can overcome the difficulties encountered in trying to apply existing tools to the new challenges present in programming
robots by using the ideal solutions to those challenges. The wide range of programming
tools that have been created specifically targetting an area of difficulty in robotics is
further evidence that this is a valid approach. What is needed is a robot programming
environment that integrates all these separate facilities together.
In particular, it is important to note that many of the features requiring custom
support are in the programming language. This means that the language used is an
important area to consider when creating a robot programming environment.

3.4

RADAR

The concepts introduced in this chapters have raised an interesting question: Is it possible
to make a modern robot programming language? The remainder of this thesis provides
an answer to this question through the initial development of a new robot programming
language.
RADAR is a design for the application-specific parts of a robot programming language.
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It is designed in such a way that the semantics that make it up can be implemented
in any modern object-oriented language. The name is an acronym for Reactivity And
Dimensional Analysis for Robotics. RADAR is, however, only one part of the overall
solution to improving the process of robot programming
The implementation of RADAR presented in this thesis is solely for testing the concepts and designs developed. It does not aim to be as efficient an implementation as
possible. Python [119] was chosen as the implementation language for reasons described
in the next section.

3.4.1

Why Python?

The primary reason is because of Python’s simple, clean and easy to learn syntax. This
is in keeping with the goal of making robot programming simple.
Despite this simple syntax, Python is still very powerful and very flexible. It has all
the main features of C++, and includes many language constructs not found in most
other mainstream languages, such as list comprehensions and lambda functions.
Because Python is open source, the interpreter’s source code can be obtained for free,
making modifications to any aspect of the language possible. In addition, the interpreter
follows a simple and clean design, so modifications are not too difficult to implement.
Python is growing in popularity. It is used in many different environments ranging
from corporate settings such as Google to complex games, such as the online game EVE
Online (which supports tens of thousands of simultaneous players) [122]. This illustrates
the power and flexibility of the language.
It is possible to argue that Python is not suitable for programming robotic systems
due to its nature as an interpreted language. However, being interpreted does not automatically give programs written in Python a massive performance drop, and its advanced
features such as garbage collection can greatly aid developers, saving them considerable
effort. Even real time operation is possible in interpreted systems, as shown by Real Time
Java [62].

3.5

Discussion

This chapter has analysed the process of developing a robot. A task analysis, a use
case analysis and a requirements analysis have all been performed to determine what
robot developers and robot software require of a robot programming environment. The
analyses found that the programming environment is one of the important components
of the programming environment, it is in need of improvement, and that there are many
necessary requirements of a robot programming environment that existing programming
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environments do not satisfy.
The features of a good robot programming environment have been determined based on
the analyses and features that are sensible for any programming environment to have. The
programming language used is given particular attention because of the focus of this thesis.
Two methods of providing the features are considered: using an existing environment and
using a new custom environment, including an application-specific language.
The unique nature of programming robots means that existing programming languages
and environments from other domains do not meet all the requirements. For example,
dimensioned data must be represented using standard data types that do not represent
all the information, such as the units of the data. Debugging a robot system is not as
straight-forward as a desktop computer application. It is not easy to look at the current
state of the robot. The robot program cannot be paused and examined, as the real world
is a part of the system and cannot be stopped.
The application-specific approach is found to be the better option. It can specifically
target areas of need in robot programming and provide the ideal solutions without concern
for how those solutions affect other areas of programming.
The remainder of this thesis discusses the initial design and prototype implementation
of RADAR, an application-specific robot programming language that addresses some of
the features discussed in Section 3.2. Currently two features are supported: dimensioned
data, described in Chapter 4, and reactivity, described in Chapter 5. These features were
chosen for the prototype as they are both essential in a robot programming language and
because they are different in form as well as function. Dimensioned data is supported
with a data type, while reactivity requires new semantics in the language itself. Together,
they can be used to test how effective an application-specific robot programming language
may be.
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For my next trick, notice I have nothing up my sleeves and nothing in my head. So if my lovely assistant will kindly supply me
with an ordinary, non-fake pitcher of milk... Behold, the milk has
vanished! Exiled, perhaps, to another dimension!
Bender, Futurama

4
Dimensional Analysis

This chapter discusses the use of dimensioned data in robot software and how this can
be supported by a robot programming language. It describes a method of providing this
support, called dimensional analysis, and its usefulness in existing robot programming
environments.
Section 4.1 discusses the case why dimensional analysis should be supported by robot
programming languages. What a robot developer needs in a dimensional analysis system
is described in section 4.2. Section 4.3 provides a review of the history of dimensioned
data support in programming languages. Section 4.4 discusses possible solutions and
Section 4.5 describes the solution implemented for this thesis. Higher level data types, including support for configuration spaces, are discussed in Section 4.6. Finally, Section 4.7
discusses how the solution described in this chapter can be integrated and used with the
existing Player robot API, and Section 4.8 makes conclusions about dimensioned data
support in a robot programming language.

4.1

The importance of dimensional analysis

The real world is rich in data that describes some measurable quantity. It can be a
distance between two points, a time between two events, the weight of a object, or the
cost of an item in a shop. In every case there is a specific quantity being measured that
gives the value meaning. Without this meaning there is no difference between a distance,
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Table 4.1: Current methods for dealing with geometric data in some common robot
programming systems.
System
Units used
Representation
Player [39, 143]
CARMEN [104]
Marie [41]
Orca [29]
Pyro [22]
KUKA [86]
ABB [1]

Metres, radians
double
Metres, radians
double or integer
Millimetres, degrees integer
Metres, radians
double
Varies by robot
Python number
Varies by use
REAL type
Varies by use
NUM type

a time, a mass or a cost; they are all simply numbers. These measured quantities are
dimensioned data. They have a measure associated with the numeric value, and this
measure is in a particular dimension using particular units.
This research defines a dimension as a category of compatible units. For example, the
“distance” dimension categorises units measuring a distance between two points. Units
are defined as specific measurement types in a dimension. In the “distance” dimension,
for example, are units such as metres, kilometres, feet and miles. All units within the
same dimension are compatible with each other, and dimensioned data using one unit may
be converted to another unit in the same dimension via a conversion ratio. Dimensioned
values may not be converted to units from a different dimension.
Robots have an embodiment in the real world, so real world measured values are
important to them. This means that robotic systems must deal with dimensioned data
in much of their operations, including:
• odometry data for tracking translation/rotation
• range data from range sensors such as infrared sensors, sonar sensors, and laser
scanners
• motion control for mobile robots and limbs
• forces and torques for manipulations
• geometric data in path plans and maps.
The frequent appearance of dimensioned data in robotic systems means that it is an
important part of any robot program and is often a source of errors.
Unfortunately, support for dimensioned data in programming systems and languages
used for robot programming is nearly non-existent and ensuring dimensioned data is
consistent is a difficult task. The method commonly used is to specify a standard, use
standard numerical data types, and then expect that developers using the system are
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consistent. Consider the systems shown in Table 4.1. Each system specifies a standard
for the distance and angle measures that robot programs must conform to, and a numerical
representation to use for storing dimensioned data.
This method of handling dimensioned data is unsafe. It is not safe to rely on the
developer to use the correct units all the time, and to perform the correct conversions
between units when necessary. It is too easy for the developer to mistakenly use the wrong
units or conversion factor for a value. Even though the dimension may be correct, if the
program or API is expecting the data in another unit then it will measure an incorrect
quantity in the real world. Such mistakes can lead to major faults in any project. When
there are multiple developers involved in a project the problem can be compounded.
Different developers may use different units in their code, leading to inconsistencies and
difficult-to-trace bugs.
The failure of NASA’s Mars Climate Orbiter illustrates the potential cost of making a
single mistake of this type. It was found during the investigation into the loss of the orbiter
that thrust data was provided by one team in pounds of force when the receiving team
was expecting that data in newtons. As a result, the orbiter entered Mars’ atmosphere
at too low an altitude and is presumed to have burnt up [132].
The use of an implied standard also has long term disadvantages. Should the standard
ever need to be changed, all programs using the programming system need to be updated
to reflect the units of the new standard or they will not function correctly. Recently
the Player project [39, 143] changed its standard units from degrees and millimetres to
radians and metres, generating much discussion and requiring considerable reengineering
of clients to meet the new standard and still function with the Player API.
Lack of support for dimensioned data can lead to increased difficulty in debugging.
Bugs caused by faults in the management of dimensioned data in a program are very
difficult to trace. The code where the bug exists can look correct and yet still be faulty
because the units assumed by the developer for a particular value were incorrect.
These issues can all be solved by adding support for dimensioned data to robot programming languages. This would remove the burden of ensuring dimensional consistency
from the developer, saving considerable programming effort and time. If conversions are
performed automatically then the developers will be able to work in any units they prefer
within a dimension and still be consistent with the program and other developers. It also
allows any errors caused by mismatched dimensioned data to be caught by the programming system, rather than relying on testing to turn up the symptoms of the error and
considerable debugging effort to find and correct the source.
By making dimensioned data look like dimensioned data in program code it becomes
easier to see what values in a program have meaning in the real world, and eases programming and debugging.
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Table 4.2: Requirements for a robotic dimensioned data management method.
1. Bind value and units together.
2. Allow definition of new dimensions and units.
3. Support unit algebra.
4. Provide both whole number and floating point representation.
5. Allow range limited and wrapped units.
6. Simple to use.

4.2

Requirements

In order to solve the problems presented in Section 4.1, there are a number of requirements
that a method for managing dimensioned data must meet. These are summarised in
Table 4.2.
The first and most important requirement is that a dimensioned value and its units
should be bound together tightly. Without the dimension and units information a dimensioned value is nothing more than another number; it loses all meaning in the real world.
This binding should extend from the underlying representation, where it can be picked up
by debugging tools, to the program code written by the developer, making dimensioned
data more visible in program code.
There are many dimensions and units possible in the world and it is not possible to
anticipate all the dimensions and units developers could want to use, even in the limited
domain of robotics. It is essential that developers are able to easily define their own
dimensions and units whenever they need to. This flexibility is necessary for making the
method more usable. The method should also provide some suitable default dimensions
and units commonly found in robotics so that developers do not have to define these at
the beginning of every program.
Unit algebra is a key requirement of a method for managing dimensioned data [108].
Unit algebra governs the interaction of units when dimensioned values are combined. It
prevents incompatible conversions, for example seconds to metres, while correctly transforming compatible units as necessary, for example metres to kilometres. When dimensioned values are multiplied or divided often more complex units involving multiple dimensions are created. For example, dividing metres by seconds will produce metres per
second, commonly known as speed. This functionality should be available for all dimensioned data, should be visible directly in the program code, and should not require the
developer to take any special effort to use. In this way the method allows the easy creation
of more complex units from the simpler units.
The application domain, robotics, raises other requirements specific to this area. The
first is to provide suitable numerical representation for the dimensioned data. In robotics,
both continuous and discrete representations may be required for expressing quantities
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such as the robot position, or the progress of time. Often floating point numbers represent continuous data such as range readings from a laser scanner, providing a large
representation range, say for large outdoor ranges, with inexact precision. On the other
hand, whole number representation can provide guaranteed accuracy to a fixed precision
at the expense of the range of representable values, for example in a grid-based navigation
scheme.
A second robot-specific requirement to consider is limiting and wrapping dimensioned
data automatically. It is common in robotics for a value to always be within a certain
range. For example, the robot’s speed may need to be limited for safety reasons, and
setting a speed above a certain safety limit should be prevented. In such cases it should
be possible to set range limits on a unit so that all dimensioned data using that unit is
guaranteed to be within a certain range and any values that fall outside the range generate
an error. Wrapping should also be possible to allow for cases where a dimensioned value
should fall within a certain range and wrap around as much as necessary to remain within
that range. For example, a robot’s orientation should always fall between zero and 360
degrees.
Finally, a general requirement is that the system be simple to use. If the system is
too complex developers will not be encouraged to use it, preferring instead to use existing
methods of managing dimensioned data.

4.3

Literature survey

There have been a number of proposals for supporting dimensional analysis in programming languages over the years. This section provides an overview of the history of dimensioned data support in programming languages.
Gehani proposed a system in 1977 [56] in which he extended PASCAL to provide an
additional attribute, UNITS, for specifying unit information. This attribute is a list of
hname, exponenti pairs, for example, [hmetre, 1i, hsecond, -1i] for metres per second. The
units are specified using the syntax 5 UNITS (METRE, SECOND = -1). “Counits” are
used to declare compatible units that can be converted between and the conversion ratio.
Karr and Loveman [81] showed that linear algebra can be used to manage the conversions between units, and that this could provide the basis for a powerful method of
dimensional analysis in programming languages. They also stressed the importance of
visibility of unit operations in program code.
House [70] found flaws in Gehani’s work. The largest of these was that units were not
declared anywhere, they were used arbitrarily when needed. House stated that this leads
to there being no knowledge of what a unit actually is, for example if it was a distance.
It also allows unit names to be used elsewhere, for example as variable names, potentially
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confusing programmers. The system House proposed was based on the SI system and
a two-level hierarchy. The first level is dimensions, the second is units, including both
simple and derived units. This system also allowed for both globally and locally scoped
unit declarations.
Gehani examined the derived types of Ada in 1985 [55] and found them to be unsuitable for specifying units of measurement. He found that while they can prevent mixing
dimensions, they do not allow proper dimensional analysis, require considerable operator
overloading or explicit functions to allow for conversions, and in some cases require circumventing the safety mechanisms. When units of measure were compared with Ada’s
derived types, he found that units of measure:
• have better unit consistency
• detect more errors
• detect less false errors
• can perform automatic conversion
• are more convenient
• are more elegant
• provide built-in documentation
• can possibly be used for automatic error correction.
He proposed three methods of adding units of measure to Ada: modifying the language,
considered the best option, using a preprocessor, considered inelegant because of the need
to process code twice, or a predefined package, considered to lack elegance.
Dreiheller et al. [45] also proposed a system for PASCAL based on the SI system of
units. An innovative method was proposed for specifying units that are common multiples
of other, known units by use of a prefix. For example, “k” can mean a scale factor of 1000
and thus “km” units are 1000 metres, without needing to explicitly define a “km” unit.
This system was implemented as a preprocesser for PASCAL.
Hilfinger [67] described a package for Ada to overcome some of the limitations found
by Gehani. This package uses a type, QUANT, for specifying unit information. This
type is a vector of exponents for the base dimensions. The overloaded functions can then
work with this type, significantly reducing the number that must be written. Hilfinger
also argued that dimensions as types have no place in Ada’s language design because they
are definable in the language as it stands. Rogers presented a simplified version of this
system [125].

4.3 Literature survey
In 1988, Gehani et al. presented a method of using C++ classes to manage unit information [37]. They found a number of drawbacks in this method, including the checking
all being done at run-time and the need for extra storage for each variable with units.
Their method does not lead to significantly more readable code as there is no obvious
syntax for specifying unit information.
Umrigar [138] used C++’s template facilities to implement dimensional analysis. The
arguments to templates are used to represent the dimensions. This system does not have
any runtime overhead in both processing and memory other than conversion factors and
names for output; it is fully static. However, it lacks direct support for derived units and
leads to a large increase in compile time due to heavy use of templates.
Novak [108] introduced an ingenious method of checking for equivalent dimensionality.
The method encodes an 8-member vector (7 SI units and money) into a single 32-bit
integer, assuming the powers of the base quantities are never bigger than ±4. Equivalent
dimensionality can then be found simply by directly comparing these integers.
Allen et al. [3] present a very complex, powerful system using Java’s object orientation
facilities. They also point out the difficulty of providing support for non-linear scales or
scales without a direct correspondence.
A particularly unusual nonlinear scale from science fiction is the warp scale
from Star Trek: The Next Generation, which is asymptotic at Warp 10. (The
warp scale from the original Star Trek series was based on a less interesting
formula.)
Dimensioned data that follows these scales are more difficult to convert between units,
as a single conversion factor cannot be used. Rather, a conversion equation is necessary.
Consider, for example, converting between Celsius and Fahrenheit temperatures.
Many other systems have been implemented over the years for languages including
Pascal [11], Ada [59, 96], C++/Java [13], ML [82] and Mathematica [83]. The Mathematica implementation is perhaps one of the few implementations of dimensional analysis
in a specialised language.
While most of these authors have presented good methods for managing dimensioned
data, none of them have been completely accepted by mainstream languages. There are
two possible reasons for this. Dimensioned data may not be considered important enough
or problematic enough to warrant special support in general purpose languages. Alternatively, solutions that utilise existing object abstraction facilities may not be commonly
used because they are not always present; the programmer must go out of their way to find
and install them. They may not be a permanent part of a language’s libraries because,
again, dimensioned data is not considered important enough to warrant it.
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Table 4.3: Options for providing dimensioned data support.
Compile/run time
Advantages
Disadvantages

System

New variable info

Compile time

Special syntax for Adds dimensionality
dimensioned data, to all types, must
dimensioned data modify language
integrated fully into
language

Object-oriented

Both

Implementable
in
any OO language,
no modification of
language necessary

Preprocessor

Compile time/both

No modification of Requires extra step
language infrastruc- in compile process
ture necessary, special syntax for dimensioned data

Primitive data type

Both

Special syntax for Must modify landimensioned data, guage
dimensioned data
integrated fully into
language

No special syntax,
may not be supported in all constructs

The remainder of this chapter applies dimensioned data support to robot programming. By limiting it to a particular programming domain where it is more necessary,
perhaps dimensioned data support will find greater acceptance.

4.4

Solutions

There are four possible methods for handling dimensioned data in a programming language: a system that extends the information defining a data type, an object-oriented
system, a preprocessor system and a primitive data type. The benefits and disadvantages
of each system are summarised in Table 4.3.

4.4.1

New variable information

As discussed in Section 4.3, the first dimensioned data system added unit information
as a new information field for variables, similar to the method of handling numerical
representation. The compiler uses this information to check dimensional correctness and
then discards it. This system extends support for dimensioned data to all data types in
the language.
This approach does not support any input or output of dimensioned data at run
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time, as the dimension information has been discarded from the compiled program. More
importantly, the specification of dimensional information for every type in the system,
even where not used by the programmer, is not an ideal solution. It is not, for example,
meaningful to attach dimensionality to a string.

4.4.2

Object Oriented

Many modern languages include the concept of object orientation, whereby the programmer can define their own higher level, complex data types within their programs. Object
orientation (OO) is a powerful method of implementing dimensioned data management,
simply by creating one or more objects representing dimensioned data. Many of the
methods discussed in Section 4.3 used the OO approach. Depending on the method of
implementation this system could be entirely compile time, entirely run time or a mixture.
Compile time dimensioned data support could be achieved by creating an object to
represent each unit available in the system. New dimensioned values are created using
the object representing the required units. The interactions between these objects would
be controlled to prevent the incorrect mixing of units and dimensions. This would allow
the compiler to use type checking at compile time and detect any incorrect usage. If
available in the language, a template system could minimise the amount of code rewriting
necessary to create a large number of units. Without template facilities, a large number
of functions must be written to support a range of units.
Creating a run time version of OO for dimensioned data support is not too dissimilar
from the compile time version. Instead of creating a different object type for each unit
supported in the system, a single object could be created to represent a piece of dimensioned data. This would store both the value and the unit information. Any checking
for incompatible matching would be performed at run time by member methods of the
dimensioned data object. This approach uses less objects and could also produce simpler
program code.
A disadvantage of OO approaches, considering the goal of simplicity and visibility for
dimensioned data, is the lack of a special syntax for dimensioned data in the language.
Instead, programmers must call special functions to create dimensioned data objects.
The lack of a special syntax means that dimensioned data does not stand out as being
dimensioned data; it looks like any other data being created using the object orientation
facilities of the language.

4.4.3

Preprocessor

A preprocessor system could be relatively simple from an implementation point of view,
but does have some limitations in terms of what it is capable of supporting. This ap-
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proach would use a processor that would read in code written using a special syntax for
dimensioned data and produce standard code in the target language ready for compilation
by a standard compiler. A preprocessor approach was used by Dreiheller et al. in their
system implemented in PASCAL [45].
The first benefit of this approach is that it does not require any modification of the
language’s compiler, which can be difficult, or even impossible if the compiler’s source
code is not available.
The code that a preprocessor produces may take one of two forms. It may strip out
the dimension and unit information, producing code that utilises the standard data types
for the dimensioned data. This form does not support any run time dimensioned data
information, but it will also not impact on the performance of the final compiled program
while still allowing verification of dimensional correctness.
The alternative is to produce code that maintains the dimensioned data information
that is useful at run time, for example enough information to support outputting formatted data, or information for a debugger to work with. It could output object oriented
code similar to that described in Section 4.4.2, overcoming that solution’s lack of special
syntax.

4.4.4

Primitive data type

A primitive data type is implemented directly in the language itself, giving the significant
benefit that it is integrated and so is supported everywhere in the language. At the same
time, it supports all the features of the other solutions discussed here. However, this
method is rarely used. Baldwin [11] used a simplified version of this approach.
A language modified to have a dimensioned data primitive data type provides a special
syntax for dimensioned data, improving the clarity of code dealing with dimensioned data.
In some languages this may be difficult and it is possible to implement a primitive data
type without providing it special syntax by using function calling convention. However,
a unique, visible syntax is a primary requirement of a dimensioned data management
method for robotics.
Using a new primitive data type does not restrict this solution to run time nor compile
time. It is possible to use either, or a mixture. The compiler can use the information
provided by the programmer to check for dimensional correctness throughout the program.
Even the declaration of new dimensions and units is not a problem, as the compiler will
encounter these at some point during the compilation process and can wait for this to
occur before performing dimensional consistency checking, just as a compiler must wait
until it encounters a label definition before it knows what to do with references to that
label. Once compilation is complete, the dimension information can be removed from the
compiled code.

4.5 RADAR’s dimensioned data type
However, depending on the level of run time support desired, it may not be possible
to do all dimensional consistency checking at compile time. If a variable receives its value
from an input while the program is running and this input includes unit information, the
compiler will be unable to check the consistency of the input units. At least some run
time checking may be preferable.

4.5

RADAR’s dimensioned data type

A primitive dimensioned data type was chosen as the solution used in this research. This
section describes the design and implementation of such a data type.
The primitive data type was chosen because of its advantages over the other solutions. It is integrated into the language, with a special lexical representation, which the
object-oriented solution cannot achieve. This ensures that dimensioned data looks like
dimensioned data within the language, improving the readability of dimensioned data
in robot software. At the same time, it does not require the extra step of running a
preprocessor. Finally, it does not affect all types in the system.

4.5.1

Design

The design of the primitive data type is based on the concept that the value of a piece of
dimensioned data is defined by both its numerical value and its units. This means that
the data type contains both components and that other data types in the system are not
affected by dimensioned data management.
By storing the unit information as part of the value of variables the system also gains
the ability to use that information at run time. For example, dimensioned data can be
taken as an input and the dimensionality checked at run time, allowing for more flexibility
in inputs. This information is also available for output at run time and to debugging
systems.
While this will impact on the efficiency of programs, it is not considered to be a
problem given modern computing power. It is important to note that if flexible input
and output is not needed, the primitive data type could be implemented using compile
time only checking of dimensional consistency, or possibly only providing it in debug
compilation for use by debugging systems, similar to other debugging information.
So far only dimensioned values using units in a single dimension have been discussed.
However, because of the unit algebra concept mentioned in Section 4.2 it is possible to
have dimensioned values that are measured in a more complex combination of multiple
units from multiple dimensions. The units for these are known as the “unit expression”.
For example, a speed would be measured in metres per second, where m/s is the unit
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expression. Each unit in a unit expression may have a multiplier and a power. Considering
the speed example again, the “second” unit has a power of -1.
Part of the design is the declaration of dimensions and units. As discussed in Section 4.2, it is necessary for developers to be able to declare their own dimensions and
units as needed. Other systems for dimensioned data management have taken a variety
of approaches to this. Gehani’s original proposal declared units upon use [56]. House
objected because the system then had no knowledge of the units, potentially confusing
developers [70].
This work uses a stricter approach. All dimensions and units must be declared before
use and it is not possible to undeclare them or redeclare them as something else. There is
also no concept of limited scope for declared dimensions and units. Once a dimension or
unit is declared it exists system-wide until the program exists. This ensures that units will
have the same meaning throughout the program and developers will not become confused
about the meaning of units they are using. This is considered important to maintaining
the simplicity of the system.
For similar reasons, aliases for units and unit expressions, for example “speed” for metres per second, are not allowed. Aliases could hide the true meaning of a unit expression
from the developer, forcing them to make potentially incorrect assumptions or waste time
checking the definition of an alias before using it.
One requirement mentioned in Section 4.2, numerical representation, is considered
important for robotics specifically. This design specifies that numerical representation
is controlled by the units used for a piece of dimensioned data. This ensures consistent
representation between dimensioned values that use the same units. For multi-unit expressions such as metres per second, the precision is determined by the expression. If one
unit in the expression is floating point then the whole unit expression is considered to be.
This minimises data loss in the simplest way possible and ensures consistent behaviour.
The previous paragraphs have described the design of the primitive data type. From
this and the requirements discussed in Section 4.2, it can be seen that declared units
require the following to be defined:
• dimension of the unit
• name of the unit
• precision (floating point or whole number)
• a conversion ratio giving the unit size relative to others in the dimension
• range limits (inclusive, exclusive or wrapped).
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Next
Dimension
Name: ’m’
Precision: Floating
Ratio: 1
Range limits: None

Next
Dimension
Name: ’s’
Precision: Floating
Ratio: 1
Range limits: None

Next
Dimension
Name: ’hr’
Precision: Floating
Ratio: 3600
Range limits: None

Pointer

Dimension
Name: ’distance’
Index
Next

Pointers

Dimension
Name: ’time’
Index
Next

Figure 4.1: The structures used to hold the dimensioned type, defined units and defined
dimensions. Unit information in the type is used to look up the list of defined units when
information from this list is required. Similarly, the dimension entry of a unit’s structure
is used to look up the dimensions list. The order of units and dimensions in these lists
depends on the order in which they are defined.
The conversion ratio is taken against units in the dimension defined with a conversion
ratio of one. For example, in the “distance” dimension “metres” may have a ratio of one,
and “kilometres” a ratio of 1000. Figure 4.1 illustrates this structure.
Dimensions themselves do not require any configuration as they are simply a category.
As with any data type, operators are necessary. The following operators are provided
for the dimensioned data type, and these are illustrated in Table 4.4.
Addition/subtraction: two dimensioned values can be added or subtracted if they both
have equivalent dimensionality. For example, m/s and mm/hour are compatible
while m/s and m/s/s are not. When the units are different (for example, metres
and millimetres), the right operand is automatically converted to the left operand’s
units. The result is always in the left operand’s units. It is not possible to add or
subtract a dimensioned value and a non-dimensioned value.
Multiplication/division: multiplication and division introduce unit algebra. When two
dimensioned values are multiplied or divided, their unit expressions must also be
multiplied or divided to give the new unit expression. When two values in metres
are multiplied together, the result is in metres2 . When dividing a distance value
by a time value, such as metres by seconds, the result is clearly metres/second.
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Table 4.4: Examples of operations on dimensioned data.
Operator
Example
Result
Addition

5m
5m
Subtraction
5m
5m
Multiplication 5m
5m
Division
5m
5m
5m
Comparison
2m
2m

+
+
−
−
×
×
÷
÷
÷
<
>

2cm
0.02
2cm
2rad
2
2m
2
2s
2m
3cm
3cm

5.02m
Error
4.98m
Error
10m
10m2
2.5m
2.5m/s
2.5
False
True

Thus the units commonly used in robotics are provided automatically, given only
predefined basic units. If two dimensionally equivalent unit expressions are divided,
for example millimetres and metres, the result is a scalar.
Comparisons: comparisons are performed on the physical value rather than the stored
value. So, for example, 5mm < 2m would return true, while 6m/s < 15mm/hour
would return false.
A simple formalisation of the semantics is shown below, based on the formalised arithmetic of [82]. Assume the following definitions:
set of real numbers
member of R
a piece of dimensioned data with numeric value v and unit expression, u
(where v is a member of R)
ua , ub
unit expressions a and b
uf
unit expression with floating point representation
ui
unit expression with whole number representation
=D
dimensional equivalence relation
C(d, u) conversion operator, convert d to units u
×
operation
The conversion operator can be defined as allowing conversions between units of equivalent
dimensionality while disallowing conversions between units of inequivalent dimensionality. The conversion factor between units is used to alter the value as necessary when
performing the conversion.
R
r
d(v, u)

(
C(d(v, ua ), ub ) →

d(v, ub ) if ua =D ub
error
otherwise
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The operations between two pieces of dimensioned data can then be defined as follows.

(
+, −

d(v1 , ua ) × d(v2 , ub ) →

d(v1 , ua ) × C(d(v2 , ub ), ua ) if ua =D ub
error
otherwise

d(v1 , ua ) × d(v2 , ua ) → d(v1 ± v2 , ua )
∗

d(v1 , ua ) × d(v2 , ua ) → d(v
( 1 .v2 , ua .ua )
d(v1 , ua ) × C(d(v2 , ub ), ua ) if ua =D ub
d(v1 , ua ) × d(v2 , ub ) →
d(v1 .v2 , ua .ub )
otherwise

d(v1 , ua ) × d(v2 , ua ) → v(1 .v2−1
d(v1 , ua ) × C(d(v2 , ub ), ua )
d(v1 , ua ) × d(v2 , ub ) →
d(v1 .v2−1 , ua .u−1
b )
(
d(v1 , ua ) × C(d(v2 , ub ), ua )
<, ≤, ==, ≥, > d(v1 , ua ) × d(v2 , ub ) →
error

÷

if ua =D ub
otherwise
if ua =D ub
otherwise

d(v1 , ua ) × d(v2 , ua ) → bool
The conversion operator is used in some operators to reduce dimensioned data to the
units needed for the simpler form of the operation. Note also that in a division, if the
dimensionality of both unit expressions is equivalent, they will cancel out and the result
will be a real number, r.
Similarly, the operations between dimensioned data and a numeric value can be defined:
+, −
∗
÷
<, ≤, ==, ≥, >

d(v, ua ) × r
d(v, ua ) × r
d(v, ua ) × r
d(v, ua ) × r

→
→
→
→

error
d(r.v, ua )
d(r−1 .v, ua )
error

Finally, the interaction between floating-point and whole-number values is defined, governed by the units used for each piece of dimensioned data.
For all except ∗, ÷

d(v, uf ) × d(v, ui ) → d(v, uf )
d(v, ui ) × d(v, uf ) → d(v, ui )

For ∗, ÷

d(v, uf ) × d(v, ui ) → d(v, uf )
d(v, ui ) × d(v, uf ) → d(v, uf )
d(v, ui ) × d(v, ui ) → d(v, ui )

The general rule is to convert the right-hand operand to the left-hand operand’s units. So,
for example, adding a floating-point value and a whole-number value will give a result with
floating-point units. However, for multiplication and division no conversion is performed,
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Python Interpreter
Tokenizer

Built−in
modules

Parser

dimension

Defined dimensions list
Defined units list
Management functions
− Add dimension

Compiler

math

− List dimensions
− Add unit
− List units

Evaluator

Figure 4.2: The structure of the Python interpreter.
as the units are combined via unit algebra and the unit expression becomes floating-point
if one of the involved units is floating-point.

4.5.2

Implementation

The primitive data type has been implemented in RADAR’s customised Python interpreter. It has been implemented directly into the interpreter as a built-in type in the
same way as integers, floating point numbers and similar types are integrated.
The Python syntax has been extended to support the creation of dimensioned data
directly in program code. The syntax shown below is used to represent dimensioned data:1
dimensioned ::= (integer | float)˜unit((’*’ | ’/’)unit)*
unit ::= [[’-’] digit+] letter+ [’ˆ’ [’-’] digit+]

For example, 3.5˜m, 175˜deg/s, and 0.75˜m/sˆ2. These values can be used anywhere
in code that other Python types can be used.
Integrating the data type required the modification of several of the interpreter’s components. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the Python interpreter is comprised of a tokenizer,
a parser, a compiler and a code evaluator. The following changes were made:
• The tokenizer was extended to support the new tokens required by the syntax.
These are the unit token and the ˜ token.
• The grammar tree used by the parser was altered to reflect the syntax shown above,
allowing the parser to create the correct nodes in the parse tree when encountering
this syntax.
1

The “˜” prevents a conflict with existing Python syntax for specifying long integers and complex
numbers.
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• The compiler was extended to support the new nodes created by the parser by
adding suitable functions to compile them. Upon encountering a node representing
a dimensioned value, it uses the child nodes that contain the value and unit information to create a dimensioned data object. This object is returned to the calling
node compilation function and is treated like any other object in Python.
In keeping with standard Python it, is also possible to create a dimensioned value by
calling the built-in dimensioned() function.
In the interpreter source code, Python types are stored as C-style structures (the
entire interpreter is written in standard C). The structure that stores a dimensioned value
contains both the value and the units, as shown in Figure 4.1. The value is stored as either
floating point (a C double) or integer (a C long), depending on the unit expression used
(see Section 4.5.1).
Unit information is stored as a Python list of Python tuples. This allows flexibility
in representing both dimensioned values with a single unit and dimensioned values with
a more complex unit expression. Each tuple in the list represents a single unit in a unit
expression. The tuple contains three members; the unit itself, its multiplier and its power.
See Figure 4.1 for an example of this layout.
When only a single unit is used the list will be a single item long. A Python list
and a Python tuple are used, rather than a lighter weight C linked list and C structure,
because of the method the Python interpreter source code uses for allocating objects
in memory. Using a dynamically allocated C list results in the interpreter incorrectly
allocating memory for the data type when it creates them during compilation.
The functions necessary for managing dimensions and units are stored in a Python
built-in module. Python uses such built-in modules to maintain an organised name space
for core functionality. They are similar to standard Python modules such as math except
that they are compiled directly into the interpreter. In the case of the dimension and
unit management functions, they are stored in the dimension module. By importing
this module, the developer gets access to all the functionality necessary for defining new
dimensions and units and determining which dimensions and units are already defined in
the system. The defined dimensions and units are stored within this module as two C-style
linked lists, shown in Figure 4.1. The default dimensions and units that are commonly
used in robotics, shown in Table 4.5, are provided so that developers do not have to define
them for every program.
As an example, consider a developer who wishes to use a light intensity sensor. A
new dimension, “luminosity”, would be required, as well as a unit of measure in that
dimension. If the developer wishes to ensure the intensity value is within certain limits,
then range limits would be set. The code to do this is shown in Listing 4.1.
The implementation uses Python exceptions to notify the developer when an error has
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Table 4.5: The predefined dimensions and units in RADAR.
Dimension Name
Representation Precision Ratio
Limits
distance

angle

time

mass

millimetres
centimetres
metres
kilometres
cells
milliradians
radians
wrapped radians
centidegrees
degrees
wrapped degrees
arcseconds
arcminutes
ticks
milliseconds
seconds
minutes
hours
grams
kilograms

mm
cm
m
km
cell
mrad
rad
wrad
cdeg
deg
wdeg
arcsec
arcmin
tick
ms
s
min
h
g
kg

Floating
Floating
Floating
Floating
Whole
Floating
Floating
Floating
Floating
Floating
Floating
Floating
Floating
Whole
Floating
Floating
Floating
Floating
Floating
Floating

0.001
0.01
1
1000
1
0.001
1
1
0.000175
0.0175
0.0175
4.85e−6
0.000291
0.0175
0.001
1
60
3600
1
1000

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
[0, 2pi)
None
None
[0, 360)
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Listing 4.1: Defining a new dimension and a new unit in RADAR.
1
2

4

6

8

import dimension
dimension.DefineDimension (’luminosity’)
dimension.DefineUnit (’luminosity’,
’intensity’,
UnitPrec_Floating,
1.0,
UnitRange_Include, 0,
UnitRange_Exclude, 10)
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occurred in dimensioned data.
ValueError exceptions are thrown when the developer attempts to use a unit or dimension that does not exist, attempts to convert to an incompatible unit expression, or
compare dimensionally inequivalent values.
TypeError exceptions occur if the developer tries to combine dimensioned values in
inappropriate ways. This includes adding or subtracting two dimensioned values with
incompatible unit expressions or a dimensioned value and a non-dimensioned value, attempting to multiply or divide by a non-integer and non-float scalar value, and comparing a dimensioned value with a dimensionally inequivalent dimensioned value or a
non-dimensioned value.
OverflowError exceptions notify the developer that a dimensioned value has exceeded
the range limits imposed by its units.

4.5.3

Implementing RADAR in C++

Because Python is an interpreted language, the use of a primitive data type means that
dimensional consistency checking is performed at run time. This could be considered
inefficient. With only some minor changes to the design of the data type, it would be
possible to implement in a compiled language such as C++ without any run time checking.
The change that would be necessary would be to remove the ability to use the dimension and unit data at run time. This would prevent dimensioned data from being input
into the program at run time, unless the dimensionality of the input data was fixed at
compile time. For example, linking with an external library would require a fixed interface
for the dimensionality of data, similar to the way that the numerical representation of
data that moves through such an interface is currently fixed. It should be noted that this
would include fixing the units of the data, not just the dimension, as otherwise conversion
factors would be required at run time and this is not possible without the dimensionality
information present.
Making this change to the design would allow the dimensionality information to be
removed after compile time. While this may appear to violate the concept of the dimensionality information being a part of a variable’s value, it still appears to be a part of it
to the developer, and its removal is merely an implementation issue.
This would create a fully compile time system for checking dimensional consistency,
removing any inefficiency that would be created in a run time checking system.
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4.6

Higher level support

This section discusses support for dimensioned data at higher levels. There are many
places where more complex data types can make use of the dimensioned data type. Paths,
maps and motion plans can all rely on the data type to ensure consistency in their internal
data. A grid-based map, for example, could use the “cells” unit provided by default to
create a grid with one metre resolution, and ensure that any points stored in the map are
on this grid. A path could be easily constructed using a tuple of dimensioned data values
to represent a coordinate, then creating a list of these tuples to produce a path. Adding
a time value to each tuple creates a motion plan that can be followed by interpolating
between the positions at each time index. In each case, the higher level objects can be
certain that the dimensioned data stored in them is consistent because of the use of the
dimensioned data type.
Dimensioned data is commonly found in multiple spatial dimensions. For example,
three dimensional pose information. In this case there are six unique dimensioned values
that together define a more complex value. These six values should be manipulateable as
a single value, and also allow for manipulation of the individual member values.
In robotics it is common to deal with multiple pieces of dimensioned data that function
together. Robot poses are the best example of this. Most robots have either a two
dimensional or three dimensional pose in the real world. In such cases this multi-dimension
data must be able to function as a single value. A multi-dimensional space is known as a
configuration space.
Support for managing many pieces of dimensioned data together as a single value is
important. This support should allow for various different multi-dimensional structures,
such as 2D and 3D pose data, to be represented using a consistent interface.
As with dimensioned data itself, it is not possible to provide all the possible configuration spaces in advance. The interface needs to provide for creation and manipulation of
all possible configuration spaces. Configuration spaces should be easy for the developer
to define.
The remainder of this section describes a class framework used to manage configuration
spaces. It also illustrates how the dimensional analysis system can be used to ensure
correctness of multi-axis data in coordinate systems.

4.6.1

Class framework

From a programming point of view, a robot’s configuration space is a tuple, for example
(x, y, θ) for a rotating 2D robot. The usefulness of this fact is that the object facilities
provided by most modern languages are sufficient to manage this data. This means that
an object oriented approach can be taken to the design of the multi-dimension support.

4.6 Higher level support
Each configuration space in the system is represented by a class. The class is designed
around a specific layout of dimensioned data, such as the aforementioned rotating 2D
configuration space. Each class provides facilities suitable to that configuration space.
Consistency is provided by using a base class that all other classes inherit from. This
class defines basic operations, such as output, member access functions and addition.
This structure is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
Configuration spaces are differentiated by the units of their members. The use of
the dimensioned data primitive data type provides a useful method for differentiating
between different configuration spaces at run time (showing another benefit of having the
dimensionality information present at run time). This has the side effect of preventing
multiple configuration spaces from using the same unit layout, which in turn ensures that
a confused developer will not create a duplicate configuration space object.
Instantiation of a configuration space object is achieved with a factory method. This
provides the sole interface for creating configuration space variables and saves the developer from having to know various different object names and what they represent. The
developer simply calls the factory method and passes in the data they wish to populate
the instantiated object with. The factory method creates the appropriate configuration
space object, populates it with the data, and returns it.
Python classes are used to implement the system in the test implementation. Operator
overloading provides simple data manipulation for the developer. Each configuration space
supported by the system is a single class that inherits from the base class.
To distinguish between classes in the system and allow for the consistent creation
method, a list of all classes and their respective unit layouts is stored. Each item in
the list is a tuple containing the class name and another tuple representing the units of
configuration space’s component dimensions.
The factory method, NewPose, used for instantiating configuration space objects looks
at this list to find the correct configuration space class to instantiate. It is able to do this
because of Python’s ability to store references to object types and use those references
to instantiate objects. By comparing the units of the data passed to the factory method
and the units stored in the list the factory method finds the correct class.
Developers are able to create their own class that inherits from the base class to provide
support for a new configuration space. The developer adds the class to the list using the
AddSpace function. This function requires a reference to the class and a tuple specifying
the layout of its dimensions. Once this is done, the developer can create variables in that
configuration space using the NewPose function.
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CSpaceBase
+Add(rhs:CSpaceBase): CSpaceBase
+Subtract(rhs:CSpaceBase): CSpaceBase
+Multiply(multiplier:scalar): CSpaceBase
+Divide(rhs:scalar): CSpaceBase
+Comparisons(rhs:CSpaceBase): bool
+DotProduct(rhs:CSpaceBase): scalar
+CrossProduct(rhs:CSpaceBase): scalar
+Length(): dimensioned
+Rotate(): CSpaceBase
+Translate(): CSpaceBase

CSpace2D

CSpaceDA

+x: dimensioned (metres)
+y: dimensioned (metres)
+Divide(divisor:scalar): CSpace2D
+Comparisons(rhs:CSpace2D): bool
+DotProduct(rhs:CSpace2D): scalar
+CrossProduct(rhs:CSpace2D): scalar
+Length(): dimensioned
+Rotate(angle:dimensioned)
+Translate(x:dimensioned,y:dimensioned)
+Angle(): dimensioned

+x: dimensioned (metres)
+y: dimensioned (metres)
+angle: dimensioned (radians)
+Divide(divisor:scalar): CSpace2DA
+Comparisons(rhs:CSpace2DA): bool
+DotProduct(rhs:CSpace2DA): scalar
+CrossProduct(rhs:CSpace2DA): scalar
+Length(): dimensioned
+Rotate(angle:dimensioned)
+Translate(x:dimensioned,y:dimensioned): CSpace2DA
+Linear(): CSpace2D
+Orientation(): dimensioned

CSpace6DOF
+x: dimesioned (metres)
+y: dimensioned (metres)
+z: dimensioned (metres)
+roll: dimensioned (radians)
+pitch: dimensioned (radians)
+yaw: dimensioned (radians)
+Divide(divisor:scalar): Coord6DOF
+Comparisons(rhs:Coord6DOF): bool
+DotProduct(rhs:Coord6DOF): scalar
+CrossProduct(rhs:Coord6DOF): Coord3D
+Length(): dimensioned
+Rotate(roll:dimensioned,pitch:dimensioned,yaw:dimensioned): Coord6DOF
+Translate(x:dimensioned,y:dimensioned,z:dimensioned): Coord6DOF
+Linear(): Coord3D
+Angular(): Coord3A

Figure 4.3: The configuration space parent class and some possible child classes, implementing various specific configuration spaces.

4.7 Integration with existing systems

4.6.2

Ensuring correctness in coordinate systems

This section considers a specific use of the dimensioned data type that illustrates its
flexibility and usefulness in robotics: ensuring consistency in coordinate systems with
multiple axes.
Throughout this chapter the term “dimension” has been used to mean a particular
quantity that can be measured, such as distance or time. Another use of the term is to
describe the axes in a coordinate system, for example a six degree of freedom coordinate
system. Each axis of movement is a dimension, in this case x, y and z.
The dimensioned data type can be applied to the problem of ensuring the correct use
of data in coordinate systems. It can prevent developers from accidentally using a value
intended to be in one dimension of the coordinate space in a place where a value from
another dimension should be used. It can also prevent the inappropriate combination of
values from different dimensions in the coordinate space.
This is accomplished by creating a new dimension in the system to represent each
dimension in the coordinate system, d1 = x, d2 = y, d3 = z. The necessary units in each
of these dimensions can then be created, for example 1˜m_d1, 1˜m_d2 and 1˜m_d3.
Because the dimensioned data type will not allow the direct conversion between units
in different dimensions, the system will ensure that the developer does not unintentionally
mix values from different dimensions in the coordinate space, as described in Section 4.5.1.
The design can also handle multiple coordinate systems in one application, which
is not an uncommon requirement. Care must be taken when converting values from
one coordinate system to another that the conversion is accurate and is used correctly.
With the dimensioned data type, this can be done with ease. A conversion function
can be written that receives data in one coordinate system, ensures it is in the expected
coordinate system by checking the units used, and converts it to the desired coordinate
system manually. If the wrong conversion function is called, then an error will be generated
when the the function is used in program code.

4.7

Integration with existing systems

For the dimensioned data support to be of any use in robotics it is necessary for it to be
useable with existing robotic programming systems. This section describes the integration
of the dimensioned data management system with the existing Player API [39, 143].
The Player system uses a producer/consumer approach. The API used to write client
programs needs to know how to deal with dimensioned data and is responsible for ensuring
consistency. Two approaches to providing this support have been investigated.
The first approach is a thin wrapper around the existing Player bindings for Python,
which provide the Python-based version of the Player API. This wrapper explicitly per-
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forms the necessary checks on the dimensionality of data passed into it before “flattening”
the data by removing the dimensional information and passing it on to the Player API.
When data comes out of the API functions, it adds in the dimensionality data again and
returns dimensioned data to the client program. There is a small loss in efficiency in
having to “flatten” the dimensioned data and recreate it when going between program
code and the API.
The second approach is a client library that supports dimensioned data all the way
down to where data is sent and received over the network connection to the server. A
client that supports this has been created in Python. It provides dimensional consistency
throughout the client side.

4.8

Discussion

An area of robotics programming that can be supported well by an application-specific
approach is dimensioned data [16, 18, 95]. While dimensional analysis has not successfully
become a feature of mainstream programming languages, the limited domain of robotics
can provide a simpler set of requirements and a greater need. This makes it worthwhile
as a feature of robot programming languages, and the permanence of the feature in the
language, rather than as an added library, is important for its adoption.
The method presented here provides this support through the use of a primitive data
type for dimensioned data. This ensures that all dimensioned data is consistent throughout a program. The system as designed can be implemented at either compile time, run
time or a mixture of both, with the use of run time checking providing a greater flexibility
in the use of the data. The limited domain of robotics is used to an advantage, allowing
RADAR’s design to be simpler than other systems previously developed for managing
dimensioned data.
The data type is easily formalised. It is beneficial to the programming process, removing a common source of errors from robot programming. Coordinate systems can
be supported. It removes much of the hard work currently necessary when using and
ensuring correctness in dimensioned data. Furthermore, it can easily be integrated into
existing programming systems.

If we all reacted in the same way, we’d be predictable, and there’s
always more than one way to view a situation.
Major Motoko Kusanagi, Ghost in the Shell

5

Managing Reactivity

This chapter considers one of the key tasks performed by a robot developer: managing
reactivity, that is responses that must be made to events. It considers how the developer
specifies events that must be responded to, what a response is, and how the developer
specifies connections between events and responses.
Section 5.1 discusses reactivity in robotics, including why it has unique demands of the
programming environment. Section 5.2 reviews existing work in related fields. Section 5.3
discusses the semantics of reactivity in programming. The semantics used by RADAR are
described in Section 5.4, and implementation details are given in Section 5.5. Section 5.6
compares RADAR’s reactivity management with other existing systems. Section 5.7
summarises the chapter.

5.1

Reactivity in robotics

One of the most common tasks a robot program must perform is responding to events
appropriately as they occur. Events take many forms and can arrive via a wide range of
interfaces. The software for a typical robot system may receive events corresponding to:
• external environment sensor triggers, for example a bump sensor being pushed, that
indicate possible changes in the environment around the robot
• internal hardware events, for example a battery voltage falling to a level where it
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requires charging
• internal software events, for example a planning task being completed (whether it
succeeded or not)
• user interface events, for example a command given by a user via a speech recognition
interface.
In addition, the responses to these events can vary in complexity. A response to a
bump sensor trigger may be as simple as stopping to as complex as updating a map,
activating a planner to replan a new path to the robot’s destination and then restarting
navigation using the new path.
Programmers must manage events and responses in all domains of programming. In
the desktop application programming domain this is often a relatively simple task. A
user clicking a button in a user interface is an event that the program must respond to by
performing the action associated with that button. In the embedded domain, programs
must respond to events that occur in the wider systems they are managing. A hard disc
controller must respond to the event of a request for data, and an automatic gear box
controller must respond to events signalling the need for a gear change.
Each domain has its own unique problems that the programming environment used
must manage. The requirements of programming environment facilities for specifying
events and responses in robotics have aspects both in common with and different from
other domains. This is because of robotics’ nature as a branch of embedded systems, and
because there are aspects of reactivity in robotics that are not found in other domains.
Robots operate in the real world, so the number of events they must potentially handle
increases beyond the number usually considered in a standard software program running
on a desktop computer or embedded system, because there is nearly infinite variety in the
real world. The events occur on a larger number of interfaces than in desktop software
(for example, several cameras, range sensors, a voice interface, and internal planners,
as opposed to a mouse and keyboard in desktop software), and often involve very large
quantities of data (for example, images received from multiple cameras at thirty frames
per second). For example, an event may bring with it laser scan data or an image from a
stereo camera system. The events can be quite abstract or possibly even unknown, making
them harder to deal with. The nature of the events is constantly changing because the
robot can move around in the world. The events that robots must respond to are of a more
complex nature due to the complexity of many of the interfaces used and the complexity
of the real world.
The events that occur in a robot program have a significant degree of asynchronicity. Robots must often manage a large number of events occurring on multiple interfaces
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at the same time and still respond to each of them in a timely fashion. Desktop software, for example, does not have to face this challenge because of the limited interfaces
used, both in number and capability. Additionally, robots must respond to events while
still continuing with other parts of their software that may have already been executing,
which, when combined with the number and complexity of the interfaces involved, leads
to complex software. A robot must remain responsive to external stimuli while performing
complex planning tasks in order to act intelligently and autonomously. This requires the
use of complex programming techniques such as multi-threaded programming, which significantly increases programming time and difficulty, code complexity, and maintenance
difficulty. Such complex techniques are not desirable if simpler methods can be provided.
Another issue is the nature of events. There are two classes of events that can occur
in a software system. The first is those events that the programmer expects to occur as
part of normal operating procedure, such as a user clicking a button in a user interface.
The other class is those events that the programmer does not expect to occur under ideal
circumstances and only checks for as a precaution, if at all. These are typically called
error conditions or out-of-bounds conditions (after a method of checking for them: the
error occurs when a value goes outside an allowable range). This thesis names these two
categories of events “expected events” and “unexpected events.”
Common programming uses different methods for handling expected and unexpected
events due to the difference between them, such as an event loop for expected events
and exception handlers for unexpected events. These methods generally work well in
programming domains with limited interfaces such as desktop applications and appliances
with embedded controllers.
While in a common software system the difference between events that occur as part
of normal operation and events that occur in error is clear, in a robotic system it is
not always so distinct. An unknown obstacle being detected in a robot’s path could be
considered an expected event if the robot is building a map of the room at the time it
detects the obstacle, but an unexpected event if it appears when the robot is attempting to
follow a path and the obstacle is blocking that path. How does the developer distinguish
between normal and abnormal operation when dealing with this event without needing to
program the event detection twice for two different program states? Other cases may be
more clear-cut, for example an asynchronous input on a user input device or a failure in a
motor. This ambiguity can lead to uncertainty in which programming construct should be
used, as changes in program state change lead to changes in the necessary programming
construct. Even when the developer is certain that an event is expected or unexpected,
the constantly changing state of the program creates difficulty in checking for it.
Finally, difficulties with reactivity management in robot software can be increased by
programming environments that require the use of separate tools to create reactive and
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deliberative parts of the program. Separate tools increase the time necessary to learn how
to use the programming environment, create an unnatural barrier between the reactive
and deliberative parts, increase maintenance difficulties due to the separation between
components, and introduce difficulties in managing real-time responses that involve both
reactive and deliberative parts of the program.
For the reasons described above, in particular the complexity involved, event handling
in a robot system cannot be considered identical to event handling in other programming
domains. This means that the techniques used by other programming environments cannot be directly applied in a programming environment for robotics. The very large range
of events that may be encountered, the important real-time constraints, the abstract and
widely-varying nature of events, the ambiguity and changing requirements of responses
to particular events, and the need to be both responsive to events and carry out complex
processing operations make specifying reactivity in robot software difficult.
As an example, consider a simple vacuuming robot. Initially, the robot will need to
construct a map of the areas to cover as it vacuums. Static obstacles encountered will
need to be added to the map, dynamic obstacles will need to be avoided. When covering
a mapped area again, the robot will need to plan a path, and the map will need to be
updated as changes in layout are found. The robot will also need to keep its battery
charged, its dust bin empty, and respond to hardware failures. The robot software will
need to perform the following computationally-intensive tasks:
• generate a map of unknown areas being covered
• update existing maps with new data
• plan coverage paths around unknown and known areas
• re-plan paths when previously unknown obstacles are encountered
• plan paths to a charger/bin emptying point and back to resume coverage.
At the same time, the robot will need to respond to the following events:
• encountering an obstacle, static or dynamic, in its current path
• the robot’s battery voltage dropping below a safe level
• the robot’s dust bin becoming full
• a failure in the robot’s drive or vacuuming mechanisms.

5.1 Reactivity in robotics
The responses to these events will change according to the robot’s current state. Being
in a known or unknown environment, for example, will change how the robot responds
to obstacles. This example illustrates some of the complexity that can be encountered in
developing the reactive components of a robot program. It will be used in the discussion
of existing methods in Section 5.2.
Robot development needs a method of programming that supports responding to
events while maintaining the ability to perform computationally intensive operations without the need to use separate programming environments.

5.1.1

Requirements

The issues discussed above and the requirements of robot programming from earlier chapters lead to a number of requirements that a programming tool for managing reactivity
must meet.
• responses, events and connections specified in the same language as deliberative
parts of the robot program
• semantics for specifying all three must be clear and simple, even for non-expert
developers
• parallel aspects of the system should be hidden as much as possible
• shared resource management
• inputs and outputs for events and responses
• coordination of output values
• a single tool for programming both reactive and deliberative components of robot
software.
In order to avoid a gap between reactive and deliberative parts of the program, it is
important that events and their responses can be specified using the same language as the
rest of the robot program. Connections between events and responses should be able to
be managed from the deliberative code so that the developer can change them in response
to changes in program state. For example, if the robot moves from a known environment
to an unknown environment, it may need to change its response to encountering an
unexpected object from re-planning its path to adding that object to its map of the
environment.
These connections will be created throughout the program, not just in a specific place,
so it must be obvious when a connection is being made and what is being connected. There
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must be clear statements for making connections, and the developer should be able to
quickly recognise what responses are connected to what events within a certain scope of
the program. This requirement for clarity in the semantics must extend to specifying the
events and responses themselves.
Responses must run in parallel with the deliberative components of the program if
they are to react to events in a timely fashion. The management of multiple threads of
execution is one of the most complex aspects of designing responsive reactive systems. In
keeping with the philosophy of simplicity, the system should hide or simplify the parallel
processing aspects of the system from the developer as much as is realistically possible.
Parallel execution inherently introduces the need to share resources between parallel
threads of execution. In a general purpose programming language this can involve complex
code for managing access to variables using such devices as mutexes. This complexity must
be avoided as much as possible. The developer should be able to specify that an object
will be used across multiple threads of execution, and from then on be able to use it as
normal, with the program automatically managing access as needed.
In order for events and responses to be useful in a larger program it is necessary for
information to flow both to and from them. In particular, the developer will often need
to take information from an event and pass it on to the response. The developer should
be able to specify input values for when an event check or response is started, and return
values should be retrievable for use in the program.
One common aspect of reactive systems, particularly purely behavioural systems, is
the coordination of outputs from multiple behaviours to produce a single final output.
This coordination may be by a priority system or by combining all values to produce a
final value.
Finally, it is important that both reactive and deliberative parts of robot software are
created using the same tool rather than with separate tools as separate programs in order
to reduce learning time, maintenance difficulties, and difficulties with communicating
between the different parts.

5.2

Literature review

This section discusses the existing methods commonly used for managing reactivity. This
is a very large area, extending well beyond robotics, and so a comprehensive review is
beyond the scope of this thesis. However, it endeavours to provide an overview of the main
issues relevant to robotics. Existing methods for handling reactivity can be divided into
those for handling expected events and those designed for handling unexpected events, as
shown in Figure 5.1 [17].
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Figure 5.1: Reactivity management methods can be divided into two major categories.

5.2.1

Expected events

There are four methods for handling expected events. These are event loops, languages
with reactive semantics, behavioural systems and hybrid systems.

Event loops
An event loop is simply an infinite loop that checks once per iteration (or more if necessary)
for any pending events and then calls appropriate handlers for each event. Event loops
are commonly found in software programs that use a GUI. An event loop calls the correct
function to handle an event based on the event’s identifier. The function to be called for
each event may be coded manually into the loop or specified using a call back. While
event loops provide a simple method of simulating reactivity, they are not ideal.
An event loop approach is not capable of handling complexity and does not scale well.
As the program gets larger and more complex, the number of events grows and so the
complexity of the event loop increases. This leads to increased difficulty in maintaining
and expanding the system.
Event loops are poor for handling large computational tasks. Large tasks, such as
path planning, cannot be called from within the event loop without causing it to become
unresponsive to events until the task is complete. The task can be broken up into smaller
parts that can be called in each iteration of the loop when no events are pending, or a
separate thread of execution can be used for the task. In both cases the program becomes
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harder to write, debug and maintain.
The event loop approach would have difficulty with the complexity of multiple possible
responses to events in the vacuuming robot example described in Section 5.1. The robot
would also need to wait for the path planner to complete before it could begin following
the path, even if the initial part of the path was planned first. During the time the path
planner is running, the robot would be unresponsive.
Languages for reactivity
There are a number of languages available for creating reactive systems. A good example
is Esterel [14], designed for embedded systems. Esterel provides special syntax for specifying inputs and outputs, signals between concurrent threads of execution, and even the
threads themselves. It divides time into ticks, and in each thread of execution a single
statement takes a single tick. Esterel cannot be executed directly; it is compiled into
another language such as C, which is then compiled to produce an executable binary file.
The drawback of these languages is that they are specific to reactive systems. While
they are good for specifying systems such as automatic teller machines, they are not as
useful for robot software where reactivity is not the only concern.
There have been some attempts to allow the specification of reactivity in general
purpose languages. The creators of these systems hope to improve the use of reactivity in
more general systems. For example, Boussinot [27] added reactive Esterel-like concepts to
C. The concept of ticks is mimicked, preserving determinism while allowing parallelism,
and ensuring that the termination time of a process can be known (in other words, the
end of the current instant). The result is a synchronous version of C.
An alternative to the Esterel-style languages is Functional Reactive Programming
(FRP), based on functional programming. This follows an evaluative approach rather
than focusing on order of execution [137]. It is well suited to creating reactive systems,
as it works on the concept of producing outputs by evaluating inputs, a fundamental
concept of reactive systems. Yampa [72] and Frob [65, 112] are two similar examples of
FRP languages designed specifically for robotics.
GRL [69] is an FRP language aimed at behavioural systems. It can be used for
many kinds of behavioural architectures, including Subsumption Architecture and Motor
Schemas, showing the versatility of this approach.
Dai et al. described the implementation of Functional Reactive Programming (FRP)
in C++ using templates and macros [44]. The developed system is simpler to use than
Haskell. However, it is still very complex and an extensive knowledge of C++ template
programming and some knowledge of functional programming is required to use it.
FRP is a highly formal approach to specifying reactive systems. There are, however,
difficulties with the functional programming model used, as it is significantly different to
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Figure 5.2: A simple three-layered robot in the Subsumption architecture [6].
the procedural model currently popular and not trivial to use. FRP also has difficulty
with exceptions. Govindarajan [60, 61] states that this is because traditional exception
handling is incompatible with the evaluative approach of functional programming. To
solve this, the author discarded the control flow concept of exception handling and instead
focused on the objects involved in the exception.
Behavioural architectures
Behaviour based architectures are robot architectures that use purely reactive systems
to control robots and achieve goals. Reactive systems maintain an ongoing relationship
with their environment, constantly responding to changes in it [27]. The important aspect
of a behavioural system is how it selects which behaviour will control the robot, known
as the coordination method. Robot programs are broken down into a set of behaviours
that cooperate or compete to control the robot. These behaviours can commonly be
represented as simple Finite State Machines (FSMs).
There have been many behavioural architectures developed. The two best-known
architectures are Subsumption and Motor Schemas. Subsumption was first presented by
Brooks in 1986 [31]. In this architecture a robot program is broken up into a series of
simple behaviours divided horizontally into layers, as shown in Figure 5.2. At the lowest
level are the simplest layers. In each successive layer are more complex behaviours that
subsume those below them by supressing their inputs and outputs in order to control them;
subsumption is the coordination method. The behaviours are typically implemented as
Augmented Finite State Machines (AFSMs).
Motor schemas is based on schema theory [6]. The outputs of many concurrent schemas
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are combined into a single output, usually using a vector addition model. The vector
addition model is the coordination method. Motor schema architectures are typically
quite modular and easily adaptable to other systems. They are also easily reconfigured
at run-time.
A more modern behaviour architecture is the BAP architecture [140]. The authors
state that other architectures do not address the scalability issues of behaviour-based
architectures, namely that as the number of behaviours grows, the architectures become
unwieldy and difficult to use. The BAP architecture aims to provide a more scalable
approach through the use of a hierarchical organisation of behaviours.
Behavioural architectures are highly parallelisable. Many of them, notably the Subsumption architecture, can also be implemented directly in hardware, due to the state
machine nature of their behaviours. They can provide very rapid responses to changes in
a robot’s environment and status. It is very common for behavioural architectures to use
a layered approach, and this strongly supports incremental design. It can, however, be
difficult to adapt behaviours for use in other systems since higher layers usually depend
on the lower layers.
The specification of the behaviours is also an issue. A robot program design must be
broken down into small component behaviours to be implemented in a behaviour architecture. Many architectures provide a special language for specifying these behaviours.
For example, in the Subsumption architecture, behaviours are typically implemented as
AFSMs, and there is a specially-designed Behaviour Language for specifying these that is
compiled down to the actual AFSMs that are implemented in hardware or software [30].
These languages are architecture specific.
Because of their use of simple behaviours there is considerable debate over whether
behavioural architectures can achieve long term and complex goals. The vacuuming robot
described in Section 5.1, for example, would not be implementable using behavioural
languages and architectures as the planning components could not be described. There
may also be issues with the flexibility and learning capability of these architectures.
Hybrid architectures
Hybrid architectures have been proposed as a method of overcoming the perceived inability of purely reactive systems to achieve long term, complex goals. They attempt to
combine the best parts of long term planning and short term reactive systems. In this
way, roboticists hope to take advantage of reactive systems’ advantages in dealing with
dynamic environments while still retaining the ability to plan ahead.
There are two typical structures for a hybrid architecture, hierarchical and flat. A hierarchical structure uses high-level planners and low-level behavioural components, sometimes with an intermediary layer responsible for directing the behavioural components in
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such a way as to achieve the plans provided by the planning layer(s). Communication is
between layers. A flat structure resembles a network of components communicating with
each other directly.
The Autonomous Robot Architecture (AuRA) was one of the first hybrid architectures [6]. It uses a deliberative hierarchical planner and a schema theory based reactive
controller. The planner converts paths into a sequence of behaviours, then sends these to
the reactive component for execution.
By contrast, the ATLANTIS architecture developed at the Jet Propulsion laboratory
relies on the deliberative component being called only when necessary by a sequencing
component [54].
The Planner-Reactor architecture uses a planning component to continuously reconfigure a reactive component as it is executing, allowing it to respond rapidly to the environment and changes in plans [93, 94]. The Procedural Reasoning System, on the other
hand, uses a least-commitment strategy to delay creating complex plans for as long as
possible. Plans are thus created in response to the immediate state of the robot [57].
A recent development, the BERRA architecture, is aimed at service robotics [90].
This system uses a deliberative layer and a reactive layer. The deliberative layer is also
responsible for communication with an operator. A third layer, the task execution layer,
acts as a bridge between these two layers.
Hybrid architectures can allow for both long term goal planning and quick reaction
to the changing state of the robot. They can also be seen as more closely mimicking the
concepts of high level intelligent control and low level instinctive reactions seen in nature.
However, they do have some drawbacks. Firstly, the natural barrier between the two
controllers can create problems when a more complex response than can be provided by
a purely reactive system is needed quickly (real-time problems). They also often require
the use of separate development and programming models for the separate controllers; a
high-level AI language for the planners and a behavioural language or some other form of
specification for the behavioural components.
Many hybrid architectures also provide a language for use in programming with the
architecture. For example, the Task Description Language is designed for use with task
tree architectures, based on a tree structure of behaviours that are controlled in response
to planning needs [128]. The Colbert language is designed for architectures based on Finite
State Machines [85]. Its semantics are heavily biased towards synchronous systems. The
ESL language is based on Common Lisp and is designed to provide the sequencing layer
of a standard three layer architecture such as ATLANTIS [53].
The difficulty with these languages is that they are restricted to the architectures they
are designed for. It has been mentioned several times in this thesis that architecturespecific languages are not suitable for the mobile robotics industry.
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A hybrid approach would work well for the vacuuming robot described in Section 5.1,
although the method of implementation would be an issue. Depending on the architecture
used, the planning and reactive components may have to be implemented separately using
different languages, introducing difficulties in coordinating between them and the need to
know two languages to implement the robot. Alternatively, an architecture with its own
language could be used, but in this case if the language is not known beforehand from
creating other robot systems (which may have used other architectures), a new language
will need to be learned. With a hybrid architecture, a path-following behaviour could be
started once the initial part of the path has been planned, even though the remainder of
the path is still being planned.

5.2.2

Unexpected events

Even in common software programming, it is not possible to think of all possible situations.
Methods for handling unexpected events are needed for those situations the programmer
cannot prepare for.
Exception handling is the common method for handling unexpected events in programming. The programmer can specify once for a block of code how to handle an error,
rather than manually checking the return value of each function as it is called. This
can improve code clarity and reduce programming time. Exceptions can also be used to
provide more information about an error. Most exception mechanisms allow for entire
objects to be propagated rather than just a signal, thus allowing information about the
error that occurred to be carried in the object and used in the exception handler.
Exception handling methods can use the termination model, in which the block that
raises the exception is terminated in favour of the handler, or the resumption model, in
which the block that raises the exception is resumed once the handler has completed. The
raising block may be resumed at the point at which it raised the exception, presumably
with the cause of the exception corrected, or it may be restarted from the beginning.
Work on exceptions in distributed systems has introduced a relatively new concept called
a guardian.
In robot software the issue of handling exceptions is often considered a problem for a
planner to deal with. The planner must recreate or alter its plan to achieve a goal when
a problem arises. Cox and Gehani presented an early work on the use of exceptions in
robotics using Exceptional C [42]. The authors state that there are two important aspects
of exception handling in robotics. The first is the need to handle errors in real-time, the
second is the need for a hierarchy of handlers, in that solutions that take a small amount
of time should be tried first (for example, wait for an obstacle to move) before trying more
drastic actions (replan a path around the obstacle). They also state that the alternative
style of error handling, that of checkpointing (a form of resumption), is not always suitable
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to robot applications because it may not be possible to return the real world to a previous
state.
The standard exception handling mechanism of throwing an object and catching it
elsewhere is, while syntactically neat, semantically messy. It breaks control flow, which
can leave objects or the system in an inconsistent state. This can be particularly bad for
robots because they deal with the real world. Consider, for example, what would happen
if an exception occurred while a manipulator was carrying an object and the handler,
unaware that an object was being carried, opened the manipulator. It would be essential
that a cleanup procedure be followed, so that the object is put down for example, whether
the carrying procedure exited normally or via an exception.
A related area of interest is the work in developing exception handling methods for
distributed systems. Robot software often involves distributivity. The difficulty with
handling exceptions in a distributed system is that there are usually many processes
running concurrently and involved in a single task. When an exception occurs, these
processes must all be notified and must work together in a coordinated fashion to handle
the error. One approach is the use of Coordinated Atomic (CA) actions to divide the
work load up into specific chunks that can then be handled individually. The processes
involved in each of these actions are known and so they can be coordinated effectively
when the CA action fails. Xu et al. described a system using this concept [126, 151]. For
example, a coordinated action in robotics could be gripping an object with a manipulator.
Miller and Tripathi discussed the concept of a “guardian” for distributed exception
handling [101]. The guardian is a form of global exception handling. It uses a distributed
global entity to control each process involved, usually by raising an exception in each
one. The exception raised may not be the same as the original exception. The guardian
model has “exception contexts” (an execution phase or region of a program), a global
“guardian” entity (which has a guardian member for each process, as a co-process), and a
set of guardian primitives used by the participant processes. Recovery rules control how
the guardian manages processes when responding to exceptions.

5.2.3

Summary

The existing methods of managing reactivity in software do not satisfy all the requirements
of reactivity in robotics. Event loops cannot handle the complexity necessary and are
a maintenance nightmare. Reactive languages are designed solely for reactive systems
and do not satisfy the need for long-term planning to meet complex goals. Behavioural
architectures suffer from similar problems, being designed specifically for purely reactive
systems.
Hybrid deliberative/reactive methods have strong potential to overcome the issues of
behavioural architectures, but must overcome their own problems first. The separation
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between the deliberative and reactive components must be reduced, and the programming
tools must be improved to support both the deliberative and reactive parts of robot
software from within the same language without being tied to an architecture. A robot
programming language should therefore provide support for reactivity while maintaining
the ability to program computationally heavy parts of robot software such as planners.
Consideration must also be given to how these mechanisms will support management of
unexpected events. Finally, the programming language should not be tied to a single
architecture or style of architecture.

5.3

Semantics of reactivity management

From the requirements of reactivity management, the three key semantic concepts found
are events that occur, the responses to them, and connections between the two.
Events: In robotics, an event is anything that happens in or around the robot that
the robot must respond to. From a developer’s point of view, an event can be
semantically defined as a condition check. The event occurs when the condition
being checked becomes true.
Responses: Responses are the actions that are performed in response to events occurring.
They can be considered to be a block of code that must be executed when the events
they are connected to occur.
Connections: A connection is an association between an event and a response.
The association between events and responses is semantically very similar to the concept of signals and slots. Signals and slots are a mechanism for moving control flow around
a program in response to events specified by the programmer. The mechanism uses two
entities:
Signals: Messages sent between different parts of the program. They are transmitted
from their point of origin, where the programmer activates them, to the slots they
are connected to. They may carry a value, and are sometimes referred to as events
or publishers.
Slots: Destinations for signals. In most implementations, slots are simply a function with
a specific declaration. They are also known as observers [50].
The programmer specifies slots in the program, often using a specific function declaration. They connect these slots to signals in the program code. A slot can then be
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Figure 5.3: A simple GUI using two button objects and a label object from the Qt GUI
Toolkit [121]. Arrows represent connections. When Button1 is pressed it will emit the
pressed signal, leading to the setText slot of the label being called and so changing the
label’s text. Upon release, the clicked and released signals will be emitted (a button click
is equivalent to a press followed by a release), causing Button2 to behave as though it
was clicked and so leading to the label’s text being cleared.
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executed by activating (or “emitting”) a signal it is connected to. The use of signals and
slots to describe the behaviour of a simple GUI is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
The signals and slots mechanism is, at its core, a system for managing callbacks.
The simplest implementation is an object that stores a callback and then calls it when
instructed to do so. Another simple implementation is an event loop using callbacks to set
the functions to be called when a signal is triggered, the event loop itself simply iterating
over known signals to check if they have been triggered. More advanced implementations
use objects to represent signals, allow signals to carry a data value for use by all connected
slots, use the return value of a slot as the value of a signal, and provide thread-safe signals
to allow parallel responses to signal triggers.
Signals and slots are better than regular callbacks because the connections are managed and they are type safe. The programmer can connect a signal to one or more slots
and then not be concerned with the lifetime of the slots it is connected to. For example, if
the programmer connects a signal to two slots on different objects and one of those objects
then gets deleted (going out of scope, for example), the signals and slots mechanism can
recognise this and automatically remove the connection to the now non-existent slot.
Signals and slots allow for flexible, asynchronous management of the control flow of a
program. The concept is particularly useful in programs that are heavily event-oriented,
such as programs with a GUI.
The following two sections consider two popular implementations of signals and slots:
the Boost Library’s general use implementation and the specialised implementation used
in the Qt toolkit for GUIs. The code that the programmer must write to create signals,
slots and the connections between them is of particular concern. The suitability of these
implementations to robotics and how well they meet the requirements is determined from
the code that must be written to use them.

5.3.1

Boost.Signals

Boost [23] is a set of C++ libraries to provide extended, advanced functionality to C++,
similar to the way the Standard Template Library provides much low-level functionality
such as container classes. Boost’s signals and slots implementation is based on C++
templates [24]. It’s aim is to provide a general, flexible implementation of managed
signals and slots. Listing 5.1 provides the code sample discussed in the remainder of this
section.
Slots are created as functions, as shown on lines 1 to 5. The only restriction on the
definition of slots is that the signals they are connected to have the same argument format.
In this case, the slot requires a string and returns an integer.
Signals are templated objects provided by Boost. The template arguments determine
the format of the signal, indicating what type of value it can carry. The signal defined on
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Listing 5.1: Managing signals and slots using Boost.Signals.
1
2

4

int PrintMessage (string message)
{
cout << message << endl;
return message.length ();
}

6

boost::signal<int (string)> messageSig;
8

10
11

boost::signals::connection c = sig.connect (&PrintMessage);
messageSig ("This is a string");
c.disconnect ();

line 7 will carry a string value and return an integer when it is triggered.
Once signal and slot objects have been created, they are connected together. This is
shown on line 9. Notice the use of a connection object. This object is not required to be
stored unless the programmer wishes to alter the connection at a later time. The signal
is triggered by calling the signal object, shown on line 10. The value the signal should
carry is passed in as an argument. Finally, the signal can be disconnected by calling the
appropriate function on the connection object, shown on line 11.
Signals can be made to disconnect automatically when their slot object goes out of
scope by use of a tracking object. Objects with slots must inherit from this object for
the tracking system to work. This removes the need for the programmer to be concerned
with the lifetime of objects that have slots connected to signals when specifying where
signals are triggered.
Boost’s signals and slots implementation is very powerful and very flexible, and utilises
only standard C++ syntax. It is also quite low-level, which can lead to complex code.

5.3.2

Qt signals and slots

Qt is an advanced, cross-platform GUI toolkit [121] designed originally for C++ and with
bindings for many other languages now available. It uses signals and slots as its core
mechanism for moving event information around programs using the toolkit, particularly
events that involve the interface such as button clicks, text entry, and so on, but also
including other events that occur in a typical application, for example data arriving at a
network socket interface.
Qt’s signals and slots mechanism is based on a simple extended syntax in C++. A
keyword, slots, declares a member function of an object as a slot. A preprocessor,
called “moc”, that is run before compilation detects any occurrences of this keyword and
uses them to create callback connections. For example, the code shown in Listing 5.2
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Listing 5.2: Using a Qt button to trigger a message by connecting the signal it emits
when it is clicked to a custom slot.
1
2

#include <QObject>
#include <QPushButton>
#include <QApplication>

4

6

class MsgObject : public QObject
{
Q_OBJECT

8

public slots:
void PrintMessage (void)
{ cout << "Some message" << endl; }

10

12

}

14

int main (void)
{
QApplication app;
QPushButton button ("Click me");
MsgObject object;

16

18

QObject::connect (&button, SIGNAL (clicked ()),
&object, SLOT (PrintMessage ()));

20
21
22

return app.exec ();
24

}

illustrates connecting a signal emitted by a button when it is clicked to a slot that prints
a text message.
Lines 9 to 11 show the creation of a slot on the MsgObject object. On line 20 this
slot is connected to the clicked signal of the button object. Note the use of keywords
to identify the signal and the slot. Whenever the button is clicked it will emit this signal,
triggering the PrintMessage slot. The Q_OBJECT macro on line 7 is used to tell the moc
preprocessor that the MsgObject object uses the signals and slots facilities.
The signals and slots commonly used throughout a Qt-based application are predefined
on the GUI objects used. Buttons, windows, sliders and other GUI widgets define common
signals, and the programmer need only connect them to slots suitable for their application.
However, Qt does allow the creation of custom signals. Listing 5.3 illustrates this. This
example creates a signal on lines 12 and 13. The moc preprocessor will see the signals:
section declaration and create signals for all functions declared in it. The signal can be
connected to slots as normal, shown on line 30. Note how in this case, because the signal
will carry a value, the format of the signal must also be specified. The function on line 9
shows how to emit the signal.
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Listing 5.3: The creation and use of a custom signal in Qt.
1
2

4

6

#include <QObject>
#include <QString>
class MsgObject : public QObject
{
Q_OBJECT
public:
void EmitMessage (QString message)
{ emit MessageSignal (message); }

8

10

signals:
void MessageSignal (QString value);

12
13
14

}

16

class RecvObject : public QObject
{
Q_OBJECT

18

public slots:
void PrintMessage (QString msg)
{ cout << msg << endl; }

20

22

}
24

26

28

int main (void)
{
MsgObject msgObj;
RecvObject recvObj;
QObject::connect (&msgObj, SIGNAL (MessageSignal (QString)),
&recvObj, SLOT (PrintMessage (QString)));
msgObj.EmitMessage ("Some message");

30
31
32

return 0;

34

}
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The Qt system is very simple to use and quite powerful for writing GUI code. It shows
that the signals and slots concept can be adapted for use in a specialised environment,
meeting the needs of a GUI toolkit while using a simple syntax for specifying signals and
slots.

5.3.3

Adapting signals and slots for robotics

The Boost.Signals implementation provides a very powerful, very flexible implementation
of signals and slots. However, it is too complex for the needs of a reactivity management
system in a robot programming language, providing much more than is required by the
requirements described in Section 5.1.1. Much of the flexibility and complexity could be
sacrificed for simplicity. It has a syntax that is not simple enough for the needs of robot
programming. The use of templates, while flexible, leads to complex code. Function
calls for connecting signals to slots and for triggering signals do not stand out from other
function calls in the code and so do not make it easy to see what the connections in the
program are. Because only standard C++ syntax is used, Boost.Signals does not clearly
illustrate the concept of events and responses that is the core of reactivity in robotics.
Slots look like standard functions, and in the syntax, they are. The implementation lacks
the syntactic sugar desired for an application-specific robot programming language that
would make the important concepts of the program’s structure, such as where events and
responses are defined, stand out.
What is needed is a simplified version of signals and slots designed specifically for the
task of specifying reactivity in robot software. It should be restricted to providing the
necessary features for robotics, described in Section 5.1.1, making it simple and clear to
use.
Qt is an example of how effective a specialised implementation can be in a limited
application domain. The Qt implementation uses syntactic sugar, in the form of the
signals and slots keywords, to clearly show in program code where signals and slots
are defined. A modern GUI-based program relies heavily on object-oriented principles
to lay out the program code, with each GUI component represented by an object. Qt’s
signals and slots implementation builds on this by providing each object with signals and
slots relevant to its function. In this way, the implementation makes it very easy for a
programmer to manage the GUI, knowing that different kinds of GUI objects will have
specific signals and slots.
The signals and slots mechanism is a proven method of managing reactive elements
of a program from within deliberative code as program state changes. As shown by the
implementation used in the Qt toolkit, the semantics can be adapted to a specific programming domain, where they can be simplified. Signals and slots can therefore overcome
much of the complexity of specifying reactivity in robotics by allowing a greater mixing
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of reactive and deliberative code, making changes in program state easier to propagate
through the program, particularly to the reactive components. The key to achieving this
is to adapt the semantics in a suitable way. Additional benefits of the approach can
include reducing the quantity of complex parallelism management code and simplifying
resource management. RADAR’s adaption of signals and slots for robotics is described
in the next section.

5.4

Reactivity in RADAR

As mentioned in Section 5.3, the signals and slots concept provides a good semantic equivalent of reactivity in robotics. This is important for the concept being suitable for use in
robotics, with a suitable adaption of the semantics to account for any unique requirements
found in this programming domain. This work adapts the concept to robotics by providing a highly structured, specialised version for managing reactivity. It is highly structured
in order to provide the simplicity desired of an application-specific robot programming
language.
The systems reviewed in Section 5.2, particularly the behavioural and hybrid architecture languages, tended to semantically treat “behaviours” or “tasks” as entities in the
program that should be managed, a concept that works well both semantically and with
the signals and slots concept. RADAR uses this same concept, but also extends it to
events, as they are also an important semantic part of reactivity. RADAR therefore provides both event and response objects. These represent the reactive parts of a robot
program.
Developers can manage reactive parts of a robot program from within the deliberative
parts of the same program. Rather than using generic signals, the semantics uses a small
number of clearly defined signals to simplify the use of the language and avoid confusion
about what signals mean.
Similar to the Qt signals and slots implementation, which provides relevant pre-defined
signals and slots on different GUI objects, both the event and response objects provided
by RADAR have predefined signals and slots that provide the necessary functionality.
In addition to the two objects, a number of special statements and functions are used
to provide the connection management facilities. Special statements are used for the most
common and most complex statements because the alternative method of using function
calls does not provide the level of clarity required by RADAR. Special statements stand
out more in program code, can more clearly illustrate what they are doing, and are not
limited by the requirements of function call syntax in many languages to have all the
arguments to the call in a single list. They can instead place arguments where they most
logically fit in the statement.
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Event
signals:
triggered
slots:

Figure 5.4: The RADAR event object is simple, having only a single signal and no slots.
The remainder of this section describes the semantics of RADAR’s reactivity management in detail.

5.4.1

Event objects

In the context of RADAR the concept of an event can be simply described as a condition
check. This check is encapsulated within the event object. The event object consists
of a name, which identifies the event throughout the scope in which it is defined, and
a code body. When the body evaluates to true the event is considered triggered. The
body is not limited to just a conditional statement, so it is possible to perform complex
checks using statistical methods or check multiple conditions in a single event object.
An event object must be instantiated before it can be used, in keeping with standard
object-oriented concepts. RADAR uses a special semantics and syntax, illustrated in
Listing 5.4, for describing event objects in order to distinguish them from other objects
in the program.
An event object has no need of slots and only requires a single signal to indicate when
the event has occurred, the triggered signal, as shown in Figure 5.4. This signal is
emitted when the event occurs and any slots connected to the signal are executed. The
event body may specify a value as the result of the condition check, in which case this
value becomes the value of the triggered signal and can be used elsewhere in the program.
Obviously, if the event object’s body does not evaluate as true, then there is no return
value. For example, if a bumper is triggered the index of the triggered bumper could be
returned for use in response objects connected to that event.
An event is evaluated for truthfulness for as long as it is instantiated and its triggered
signal is connected to a slot. When these conditions are not met the event is not evaluated,
as there is no need.

5.4.2

Response objects

The response object encapsulates the actions to perform in response to events. It is more
complex than the event object. It has three slots and three signals, shown in Figure 5.5.
The slots are start, interrupt and exit, which is a clean-up block. These correspond
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Listing 5.4: The full syntax for RADAR’s reactivity management facilities.
1

event

::=

2

"event" <name> [(arguments)]:
(<body> [ | "triggered"])+

3
4

response ::=

5
6

8

"response" <name> [(arguments)]:
(<body> [ | "interrupt"])+
[
"on interrupt:"
(<body> [ | "restart"])+
"on exit:"
<body> ]

10

12
13
14

signal
event_expr
response_expr
once_stmt

::=
::=
::=
::=

whenever_stmt

::=

start_stmt

::=

interrupt_stmt
stop_stmt
emit_stmt
waitfor_stmt
signal) ")"
cancel_stmt

::=
::=
::=
::=

resource
priority_rsrc
combine_rsrc

::= "Resource" "(" [(name | value)] ")"
::= "Priority" "(" [(name | value)] ")"
::= "Combine" "(" [(name | value)] ")"

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24

string
[name "=" ] name ["(" arguments_list ")"]
[name "=" ] name ["(" arguments_list ")"]
"once" (event_expression | signal) "do:"
<body>
"whenever" (event_expression | signal) "do:"
<body>
"start" response_expression
["until" (event_expression | signal)]
"interrupt" name
"stop" name
"emit" signal ["(" arguments_list ")"]
[name "="] "waitfor" "(" (event_expression |

::= "cancel" "(" signal [, slot_name] ")"

25
26
27
28
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Response
signals:
started
interrupted
exited
slots:
start
interrupt
exit

Figure 5.5: The RADAR response object has three slots and three corresponding signals.
to the stages of execution of a response. The start slot is the default block of code for
the object, while the interrupt and exit slots are optional and specified with keywords.
As with event objects, RADAR specifies a unique syntax to differentiate response objects from other objects in the program. See Listing 5.4 for the syntax used in the test
implementation.
A response is started by calling its start slot; there is no other entry point. If the
response is interrupted, execution moves to the interrupt slot. From here, it may choose
to restart the response from the beginning using the restart keyword, or it may choose
to exit. This is the default behaviour upon completing execution of the interrupt slot. In
this case, and when the start slot finishes executing normally, execution moves on to the
exit slot. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.6, and is similar to the control flow of the
common try...except...finally statement found in many programming languages.
The interrupt and exit slots are optional, as they are not always necessary and requiring
them when the developer does not need them would lead to unnecessary code writing and
increased code length and complexity. If the interrupt slot is not defined and the response
is interrupted, execution moves immediately to the exit slot. It is also important to note
that while the slots appear separate, they share a single namespace. Variables defined in
the start slot are available in and can be modified by the interrupt and exit slots.
The restart keyword can be used in the interrupt slot of a response to cause execution
to move back to the start of the response object’s start slot. Resumption is not allowed for
two reasons. The first is simplicity; managing resumption would increase the complexity
of the start slot. The second, more important, reason is that resumption is not entirely
compatible with robotics, as the real world cannot be paused while the interrupt slot is
executing, and upon resuming the start slot the real world will have moved on while the
response has not, leading to the software possibly having an incorrect view of the world’s
state.
The signals of a response are started , emitted when the start slot begins execution,
interrupted , emitted when execution moves to the interrupt slot, and exited , emitted
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Emit started
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Execute
start slot
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Yes Emit interrupted
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interrupt slot
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Execute
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Emit exited
signal
Done

Figure 5.6: The control flow of a response in RADAR. Unspecified interrupt and exit
slots default to empty.
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when it has finished executing the exit slot (to indicate the response has completely
exited). These signals are emitted program-wide and can be waited for anywhere. They
are emitted even if the slots are not defined. If the exit slot returns a value, this is passed
as the value of the exited signal.
As with event objects, response objects must be instantiated prior to use.

5.4.3

Connectivity statements

The key to RADAR’s simplicity of reactivity management lies in the statements used
to manage the connections between event objects and response objects. While signals
and slots implementations usually make it obvious what a signal is, RADAR takes the
approach of hiding the actual signals and so making the connections between event and
response objects the key semantic point in most cases. Refer to Listing 5.4 for the syntax
used for these statements in the test implementation.
Two statements are commonly used with the statements for creating connections:
the event expression and the response expression. The event expression defines
arguments passed to an event when it begins checking its condition and where the value of
the event’s triggered signal is stored. Similarly, the response expression defines arguments
passed into the start slot and where the value of the exited signal is stored.
The once and whenever statements are used to connect response objects to event
objects, the most common task in RADAR’s reactivity management. Both of these statements use a signal name or an event expression, followed by a body of statements to
connect to it. When the signal is emitted or the event occurs, the statements in the
body are executed in order. The once statement provides a one-time-only connection,
with the statements executed only on the first occurance of the signal or event, and then
the connection removed. By contrast, the whenever statement states that each time the
signal or event occurs, the body of statements is executed again, provided it has finished
any previous execution. The whenever statement will not result in multiple copies of the
same body executing in parallel. Both statements effectively create a temporary slot out
of the body and connect the signal to it (in the case of an event expression being specified,
this is the event object’s triggered signal). To the developer, it appears as though the
statement is causing an action to happen when an event occurs.
The connections created by these statements obey the scoping rules of the implementation language. If the developer sets up a connection within a scope and the program
subsequently moves out of that scope, the connection will be destroyed. This allows the
developer to be sure of the lifetime of a connection and which connections are active in
each part of the program. For example, the developer can create a connection at the beginning of a function and know that it will only be active while that function is running.
If scoping rules were not followed it would be difficult, perhaps even impossible, for the
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developer to be sure of what connections were in existence at a point in the program.
The most common statement to use with the once and whenever statements is the
start statement, used to call the start slot on a response. This statement may contain an
optional until clause. This specifies an event object or signal that should be connected
to the interrupt slot of the response, interrupting the response when the signal is emitted.
This allows the developer to specify one signal or event for starting a response and another
for interrupting it. The same effect can be achieved elsewhere in program code using the
interrupt statement.
Responses can be managed beyond specifying when they should start. The interrupt
statement triggers the interrupt slot of a response. The stop statement triggers the exit
slot of a response, bypassing the interrupt slot. In both cases the executing start slot
terminates.
When the once or whenever statements are used in conjunction with the start, interrupt and stop statements, the semantic concept is to connect the specified signal to the
slot of the response object specified by the statement used, rather than creating a temporary slot that triggers the slot manually. Sensible implementations of RADAR would
remove the extra step and directly connect the signal to the response object’s slot.
The developer may need to remove a connection. The cancel statement provides this
facility. It can cancel all connections between a specific signal or event and response, or
it can cancel all connections from a signal or event, irrespective of what response objects
or other slots it is connected to.
RADAR’s reactivity management comprises signals and slots at its core, so two additional statements provide simple manipulation of signals. The waitfor statement tells a
thread to pause until the specified event occurs or signal is emitted. The emit statement
emits the specified signal program-wide, with an optional value. Together these can be
used to move information around the program and provide some degree of synchronisation between threads of execution (they cannot provide complete synchronisation as
the emit statement does not wait until any waitfor statements receive the signal). The
waitfor statement is also particularly useful as a method of sequencing response objects.
A response object can be started with the start statement, followed by a call to waitfor,
specifying the exit signal of the response object.
The complex once and whenever statements, including the event expression and the
response expression, are full statements. This allows them to provide a more natural
order of specifying the arguments to the statements, such as the event to wait for and the
response to perform. It is also necessary in order to allow the use of multiple statements
in their bodies. Simpler statements such as waitfor can be treated as function calls in
the implementation language if this is in keeping with the style of the language. The test
implementation, described in Section 5.5, uses this approach.
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The combination of these statements provides a highly structured method for managing events and their responses with standard deliberative program code. The statements
can appear at any time throughout the deliberative parts of the program. The result is a
programming mechanism where the underlying signals and slots are hidden. The developer can use signals and slots to manage the reactive components of their robot program
without having to think about the fact that they are doing so, but use the power of the
signals and slots mechanism when necessary.

5.4.4

Formalisation

The consistency of the reactivity semantics can be confirmed by formalising them. A
formalisation also helps determine how well the semantics satisfy the design goals.
The reactivity semantics may be formalised using the π-calculus [103]. π-calculus is a
notation for specifying communicating, mobile concurrent systems. It is an advance on the
Calculus of Concurrent Systems (CCS) notation [102]. It can be used to model concurrent
programming languages, a category RADAR falls into with its reactivity semantics. The
formalisation shows that the semantics are consistent.
π-calculus uses a very minimal syntax to specify systems. The central concept is a
name, which may be a variable, a communication channel or a process. Concurrency is
written P | Q, indicating that the processes P and Q should execute concurrently (capital
letters are often used by convention to indicate processes, while small letters indicate
variables and communication channels). “.” is a sequencing operator, for example, πi .Pi .
It causes the process on the right, Pi , to wait for the process on the left, πi , to execute
before it begins executing. It is often said that the process Pi is guarded by πi , as πi must
occur before Pi can execute.
Processes can communicate using input and output operators. x(y).P specifies that a
process should wait for a message to be received on the communication channel x. When
it is received, the value of the message is bound locally in P to the name y, and the process
executes as P . Similarly, xhzi.Q specifies that a process should send the message z over
the communication channel x, followed by executing as Q. These to can be combined to
describe two concurrent communicating processes:
xhzi.Q | x(y).P
This shows two concurrent processes communicating. Upon execution, the message z will
be sent through the communication channel x. The first process will execute as Q, and
the second will execute as P , with the message z bound to the name y in P , giving:
Q | {z /y }P
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New names can be created in a process by using “new”. For example, (new z)P is a
process where the name z is present in P .
The “+” operator performs a selection, for example:
P = x.Q + y.R + z.S
In this, P will execute as either Q, R or S depending on which channel receives a message
first. If channel y receives a message first, P will execute as R.
Replication allows for process duplication, and is written !P . 0 is the empty sum; it
represents a complete and stopped process and is usually omitted.
The formalisation of RADAR’s reactivity semantics begins by defining the representation of a response object.

def

RESP ON SE = !(start(x).started.BODY N .(restart.starthxi + EXIT.exitedhyi))
def

BODY n = BODY n−1 + interrupt.interrupted.IN T ERRU P T [.restart] + exit
def

BODY 0 = 0
where N is the number of steps in the start slot of the response, represented by BODY .
The response is a complex case. It begins by waiting for a message to arrive via
the response object’s start channel, which represents the triggering of the start slot.
Upon reception of a message, it sends another message over the response object’s started
channel, representing the started signal. Other processes can wait for this message by
using a waitfor statement in order to know when this response has started. It then begins
executing its start slot as BODY , one step at a time. After each step of BODY it will
perform a choice between executing the next step via recursion, receiving a message on
the interrupt channel followed by executing its interrupt slot and stopping recursion,
or receiving a message on the exit channel and stopping recursion. The interrupt slot
may optionally emit a message over the restart channel to cause the response to restart,
representing the restart keyword.
Once execution of BODY has ended, the response will perform a selection between
executing the response again from the beginning of the start slot (if the restart message
was emitted by the interrupt slot) or finish by executing its exit slot as EXIT and
emitting a message over the exited channel. Note also the ability to return a value via
the exited channel. The replication operator is used around the whole response to ensure
that responses may run again, rather than becoming unavailable after running once.
As with the started message emitted at the beginning of RESP ON SE, the interrupted
and exited messages can be awaited by other processes in order to know when a response
has performed these actions. Note also the placement of the exited emission after the
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EXIT process. Refer to section 5.4.2 for more explanation.
The event object is very simple to define using π-calculus. It is simply the emission of
a message across the channel representing the object’s triggered signal, where the message
contains the value of the event’s triggered signal:
triggeredhxi
Next, the statements are defined. The emit and waitfor statements are simple to define
using π-calculus; they are simply a channel output and a channel input:

def

EM IT = signalhxi
def

W AIT F OR = signal(x)
As the interrupt and stop statements are simply signal triggers, they are also easy to
define:

def

IN T ERRU P T = interrupt
def

ST OP = exit
where interrupt and exit are the channels connected to a response object’s interrupt and
exit channels. The cancel statement can also be modelled as a message being sent over
a channel. The reason for this method of modelling the statement will become clear as
other statements are modelled.
def

CAN CEL = cancel
The start statement is more complex, as it also has the optional until clause:
def

ST ART = starthxi[ .(signal(y).interrupt + cancel)]
This says that the start statement will emit a message over the start channel of a response
(in order to activate its start slot), with optionally waiting for message on another channel
before emitting a message over the interrupt channel of the same response. Note the
presence of a cancel channel input. If a message is received on this channel before one
is received on the signal channel, the whole section in the brackets will be nullified, in
effect cancelling the connection between the signal and the interrupt slot.
The once statement can be modelled as a process performing a connection between a
message on a signal’s channel and a process:
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def

ON CE = (signal(x).startslothxi + cancel) | startslot(y).P
Upon receiving a message via the channel signal, the first process will send a message
with the value of the received message across another channel, startslot. The second
process waits for a message to be received on the startslot channel, and upon receiving
one, executes as P . A cancel channel is again used to provide a means of cancelling the
connection. In this statement, P can be any process, but in most cases is likely to be a
start statement. In this case, the once statement can be simplified to:

def

ON CE = (signal(x).starthxi + cancel1) [ | (signal2(y).interrupt + cancel2)]
Note the optional section for interrupting the response based on receiving another signal.
The whenever statement is essentially the same as the once statement. The only
difference is the use of the replication operator to make the statement duplicate itself,
allowing the response to execute each time the signal it is connected to occurs.
def

W HEN EV ER = !((signal(x).startslothxi + cancel) | startslot(x).P )
With all the reactivity statements now defined, it is possible to specify programs using
π-calculus. It is important to remember that this formalisation defines how the semantics
work and that names must be changed when applying it to an actual program. An
example is shown in Section 5.5.2.

5.4.5

Shared resources

The use of parallel threads of execution in RADAR immediately raises the issue of shared
resources, for example the motors of the robot. If access to important shared resources is
not managed then serious errors will occur when multiple threads attempt to use the resource at the same time. RADAR must provide some method of easily controlling resource
access without requiring the developer to write large quantities of resource management
code involving lock objects, mutexes and similar threading objects. Such code increases
the complexity of the program code and makes maintenance more difficult.
One method would be to build resource access control into the language implementation so that all variables used in a program automatically had necessary locking performed.
However, this would be more than is necessary. It would add considerable overhead to
the use of variables and functions. It is reasonable to expect a developer to specify which
variables will be used in multiple threads of execution and write functions to be reentrant
if they will be called from multiple threads of execution. RADAR should therefore provide
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a method of adding access control to only those objects for which it is required by the
developer.
A suitable method for doing this is identifying the variables that require access control
to RADAR and so having RADAR manage access, either internally or using special objects that “wrap” variables with access control functionality. Providing support internally
requires altering the language’s compiler or interpreter to provide the required functionality, while wrapper objects require implementing objects in the implementation language
to provide the functionality. Neither implementation would change the semantics, so
which method is used is therefore left as an implementation choice.
The functionality provided is to lock the variable before it is accessed, followed by
unlocking it once access is complete. A common example would be to add the locking
functionality to a variable used to set the speed of the robot’s motors.
Resources can also be extended to provide output coordination, an important facility
in behaviour-based software. There are two types. Priority resources determine the
final output by a priority system. Combine resources determine the final output by
adding all current values. In both cases, the value entered into the resource by a response
is used until the response enters a new value or leaves its start slot. This ensures that the
lifetime of a value stored in a Combine resource by a thread of execution is known, but
also that it will not be used forever. When used outside a response, the value exists for
the lifetime of the thread in which it was set. If the developer wishes to stop that value
being used before the thread exits, a neutral value should be output (for example, zero).
Both Combine and Priority resources calculate their value when the output is read,
not when an input is written. This means that the output value will be based on the
value of the inputs at the time of request. If an input is changed half a second later, it
will have no affect on the output just calculated, but will affect any outputs calculated
after that point. Access control ensures that the output cannot be calculated while inputs
are being set, and inputs cannot be set while the output is being calculated.
For example, a motor value could be the combination of the outputs of two response
objects. One response could output a forward speed of 5 metres per second, while another
could output a backward speed of 2 metres per second and a turn rate of 30 degrees per
second. The final value of the motors would be 3 metres per second forwards with a turn
rate of 30 degrees per second.
In Priority resources, a most-recent-value system is used to resolve conflicts between
values with equal priorities. It is the simplest method, and simplicity is important in
RADAR. As RADAR is asynchronous, it isn’t possible to use methods involving, for
example, waiting for the end of a tick.

5.5 Implementation

5.5

Implementation

RADAR has been implemented experimentally in Python. This section describes the
implementation of the syntax in Listing 5.4 and the underlying system.

5.5.1

Syntax

The syntax used in the test implementation of RADAR’s reactivity semantics differs
slightly from the ideal described in Section 5.4. Any differences are highlighted in this
section.
Event objects are created using the syntax shown on lines 1 to 2 of Listing 5.4. The
body contains the check(s) to be performed. The developer uses the triggered keyword
in the body to indicate that the check has evaluated to true, and at this point the event is
considered to have occurred. Multiple occurrences of the triggered keyword are allowed.
Similarly, response objects are created with the syntax shown on lines 4 to 9. Note that
this specifies that the interrupt and exit slots are optional. The first body corresponds
to the start slot, and may contain zero or more occurrences of the interrupt keyword
(line 5). This keyword specifies where the start slot’s code is allowed to be interrupted
and is necessary due to limitations of Python. See below for details. The interrupt slot
may contain zero or more occurrences of the restart keyword (line 7), which indicates that
the interrupt slot should exit at this point, followed by the response restarting its start
slot from the beginning.
The syntax shown on lines 12 to 24 is used for the statements provided by RADAR.
The syntax for the resource management objects is shown on lines 26 to 28. In each case
a default value may be specified. The first, Resource, decorates a variable with locking
functionality, which ensures integrity when it is used in multiple threads, for example:
speed = Resource ()

This will create an instance of a Resource object, any member value of which can then
be accessed safely in multiple threads. The other two provide priority and combination
coordination schemes to any variable or function (see Section 5.4.5). For example:
speed = Priority (0˜m/s)
turnSpeed = Combine (0˜rad/s)

As with all RADAR semantics, it is not always possible to implement the entire
ideal syntax in the target language. Some concessions must be made to the facilities of
the target language in order to provide the most usable, functional robot programming
language. In the prototype implementation it was necessary to require that the developer
specify where response objects can be interrupted in their start slots by using the interrupt
keyword. Because all Python variables are references to object instances, the Priority and
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Combine objects must make use of get and set methods to set the stored value rather
than using an assignment statement. If an assignment statement is used, the object
referenced by the variable changes rather than the value stored within the object, which
is not the desired behaviour for these objects.

5.5.2

Example

This section gives a short example program written using RADAR, illustrating the key
aspects of the reactivity management semantics and syntax. This example implements a
simple motor-schemas style program to drive the robot forward while avoiding obstacles.
The robot will drive forward while scanning for obstacles with its laser scanner. When
an obstacle is found within half a metre of the scanner, it will start a response that will
turn the robot away from the obstacle. The program will continue until the robot fails to
avoid an obstacle. Combine resources are used to combine the outputs of the two control
response objects together to give the final value sent to the robot’s motors.
A larger, more complex example can be found in Chapter 6.
Program code
The first two lines begin by importing modules and functions necessary for the program.
This example uses the Python bindings for the Player project [39, 143], with the wrapper
that allows the use of the dimensioned data type, described in Chapter 4.
1
2

from time import sleep
from playerc_wrap import *

The program then defines the events that it will respond to by defining two event
objects, NearWall (line 3) and HitWall (line 9). NearWall will trigger whenever a laser
range reading is found that is less than half a metre from the laser scanner (line 7). The
value of its triggered signal will be the index of the scan. HitWall will trigger whenever
a bump sensor is pressed. Its triggered signal will not have a value.
3
4

6

event NearWall (laser):
for ii in range (len (laser.Ranges ())):
if laser.Ranges ()[ii] < 0.5˜m:
self.value = ii
trigger

8

10

12

event HitWall (bumperObj):
for bumper in bumperObj.bumpers:
if bumper == 1:
trigger

The program now moves on to defining its response objects. The first response is used
to synchronise the program and the Player server used for controlling the robot. It reads
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all the data from the robot that is waiting (for example, updated odometry values) and
sends the latest speed values from the program. In deliberative programs using Player,
the read() call on line 15 must be made regularly as part of the program’s control loop.
The use of a response to make the call removes the need for the developer to build a
regular call to it into their deliberative program.
The interrupt keyword is used on line 18 to indicate where this response can be interrupted. Note also the lack of interrupt and exit blocks, indicating that this response will
exit when it is interrupted, and will not perform any cleaning up.
13
14

16

18

response UpdatePlayer (robot, setSpeedFunc, speed, turnSpeed):
while True:
robot.read ()
setSpeedFunc (speed.GetValue (), 0˜m/s, turnSpeed.GetValue
(), 1)
sleep (0.05˜s)
interrupt

The next response defined is used to make the robot move forward. It sets the robot’s
forward speed to 0.1 metres per second and its turning speed to zero. The response then
must stay alive for as long as needed in order for these values to continue being used by
the Combine resource. As mentioned in Section 5.4.5, Combine and Priority resources
will use values from a response for as long as that response is alive. The response checks
to see if it has been interrupted at a frequency of 2Hz (lines 22 to 24).
19
20

22
23
24

response Drive (speed, turnSpeed):
speed.SetValue (0.1˜m/s)
turnSpeed.SetValue (0˜rad/s)
while True:
sleep (0.5˜s)
interrupt
# Check for interrupt at 2Hz

The TurnAway response is responsible for making the robot turn away from obstacles.
When it is activated it sends a reverse speed of 0.1 metres per second, counter-acting the
Drive response’s forward speed, and a turn speed of either -1 radian per second or 1 radian
per second, depending on which side the obstacle was detected. The Combine resources
used will combine these values with those output by the Drive response, resulting in the
robot turning on the spot.
25
26

28

30

32

response TurnAway (speed, turnSpeed, scanIndex):
speed.SetValue (-0.1˜m/s)
if scanIndex < 255:
# If closest laser on left
turnSpeed.SetValue (-1˜rad/s)
else:
# If closest laser on right
turnSpeed.SetValue (1˜rad/s)
# Do this for 1 second
sleep (1˜s)
# Give the robot time to get away from the wall before we exit,
# or this response will get triggered again
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speed.SetValue (0˜m/s)
turnSpeed.SetValue (0˜rad/s)
sleep (1˜s)

Now that all the required event and response objects have been defined, the main
thread of operation, or the controller thread of the program in this example, is specified.
It begins by instantiating each of the defined event and response objects so they can be
used in the program.
37
38

40

nearWallEvent = NearWall ()
hitWallEvent = HitWall ()
driveResp = Drive ()
turnAwayResp = TurnAway ()
updatePlayer = UpdatePlayer ()

This next block of code is Player setup code. It creates a robot proxy object, connects
to the player server, and creates proxies for the robot’s position controller, laser scanner
and bump sensors.
42

44

46

48

50

52

robot = playerc_client (None, "bashful", 6665)
robot.connect ()
robot.datamode (PLAYERC_DATAMODE_PULL)
robot.set_replace_rule (-1, -1, PLAYER_MSGTYPE_DATA, -1, 1)
position = playerc_position2d_d (robot, 0)
position.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE)
position.enable (1)
laser = playerc_laser_d (robot, 0)
laser.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE)
bumper = playerc_bumper_d (robot, 0)
bumper.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE)

The program creates the two Combine resources that will be used to calculate the
robot’s speeds. In both cases, an initial value is required. This value will be the output
of the resources when no inputs are provided. Note also the use of dimensioned data,
ensuring that the developer will be unable to set the robot’s forward speed to a value in
radians per second by accident (see Chapter 4).
53
54

speed = Combine (value = 0˜m/s)
turnSpeed = Combine (value = 0˜rad/s)

Next, the program sets up connections between event and response objects and starts
those response objects that will run from the beginning. Line 55 shows the UpdatePlayer
response being started to provide continuous synchronisation between the robot and the
program. This response will run until the robot fails to avoid an obstacle (line 56).
Line 57 shows the creation of a connection between the NearWall event and the
TurnAway response. Whenever the robot comes close to an obstacle the response will be
started, causing the robot to turn away. Note the passing of the value of the NearWall
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event’s triggered signal into the TurnAway response. Line 59 starts the Drive response,
setting it up to stop when the robot fails to avoid an obstacle.
55
56
57
58

start updatePlayer (robot, position.set_cmd_vel, speed, turnSpeed)
until hitWallEvent (bumper)
whenever (index = nearWallEvent (laser)) do:
start turnAwayResp (speed, turnSpeed, index) until hitWallEvent
(bumper)
start driveResp (speed, turnSpeed) until hitWallEvent (bumper)

Finally, the main thread waits for the robot to fail to avoid an obstacle before exiting.
60

waitfor (hitWallEvent (bumper))

The objects used by RADAR to manage reactivity in this program are illustrated in
Figure 5.7.

Program formalisation
The formalisation given in Section 5.4.4 can be used to specify programs, including the
above example. This is shown below.
The events are simply two emissions, one of which carries a value:
nearwallhscanindexi
hitwall
The UpdatePlayer response is defined as follows. Note the structure is the same
as the formalisation given in Section 5.4.4, but the names are changed to allow multiple
response processes to be defined. The upstart message reception is now defined to receive
the variables necessary for the response to operate, as explained in Section 5.4.2.

def

U P DAT EP LAY ER = !(upstart(robot, setspeedf unc, speed, turnspeed).upstarted.
U P BODY N .(uprestart.upstarthrobot, setspeedf unc,
speed, turnspeedi + U P EXIT.upexited))
def

U P BODY n = U P BODY n−1 + upinterrupt.upinterrupted.
U P IN T ERRU P T + upexit
def

U P BODY 0 = 0
The Drive and TurnAway response objects are similarly defined:
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Event: NearWall

Response: UpdatePlayer

signals:
triggered(index)

signals:
started
interrupted
exited

slots:

Event: HitWall
signals:
triggered

slots:
start(robot,setSpeedFunc,speed,turnSpeed)
interrupt
exit
Response: Drive

slots:

signals:
started
interrupted
exited
slots:
start(speed,turnSpeed)
interrupt
exit
Response: TurnAway
signals:
started
interrupted
exited
slots:
start(speed,turnSpeed,scanIndex)
interrupt
exit

Figure 5.7: An example of objects used by RADAR to manage reactivity. These objects
are used in the example given in Section 5.5.2. Each object implements either an event
object or a response object.
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def

DRIV E = !(dstart(speed, turnspeed).dstarted.DBODY N .(drestart.
dstarthspeed, turnspeedi + DEXIT.dexited))
def

DBODY n = DBODY n−1 + dinterrupt.dinterrupted.DIN T ERRU P T + dexit
def

DBODY 0 = 0
def

T U RN AW AY = !(start(speed, turnspeed, scanindex).tastarted.T ABODY N .
(tarestart.tastarthspeed, turnspeed, scanindexi+
T AEXIT.taexited))
def

T ABODY n = T ABODY n−1 + tainterrupt.tainterrupted.T AIN T ERRU P T
+ taexit
def

T ABODY 0 = 0
The main process is all the connection statements in parallel, as each exists as a
separate process in the π-calculus formalisation. Also note the creation of the new variables necessary for the program to operate, in this case, robot, posspeedf unc, speed, and
turnspeed.

M = (new robot, posspeedf unc, speed, turnspeed)(upstarthrobot, posspeedf unc, speed,
turnspeedi.dstarthspeed, turnspeedi.hitwall | hitwall.upint | hitwall.dint |
!(nearwall(index).tastarthindexi | hitwall.taint))
The whole program then becomes the main process running concurrently with all
response processes.
P = U P DAT EP LAY ER | DRIV E | T U RN AW AY | M

5.5.3

Preprocessor

The underlying behaviour of RADAR can be implemented in standard Python, so a
preprocessor is used to provide the required syntax. The preprocessor accepts RADAR
code and produces standard Python code. A preprocessor implementation is not the
ideal implementation. It makes debugging more difficult as the line numbers given in
error reports from the executed program will not correspond to line numbers in the code
written by the developer. However, for this research it is a satisfactory method of providing
a test implementation, and allows the semantics to be tested with less effort than a full
implementation.
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Listing 5.5: An event object, after expansion by the preprocessor.
1
2

4

6

8

class NearWall (RadarEvent):
name = "NearWall"
def Check (self, args):
ranges = args[0].Ranges ( )
for ii in range ( len ( ranges ) ):
if ranges [ ii ] < 0.5 ˜ m:
self.value = ii
return True

The produced code uses a Connection Manager (CM) object to manage signals. Connections between event and response objects are managed by this object, and it is responsible for calling the required slot of a response when an event it is connected to occurs,
passing in any necessary arguments as specified by the developer.
Events are managed by an Event Manager (EM) object. Each event is represented by
an event class. The condition check of the event is contained within a Check method.
The EM runs in its own thread and checks each event class instance currently registered
and active. When the Check method returns True the EM notifies the CM and passes it
the return value of the event. The CM is then responsible for calling any slots connected
to that event’s signal. All event class instances are registered with the EM when they
are created, but are not checked until the CM notifies the EM that a connection has
been made to the event’s triggered signal, activating the event. Figure 5.8 illustrates the
process of checking events and calling slots.
Response objects are implemented as Python classes and inherit from the Python
Thread object. The three slots are each implemented as methods of the class. However,
they are not called by the CM or other program code directly. Instead, they are called
through accessor methods that provide the slot functionality. A run() method of the class
is the start point of the response’s thread. This calls the _start() method, followed by
the _exit() method when this exits normally.
It is not possible to interrupt a running Python thread, so to provide the interrupt functionality the response class uses two variables to track interrupt and stop status. When
the interrupt flag is true, the run() method will know to move to the _interrupt()
method, and likewise for the stop flag it will move to _exit(). The interrupt keyword
described in Section 5.5.1 is replaced by a check of these variables.
Listing 5.5 shows an example of an expanded event object, corresponding to lines 3
to 7 of the example from Section 5.5.2. Similarly, listing 5.6 shows the expansion of the
response object on lines 19 to 24 of the example from Section 5.5.2.
Illustrated in Listing 5.7 is the expansion of the statements used on lines 55 to 60
into standard Python code. These statements interact with the EM and CM and relevant
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Register
event with EM
Connect response.Start
to event.triggered in CM
CM tells EM to
enable event
EM calls
event.Check()

Has event
occured?

No

Yes
EM informs
CM
CM calls all
connected slots

Is
connection
once?

No

Yes
CM removes connection
and EM disables event

Figure 5.8: The process of checking an event and calling a slot when it occurs in RADAR,
as performed by the Event Manager and the Connection Manager.
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Listing 5.6: A response object, after expansion by the preprocessor.
1
2

4

6

8

class Drive (Response):
name = "Drive"
cm = connectionMgr
def _start (self):
self.args[0].SetValue ( 0.1 ˜ m / s )
self.args[1].SetValue ( 0 ˜ rad / s )
while True:
sleep ( 0.5 ˜ s )
if self.Interrupted () or self.Stopped (): return

response objects to achieve the connections between event and response objects. As this
expansion shows, standard code for achieving the task is quite complex, and the new
syntax significantly simplifies the process.

Resource Decorators
The functionality for resources, that of adding locking and coordination to existing variables and functions, is very similar to that provided by the Decorator software design
pattern [50]. For this reason, the implementation uses three decorators as wrapper objects for resources. These are implemented as Python classes. The source for these classes
is given in Appendix C.
The class used to implement the basic Resource decorator is capable of managing access
to any member attached to the object. In Python it is possible to add new members to
a class even after instantiation, although they will only be present in the instance of the
class they are added to. This allows RADAR to create Resource objects that can store any
value a developer may wish to add to them and still provide locking. The implemented
Resource class uses Python’s low-level access functions to override the default behaviour
of accessing a member of a class, replacing them with new ones that provide locking
functionality.
Because Combine resources rely on combining a known value for their function, the
class only provides locking around a single known value, accessed with the GetValue and
SetValue methods. Most of the functionality of this class is in the GetValue method,
which is responsible for generating the combined value. It uses Python’s threading facilities to track threads that have provided values to the resource. Each thread’s value is
stored together with the identifier of that thread. When the combined value is generated,
it checks if a value from a particular thread is still needed. If a thread is no longer known
to Python, the value it provided to the Combine resource is no longer needed and so is
removed. The priority resource class has a very similar implementation.

5.6 Comparison with existing work

Listing 5.7: once, whenever and waitfor statements, after expansion by the preprocessor.
1

3

5

7

9

11

13

scope0 = Scope ()
connectionMgr.Connect (hitWallEvent, updatePlayer.Interrupt, scope0,
eventArgs = (bumper, ))
updatePlayer.Start ((robot, position.set_cmd_vel, speed, turnSpeed,
))
scope1 = Scope ()
connectionMgr.Connect (nearWallEvent, turnAwayResp.Start, scope1,
once = False, eventArgs = (laser,), slotArgs = [speed, turnSpeed,
’<signal.value>’, ])
connectionMgr.Connect (hitWallEvent, turnAwayResp.Interrupt, scope1,
once = False, eventArgs = (bumper, ))
scope2 = Scope ()
connectionMgr.Connect (hitWallEvent, driveResp.Interrupt, scope2,
eventArgs = (bumper, ))
driveResp.Start ((speed, turnSpeed, ))
scope3 = Scope ()
waitEvent3 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect (hitWallEvent, waitEvent3.set, scope3,
eventArgs = (bumper, ))
waitEvent3.wait ()

5.6

Comparison with existing work

Other languages have been created for specifying reactivity in the past. Some of them
have been specific to purely behavioural systems, for example the Behaviour Language,
designed for programming the subsumption architecture [30], and ALFA, designed to
program reactive architectures such as Subsumption or the reactive layer of hybrid architectures [52]. Others have been designed for programming a higher layer of hybrid
architectures, such as ESL, based on Common Lisp and designed for programming the
sequencing layer of a standard three-layer hybrid architecture such as ATLANTIS [53].
Unlike these languages, RADAR is not specific to solely reactive or deliberative parts of
an architecture, nor is it designed to support one particular architecture or architecture
style. It merges the concepts of all layers of a hybrid architecture into a single language
by making reactive components easier to manage from anywhere in deliberative code,
lessening the need for separate layers in the program. However, RADAR does not feature
the ability of many of these languages, including the Behaviour language and ALFA, to
compile its behaviours directly into hardware.
Other languages, such as Colbert and TDL, have been designed to both specify and
control reactive components of a hybrid architecture from the deliberative components.
Colbert is based on Finite State Automata (FSA), and is designed for programming the
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Sapphira architecture [85]. It allows “activities” to be defined using the act keyword,
similar to RADAR’s responses. Activities can also have onInterrupt and onResume
blocks. Aside from limitations of FSAs, Colbert also lacks something like RADAR’s event
object, which is a key programming entity in RADAR’s model of reactivity.
TDL is based on C++ and designed for hybrid architectures that use a task tree, such
as TCM and TCA [128]. TDL defines four types of task tree node using keywords, for goal,
command, monitor and exception nodes. The spawn statement adds tasks to the tree,
although it does not guarantee they will start immediately. The with keyword can be used
in this statement to provide constraints on the execution of nodes to allow synchronisation.
This is similar to RADAR’s start statement, although the start statement must be used
in conjunction with once or whenever to provide constraints on the start of execution.
TDL provides a wide range of synchronisation constructs. TDL’s concept of events is
used in the constraints on execution of nodes, whereby a node’s execution can be enabled
or terminated based on events, such as a timer or the status of another node’s execution.
Unlike RADAR, however, events cannot be used to execute arbitrary code for checking a
condition.
These languages are designed for specific architecture styles, and in some cases only
a part of the architecture. RADAR takes a different approach, designing the semantics
for robot developers’ needs in a robot programming language. This approach leads to
a slightly different problem to be solved by the language’s design, and makes RADAR’s
semantics independent from any one architectural style.

5.7

Discussion

Existing systems for managing reactivity in robotics are not satisfactory. Many of them
are too complex, and create an unnatural separation between the reactive and non-reactive
parts of robot software. Architectures that use both a reactive component to provide quick
responses to changes in the real world and a deliberative component to provide long-term
direction and planning to the program must be written using separate languages for the
separate components, or using a language designed for that architecture. It is desirable
to be able to write all robot software using a single language, so a robot programming
language should provide semantics for managing reactivity from within the deliberative
parts of a robot program.
RADAR provides a method based on the signals and slots mechanism for managing reactivity [19]. While existing implementations of general signals and slots are very
flexible, they are also more complex than is needed. Qt has shown that a specialised
implementation designed for a specific programming domain can work well using a simple
syntax. RADAR follows the same principle, using a restricted version of signals and slots
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with special objects for representing events and responses and special syntax for both
specifying these objects and managing the connections between them. The semantics are
formalised using π-calculus to show they are internally consistent and meet the design
criteria.
RADAR allows developers to manage the reactive components of robot software from
any part of the deliberative components, using a procedural language. The developer can
quickly change what and how events are responded to, in response to the changing state
of the program. It reduces the separation between expected and unexpected events, as
the developer can specify an event once, even if it’s sometimes expected and sometimes
not. The developer can then specify different responses and change what happens when
the event occurs based on the program’s status, which determines whether the event is
expected or unexpected.
RADAR’s reactivity semantics reduces programming complexity and time. They avoid
the need to learn different architectures and programming languages for different parts of
the robot program, or when moving between different robots. They simplify maintenance
of the reactive components of the robot program by making obvious in program code
what events are checked, what responses do, and what the connections between them are.
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Racetrack PA announcer: And the winner is number three, in
a quantum finish.
Professor Farnsworth: No fair! You changed the outcome by
measuring it!
Futurama

6
Evaluation

Evaluating programming languages is difficult for two reasons. The first is that many
improvements offered by a language may be in the programming process rather than
the finished code or the compiled program. The second, which is related to the first,
is that evaluation of the programming process through user testing is difficult and can
be inaccurate. The variation between programmers may be greater than the difference
between systems being evaluated (in this case, programming using RADAR compared to
programming without it) [118].
However, evaluation through presenting examples only is somewhat anecdotal and not
sufficient for a complete evaluation. A more systematic approach is necessary. This thesis
evaluates RADAR by four methods. The first, presented in Section 6.1, uses published
and established programming language design criteria for evaluating the language’s effectiveness. A small user study is presented in Section 6.2. RADAR is also evaluated in
terms of the goals it was designed to meet in Section 6.3. Fourth, an example is presented
in Section 6.4 to show the language in use and to show that it works in a complete program. Section 6.5 discusses limitations of the language and the prototype implementation
used in this thesis.
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6.1

Evaluation by programming language criteria

In this section, RADAR is evaluated by Howatt’s programming language evaluation criteria [71]. The goal of these criteria is to evaluate the suitability of a language for a
particular task. Rather than focusing solely on the language, Howatt’s criteria focus on
the needs of the users of the language in the context of the application project, and evaluate the language in these terms. This evaluation method is ideal for an application-specific
robot programming language, as it can be targetted specifically to programming robot
software.
Howatt lays out four categories of criteria: language design and implementation, human factors, software engineering, and application domain criteria. There is some repetition amongst the criteria of these categories.
Two aspects of RADAR must be evaluated: the dimensioned data type presented in
Chapter 4 and the reactivity management semantics presented in Chapter 5. Each aspect
affects the evaluation of the language differently, but the language as a whole must also
be considered.

6.1.1

Language design and implementation criteria

Howatt’s language design and implementation criteria include factors about whether the
language is self-consistent, whether a fast and efficient compiler can be written, and the
speed of produced code.

Formalisation
The first test of the new semantics of RADAR is to devise a formal specification of
them. Formalising the semantics can turn up any design errors and inconsistencies in the
semantics.
The semantics of the dimensioned data type is shown formalised in Section 4.5.1, based
on simple algebraic rules. The reactivity semantics are formalised using π-calculus, shown
in Section 5.4.4. These formalisations show a number of things. Firstly, they prove that
the semantics are internally consistent, as there are no conflicts in the formalisations.
They show that the semantics are complete; they meet the technical requirements of their
respective designs and provide the functionality they were designed to provide. Being
able to formalise the semantics also indicates that they are implementable in a consistent
language, as syntax can be provided to support the semantics and there will not be any
internal conflicts in the implemented syntax.

6.1 Evaluation by programming language criteria
Implementation
The next test of RADAR is whether the semantics can be implemented in a real language.
The dimensional analysis semantics and the reactivity semantics have been successfully
implemented in Python, using a test syntax. This syntax is chosen to match the existing Python syntax to provide uniformity across the new language. In both cases, the
implementation shows the new semantics are functional, in that they do what they were
designed to do, internally consistent with themselves, and consistent with the implementation language.
A suite of 60 unit tests has been implemented for the dimensioned data type implementation that confirms the data type meets the formalisation and the original specification.
These unit tests also check the other functionality of the data type, including managing
dimensions and units, and range limits. The tests performed are shown in Table 6.1. The
full implementation of the unit tests is given in Appendix C. The implementation of the
data type shows that it can function in an interpreter. It is reasonable to assume that it
would also function in a compiler-based language, as there are no significant differences
between the execution methods of interpreted and compiled languages.
Table 6.1: The unit tests used to confirm the dimensioned
data type is functional.
Test category

Test name

Conversions

Convert
Convert
Convert
Convert
Convert
Convert

Addition

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

Subtraction

Subtract single unit values
Subtract mixed unit values
Subtract fixed from floating

a single unit value
a mixed unit value
from floating to fixed representation
from fixed to floating representation
to incompatible single unit
to incompatible mixed unit

single unit values
mixed unit values
fixed to floating
floating to fixed
dimensioned and scalar
incompatible single unit values
incompatible mixed unit values
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Table 6.1: The unit tests used to confirm the dimensioned
data type is functional.
Test category

Test name
Subtract
Subtract
Subtract
Subtract

floating from fixed
dimensioned and scalar
incompatible single unit values
incompatible mixed unit values

Multiplication

Multiply
Multiply
Multiply
Multiply
Multiply

single unit values
mixed unit values
floating and fixed
fixed and floating
by scalar

Division

Divide
Divide
Divide
Divide
Divide
Divide

Comparisons

Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

equal
not-equal
greater-than
less-than
greater-than-equal
less-than-equal

Unit range limits

Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

range limits [0, 1]
range limits [0, 1)
range limits (0, 1]
range limits (0, 1)
wrapped range limits (0, 1)
[0, ∞]

Dimension/Unit Management

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

a new dimension
a new unit to a predefined dimension
a new unit to a new dimension
an existing dimension
an existing unit to the same dimension

single unit values
mixed unit values
floating by fixed
fixed by floating
identical single unit values
identical mixed unit values

6.1 Evaluation by programming language criteria
Table 6.1: The unit tests used to confirm the dimensioned
data type is functional.
Test category

Test name
Add an existing unit to another dimension
Add a unit to an undefined dimension
Use an undefined unit

Get dimensioned object value

Get the value using floating precision
Get the value using fixed precision

Get dimensioned object units

Get
Get
Get
Get

Create dimensioned objects

Create from unit expression, single
Create from unit expression, mixed
Create from string

units
units
units
units

of
of
of
of

an
an
an
an

object, single
object, mixed
object as string, single
object as string, mixed

Ambiguity
Related to the consistency of the semantics is the ambiguity of the syntax used in the
implementation. It is important for the new syntax to avoid appearing like existing syntax
of the implementation language and being unclear as to what it is doing, as ambiguity
in the syntax leads to developer confusion. Being unambiguous is particularly important
for this thesis because one of the goals is to make robot program code more readable and
thus easier to write and maintain.
The use of the “˜” makes the dimensioned data type syntax unambiguous with respect
to representing other data types in the system. Without the “˜”, there would be a conflict
between the dimensioned data type and Python’s syntax for specifying long integers:
longinteger ::= integer ("l" | "L")

The syntax for the dimensioned data type avoids this conflict by adding the “˜” to separate
the numerical value and the units.
There is, however, some ambiguity with the use of dimensioned data in calculations
involving multiplication and division, as the example shown in Listing 6.1 illustrates.
Line 1 shows the parser failing to understand the syntax. It interprets the “/” as a
part of the unit expression, which leads it to fail when it finds a single number rather than
a name or number/name combination following the slash. Line 9 shows a similar problem,
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Listing 6.1: Ambiguity in the dimensioned data type’s syntax.
1
2

4

6
7
8

10

12

14

>>> 5˜m/s / 3
File "<stdin>", line 1
5˜m/s / 3
ˆ
SyntaxError: invalid syntax
>>> (5˜m/s) / 3
1.66666666666667˜m/s
>>> a = 3
>>> 5˜m/s / a
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<stdin>", line 1, in ?
ValueError: Undefined unit
>>> (5˜m/s) / a
1.66666666666667˜m/s

however in this case the line is being parsed successfully. The failure occurs when the
compiler misinterprets “a” as being a part of the unit expression rather than a separate
variable name. The evaluator cannot find a unit with the name “a,” and so throws an
exception. Lines 6 and 13 show how this problem can be avoided by adding brackets
around the the dimensioned data type to make the separation clearer, an unfortunate but
necessary requirement.
There would also be an issue with name conflicts if the developer were to name a variable with the same name as a unit defined in the system, as House found with Gehani’s
early system [70]. To avoid this issue and make unit names unambiguous, RADAR should
specify that the use of variable names that conflict with unit names is illegal. The prototype implementation does not do this.
Ambiguity in the reactivity syntax is harder to judge. The semantics and syntax
for reactivity management have a clear definition of what events and responses are, and
clearly define them in the syntax as separate objects from the rest of the language syntax.
This avoids causing developers to become confused between, for example, responses and
standard functions (an issue that common implementations of signals and slots must deal
with, see Section 5.3) and between events and other control flow statements. This clarity
is important in achieving RADAR’s goal of making robot programs more readable.
Similarly, clear statements are used to manage connections between events and responses (the once and whenever statements). RADAR uses statements, rather than function calls, for connection management because they stand out from function calls used
elsewhere in the language. This avoids ambiguity between the connection management
code and standard procedural code. The statements also clearly and simply illustrate
what they are doing, as they do not need to put all the arguments into a single list, as
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Listing 6.2: Ambiguous use of until in the start statement.
1
2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

response CountUp:
i = 0
while i < 10:
sleep (0.5˜s)
i += 1
interrupt
on interrupt:
restart
event Evnt:
sleep (2˜s)
trigger
def main:
countUp = CountUp ()
evnt = Evnt ()
start countUp until evnt

function calls need to do, and can instead place them at the most logical points in the
statements, forming more of a sentence than a function call can.
The until part of the start statement could be considered ambiguous as it triggers the
interrupt slot of a response, not the exit slot. The word “until” implies that it will always
stop the response when the specified event occurs. However, it is possible for a developer
to write a response where the interrupt slot restarts the response rather than moving on
to the exit slot. For example, consider the simple program shown in Listing 6.2.
In this example, the until implies that CountUp will stop running after Evnt occurs,
but this is incorrect. Rather than the occurrence of Evnt causing the CountUp response to
exit when it occurs, as would be suggested by the statement on line 17, it will instead cause
the response to reset its count back to the beginning. The response will only exit when
it completes a full execution of its start slot without interruption. Although developers
must exercise some caution and careful planning of response design, this ambiguity can
be avoided if they remember that the until clause does not cause a response to exit, but
rather causes it to be interrupted.
The user study described in Section 6.2 found that some users considered the interrupt
keyword used in the start slot of responses to be ambiguous. See Section 6.2 for more
details.
Overall, there is little ambiguity in the syntax of the dimensioned data type. The
reactivity management syntax, despite having some small ambiguity in two statements,
is judged to be unambiguous overall.
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Efficiency
Efficiency is largely determined by the implementation of RADAR rather than the semantics of the design.
It can be said with certainty that the dimensional analysis will have an effect on efficiency of robot software, caused by the need to perform the analysis of the dimensionality
of data, check this dimensionality for consistency, and perform the unit algebra calculations. Where this performance hit takes place depends upon the implementation method
chosen for the data type. If the data type is implemented in a compiled language with
compile-time checking the compilation time will suffer, but the resulting code will not be
any less efficient. On the other hand, if the dimensional consistency checks are performed
at run-time, as they are in the implementation used in this research (partly by necessity
due to the use of Python), then the performance of the run-time system will be affected.
Although the test implementation is entirely unoptimised, a test was performed with
the sample implementation to judge the difference in speed between using the dimensioned
data type and using the standard Python floating point data type to perform the same
calculation. The test code is shown in Listing 6.3.
The test code was profiled using the standard Python profiler module. Each function
was executed 100 times, with a new instance of the Python interpreter used each time.
The computer used was an AMD Athlon XP2000+ running Linux 2.6.15. The profiler
measured the time to execute the function. The results are shown in Figure 6.1.
The median time for the dimensioned type was 0.57 seconds, while for the float type it
was 0.25 seconds. This simple test shows that use of the dimensioned type required just
under two and a half times the execution time when compared with using the float type
for equivalent operations. This is to be expected, as the implementation is unoptimised.
The speed of the semantics for reactivity management cannot be directly judged, as
the speed of execution of code written using them is heavily dependent on the computer
hardware used and the implementation method. For example, the test implementation
uses a separate thread for checking events, and each response runs in its own thread.
This can lead to delays and uncertainty in the processing time of response code, as well
as uncertainties in the time from an event being triggered to the slot it is connected to
beginning execution, caused by the large amount of context switching necessary. The
larger the number of responses executing in parallel, the worse this problem will get.
More events, especially those with complex checking code, will lead to the event-check
thread in the Event Manager being required to perform more processing each iteration of
its event-check loop, potentially leading to delays in performing the check for each event.
Better implementations would allow for good management of response processing to
provide an equal share of processing time to each response. The support provided by the
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Listing 6.3: The code used to evaluate the efficiency of the dimensioned data type.
1
2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

def TestDimType ():
result1 = 0˜m/s
result2 = 1˜m/s
array = []
for ii in range (1, 10001):
temp = dimensioned (ii, $m/s)
result1 += temp
result2 *= temp
array.append (temp)
for ii in array:
if ii < 1000˜mm/h:
a = ii
def TestFloatType ():
result1 = float (0)
result2 = float (1)
array = []
for ii in range (1, 10001):
temp = float (ii)
result1 += temp
result2 *= temp
array.append (temp)
for ii in array:
if ii < 1000:
a = ii
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Figure 6.1: The relative speed of the dimensioned type and the Python float type.

underlying operating system and hardware for fast context-switching is also important in
determining response times.
This implementation has only been tested running on a single-core processor with no
special threading hardware. Better hardware for running the RADAR reactivity semantics would be a processor (or processors) with reactive hardware and hardware multithreading. For example, the multi-core processors that have recently become popular in
desktop systems [123] and the Cell multi-core processor from the STI partnership [114]
provide hardware execution of parallel threads. With an implementation designed to take
advantage of these architectures, the semantics could be very responsive. RADAR could
use the support for parallel execution in hardware to its advantage to speed up the parallel
execution of responses by saving time on context switching and having the ability to run
multiple responses at once, although this will begin to make issues with accessing shared
resources causing delays more prominant, as they are in any parallel-executing software.
Given suitable support from the operating system and hardware for high-performance
parallel processing, the reactivity semantics can be implemented in a fast and efficient
way. There will still most likely be some loss in efficiency due to concurrent resource
access management.
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6.1.2

Human factors

These criteria examine factors affecting or affected by developers who use the language.
These are well known factors found in many books on language design such as Sebasta’s [127] readability, writability, reliability and cost. These criteria are the most
important for RADAR, as it is primarily designed to improve the human aspect of programming robots. There is some cross over with criteria from other categories, such as
ambiguity.
Readability
Readability is significantly increased by the dimensioned data type, and was one of the
primary goals. The ability to see where in program code dimensioned data is created
and manipulated, and immediately understand what dimensions are used, significantly
increases the readability of the parts of robot programs that use dimensioned data and
can improve maintenance and debugging (see Sections 4.1 and 6.1.3, and Reliability,
below). While a user study is required to prove this point in practice (see Section 6.2), the
example given in Section 6.4 demonstrates the improved readability, as the dimensioned
data stands out clearly in the code.
Similarly, readability is increased by the reactivity semantics because of the use of
statements and constructs that are explicitly targetted at robotics and clearly illustrate
what they are doing. For example, the once and whenever statements. As with the
dimensioned data type, readability was a primary goal of the design of the semantics. A
user study is necessary to test the readability properly, but examples given in Chapter 5
and Section 6.4 do show increased readability in that it is clear where responses and events
are defined in the code, and where connections between them are made.
The user study presented in Section 6.2 indicates that readability is increased by
RADAR.
Writability
Writability is improved by the simple syntax of the dimensioned data type, shown in
Section 4.5, which enables simple expression of dimensions, rather than leaving them
implicit, as they are in commonly used programming languages.
The reactivity semantics and syntax also improve writability. The developer can easily
specify responses, response clean-up blocks, and both simple and complex events, as
described in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. The writability of the bodies of these objects is not
significantly improved, however, as the standard syntax of the implementation language is
used for writing them. Writability is also improved by the new statements for managing
connections between events and responses, described in Section 5.4.3, which allow the
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developer to very quickly connect events and responses together, including specifying the
lifetime of a response.
RADAR also improves writability by simplifying concurrency management. The developer is not required to write extensive thread management code, and the resource
decorators simplify the use of resources in concurrent threads of execution.
Reliability
Reliability is an area that has major benefit from the dimensioned data type, and was also
a design goal of the data type. The data type encourages the reliable use of dimensioned
data within robot programs by providing a method for developers to specify dimensionality
of data directly, and by performing consistency checks on all dimensioned data to detect
inconsistencies. The implementation in this research provides exceptions for notification
of errors in dimensioned data at run time; a compile-time checking system would use
compiler warnings and errors to achieve the same goal at compile time, thereby allowing
the developer to quickly diagnose errors in dimensioned data and so produce final code
that is more reliable. Reliability is also affected by readability, whereby the diagnosis of
bugs in dimensioned data in program code is significantly improved, and by writability,
where it is easier to write accurate, bug-free code that uses dimensioned data.
The benefit of or drawback from reliability of the reactivity semantics is hard to judge.
It can be assumed that there will be fewer bugs in the creation of events and responses, and
fewer bugs in the code to connect them together. However, this is difficult to determine
without an extensive user study.
Cost
The cost of using a programming system includes the cost of training, the cost of writing
programs, the cost of compiling, the cost of executing, the cost of language implementation, the cost of poor reliability, and the cost of maintaining code.
The dimensioned data type affects some of these. Increasing the writability of dimensioned data reduces the cost of writing programs by making them easier to write. Similarly, the cost of poor reliability is reduced because the dimensioned data type prevents
bugs with dimensioned data from making their way into the finished product, assuming
compile-time checking or adequate testing if using run-time checking. This also reduces
the cost of maintaining code, which is connected to readability, because it is easier to debug dimensioned data. Finally, the cost of compiling and/or executing will be increased
by the increased time required for the dimensional analysis. If compile-time checking is
used, it will increase the cost of compiling due to increased compilation time. If run-time
checking is used, it will increase the cost of execution due to the run-time checks for
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dimensional consistency. The overall costs will be reduced.
The reactivity semantics will result in an increase in cost over the use of purely behavioural systems, as such systems can often be compiled down to hardware. RADAR, on
the other hand, requires a full processor, with the level of processor required dependant
on the implementation of the semantics and the level of processing power necessary. This
is in keeping with other hybrid systems. The cost of RADAR will not be significantly reduced over other hybrid systems as RADAR is not an architecture, rather it is a language
that can be used to implement architectures. The areas likely to benefit from RADAR’s
reactivity semantics are training costs, program writing costs, and maintenance costs.

6.1.3

Software engineering criteria

The software engineering criteria relate to how well the language supports concepts of
software engineering, such as reliability, maintainability and reusability. These are closely
related to the factors discussed in Section 6.1.2 and there is some overlap in the evaluation.
From a software engineering point of view, the dimensioned data type provides many
advantages. Those already discussed elsewhere are:
• Increases the reliability of robot software by increasing the resistance of the software
to errors in dimensioned data (Section 6.1.2).
• Increases maintainability by making dimensioned data easier to read and write (Section 6.1.2). This means the code is easier to understand and so quicker to fix when
errors are detected, and it is also easier to extend code using dimensioned data.
The data type makes programming in the large easier and more reliable because it
helps catch and eliminate errors caused by different developers handling dimensioned data
differently. This also helps with reuse of code, as it can catch and help resolve conflicts
when code is imported to a new project.
The reactivity semantics increase maintainability by making code more readable.
Events and responses are clearly marked, what to do when a response is interrupted
or told to exit is clearly marked, and connections between events and responses are obvious. Concurrency is built into the language, providing a significant improvement over the
use of generic languages, as developers no longer need to write extensive thread management code. The clear syntax and built-in concurrency may also provide at least a small
increase in reliability.
The reactivity semantics provide a limited increase in reusability by making events and
responses objects that could be imported into other programs. However, this is no more
portable than if they were carefully written as functions or objects in another language.
The only benefit is some enforcement of separating event checks and responses from the
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main body code of the program. As with behaviour architectures such as Subsumption [31], the reactive layers of hybrid architectures such as AuRA [6], and the languages
designed to program them such as Behaviour Language [30], reuse of RADAR’s responses
and events may be limited by interdependencies between them.

6.1.4

Application domain criteria

The application domain criteria determine how suited the language is to a particular
application domain. The criteria are: how well the language suits programming in the
domain for which the language is being evaluated, the intent of the language designers,
and the image the designers had about how the language should be used. RADAR is an
application-specific language for robots, and so is designed to provide a significant benefit
for robot programming, even at the expense of other programming domains.
RADAR is well suited to programming in the robot domain, as it provides explicit
support for areas of difficulty in writing robot software. Robotics uses a lot of dimensioned
data, so the dimensioned data type fits the programming domain well. Similarly, specifying reactivity is an important part of writing robot software, so the reactivity semantics
are also well suited to the programming domain.
The intent of the designer was to create an easy-to-use robot programming system.
When RADAR is used for programming robot software it will meet this goal, as the other
evaluation points have shown. When used outside this domain, it may not be suited to
the task.

6.1.5

Summary

The evaluation of RADAR presented in this section is summarised in Table 6.2. The
table summary shows that RADAR provides an improvement in most of the programming
process, but at the cost of sacrificing efficiency of running the robot program. This is an
indication that extra computing power may be necessary to run programs written using
RADAR. However, it is the author’s opinion that with the rapid increases in computing
power occurring, this is not a significant problem and a worthwhile trade-off for a more
usable robot programming environment.

6.2

User study

Section 6.1 mentioned the need for a user study to more accurately judge some of the
factors. A user study can be a large and complex undertaking, requiring care to ensure the
results are accurate. For this work a small user study was conducted that focused solely
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Table 6.2: The evaluation criteria used to evaluate RADAR.
Criteria
Dimensional Analysis Reactivity
Formalisable
Implementable
Consistent
Unambiguous
Efficiency
Readability
Writability
Reliability
Cost
Maintenance
Fits application domain
3
5
—

3
3
3
3
5
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
5
3
3
—
—
3
3

Passed/Improved
Failed/Drawback
No known significant change

on the readability of the new semantics provided by RADAR. The study was approved
by the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee.

6.2.1

Methodology

The study used ten participants. Their experience with robotics and programming varied,
providing a good range of skill level for testing RADAR. Participants were provided with
a short introduction to RADAR and a guide to RADAR syntax for reference while taking
part in the study.
The participants were asked to examine and answer questions on several samples of
code. Each sample illustrates a particular issue with robot programming that RADAR
attempts to solve. The full code samples can be found in Appendix B; they are summarised
below. Some samples use RADAR code while others use standard Python code, in order
to test the advantage RADAR offers over standard Python.
Each code sample tested the participants ability to:
DA1 (RADAR) Understand unit expressions.
DA2 (Standard Python) Visually debug the dimensioned data of a program containing
an error where angular data is used for a linear speed. The participants were asked
to verify the correctness of the code, not told of the presence of an error.
DA3 (RADAR) Visually debug the dimensioned data of a program containing an error
where a value in metres per second (speed) is used in place of a value in metres per
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second per second (acceleration) in a force calculation. The participants were asked
to verify the correctness of the code, not told of the presence of an error.
DA4 (RADAR) Visually debug the dimensioned data of a program containing the error
of an illegal conversion from an angle in degrees to an angular speed in radians per
second. The participants were asked to verify the correctness of the code, not told
of the presence of an error.
DA5 (RADAR) Visually debug the dimensioned data of a program containing an error
where a value in metres per second (speed) is used in place of a value in metres
per second per second (acceleration) in an addition. The participants were asked to
verify the correctness of the code, not told of the presence of an error.
RC1 (Standard Python) Read and understand the basic behaviour of a program to perform a random walk, without going into technical detail. In particular, this test
checked if participants would spot the condition that would make the random walk
exit.
RC2 (RADAR) Understand events. The participants were asked what conditions must
be met for a response to start running.
RC3 (RADAR) Understand the code structure of responses. The participants were asked
if a response would always stop the robot on exiting.
RC4 (RADAR) Understand the statements for managing connections. Participants were
asked to describe the behaviour of a program that featured multiple responses and
events. This code sample also has a potential error in the use of dimensioned data
that is very difficult to see.
RC5 (RADAR) Read and understand the basic behaviour of a program to perform a
random walk, without going into technical detail. This is the same program used in
sample RC1, rewritten using RADAR. As with RC1, this test checked if participants
could spot the condition that would make the random walk exit.
RC6 (RADAR) Understand connection management statements. The participants were
asked how often a statement would be printed based on an event.
RC7 (Standard Python) The same program as that used in sample RC3, written using
standard Python. This provided a basis for comparison with RC3.
Code samples RC8, RC9, RC10, RC11 and RC12 presented the participants with
several large samples of code from a vacuuming robot program. Each sample was written
using both RADAR and standard Python, and the behaviour was identical, including the
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Table 6.3: The summarised results of user study code samples DA1 to RC7.
Sample
Number correct
DA1 (RADAR)
DA2 (Standard Python)
DA3 (RADAR)
DA4 (RADAR)
DA5 (RADAR)
RC1 (Standard Python)
RC2 (RADAR)
RC3 (RADAR)
RC4 (RADAR)
RC5 (RADAR)
RC6 (RADAR)
RC7 (Standard Python)

8
3
5
5
10
1
8
10
10
9
9
6

Table 6.4: The results of user study code samples RC8 to RC12.
Sample1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Total

RC8
RC9
RC10
RC11
RC12

9
9
10
6
10

R
R
R
Equal
R

R
R
R
Equal
R

R
R
R
Equal
R
R
Equal
SP

Equal
Equal
R
R
R

R
R
R
R
R

R
R
R
SP
R

R
R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R
R

Found RADAR to be better
No difference
Found standard Python to be better

use of threads in the standard Python versions to provide parallelism. The participants
were asked to state which version of each program they found easier to read, and why
they found it easier to read.

6.2.2

Results

The summarised results of the user study are shown in Table 6.3 and 6.4. A number of
useful conclusions, some of them unexpected, can be drawn from these results.
Dimensional Analysis Only three out of ten participants could see the potential problem in DA2 of using a turn speed for the robot’s forward speed. When moving to RADAR
for DA3, DA4 and DA5, this value increased to two thirds of responses spotting the problem, with only half the participants correctly finding a problem with the more complex
DA3 and DA4 samples.
However, it was expected that all participants would be able to correctly answer DA3,
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Table 6.5: Comments in favour of RADAR made by user study participants.
Number of users Comment
10 Shorter/more concise
7 Less initialisation/internal code, less to sort through to get to important code
6 Clearer structure
6 Dimensioned data makes it easier to understand behaviour logic
3 Connection statements more natural, easier to read
2 Good for beginners
1 Easier to maintain/expand programs
Table 6.6: Comments against RADAR made by user study participants.
Number of users Comment
4

As responses get larger, the difference between RADAR and Python
gets less
2 “interrupt” keyword in responses is confusing
1 Longer Python code gives more clues as to what it’s doing

DA4 and DA5 because of the visibility of units in the program code. The unexpected result
of a large number failing DA3 and DA4 suggests that even with visible dimensionality
information, developers cannot be relied on to be accurate with dimensioned data. The
error detection and automatic conversions performed by RADAR may be more important
than first thought.
Reactivity Only one participant found the stop condition of the behaviour function in
sample RC1. By contrast, nine participants out of ten found the stop condition for the
response in sample RC5, indicating that moving the stop condition from the body of the
behaviour logic to the program’s control logic improves readability in cases similar to this.
Eight participants could understand and follow the events in RC2 to determine the
conditions that would start the response (although one of these participants in fact only
gave the first condition, this still shows an understanding of how events work), showing
that the event object is readable.
All participants could understand the exit slot concept in RC3 and so understand that
the response would always stop the robot. By contrast, only six out of ten participants
said that the function in the equivalent standard Python sample, RC7, would not always
stop the robot before exiting.
Nine participants were able to understand the connection statements and so accurately
describe the behaviour of RC4. The other participant described most of the behaviour,
but did not state that the RandomWalk response would be restarted. This indicates that
the connection statements, including those used in sequencing of responses, can clearly
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convey the behaviour of programs.
Nine participants understood the once statement in sample RC6 and so accurately
answered that the code in question would execute only once. Many of the participants
were seen to start by going through the code line by line rather than beginning with the
overall structure of the code. Those that looked at the overall structure first quickly found
the once statement and so could answer the question relatively quickly.
For samples RC8 to RC10, nine of the ten participants found that RADAR was more
readable. The dissenting participant stated that they found there was little improvement
because they could easily filter out the setup code of the Python version.
Only six participants found RADAR to be better than Python for sample RC11. Of
the remainder, three found that there was no significant improvement and so the two
versions were about equal, with the reason given being that as the length of functional
code increased, there was less benefit from RADAR. The fourth preferred the Python
version, stating that it was more clearly structured.
All participants agreed that the main vacuuming robot program, sample RC12, was
more readable with RADAR.
Tables 6.5 and 6.6 show the comments made by participants about RADAR in comparison to standard Python while studying samples RC8 to RC12. Several conclusions
can be drawn from these comments.
Six participants stated during samples RC8–RC12 that the visible units improved
readability of behaviour logic. Some participants stated that the presence of the units in
the code made it easier to visualise what the program was doing. The conclusion that
can be drawn from this is that dimensioned data support increases the readability of the
code.
The shorter code length of RADAR was considered a benefit by all participants, indicating that being able to achieve the same functionality in less code without loss of
clarity is important. Seven participants also cited the benefits of having less “extra” code
(such as initialisation and thread management) and a clearer program structure, which
also increases program clarity and readability.
Interestingly, four participants stated that they found that as the length of the important code in a response increased, there was less benefit. This is not entirely unexpected,
as RADAR does not improve the standard code used in response bodies other than by
providing the dimensioned data type. However, it does show that this is an area of weakness in RADAR, as long response bodies would detract from the improvements in clarity
otherwise offered.
Another weakness was shown by two participants stating that the interrupt keyword is
unclear and counter-intuitive, in that it seems to say “interrupt now” rather than “check
for interrupts.” This is a point of weakness that should perhaps be addressed by changing
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the keyword to something more obvious.
Summary The user study has shown that RADAR does increase program readability
through the use of units in program code, shorter and clearer code, and better program
structure. It has also shown that, unexpectedly, the visibility of units in program code
does not increase developer’s ability to visually debug dimensioned data as much as expected. However, it should be noted that the very small sample size of the user study (ten
people) means the results cannot be relied upon as being entirely accurate and cannot
be used alone for evaluation. Despite this, the results do conform to the evaluation from
Section 6.1.

6.3

Evaluation by goals

RADAR can be evaluated in terms of the goals it set out to achieve. The question to be
answered is, does RADAR achieve these goals?
RADAR’s goal is to provide a language that simplifies the task of programming robot
software by targetting areas of difficulty encountered when programming robots. It has
partly achieved this goal. Many features were identified in Chapter 3 as being important to
robotics and in need of specialised support from the programming environment. RADAR,
as described in this thesis, provides support for two of these features: dimensioned data
support and reactivity support. Further development of RADAR would include adding
support for other features identified in Chapter 3 that the programming language is
responsible for, bringing it closer to achieving the goal stated above.
In more detail, RADAR’s goals are to improve the readability, writability, and maintainability of robot software. As Sections 6.1 and 6.2 have shown, RADAR satisfies
these goals. It improves the readability, writability and maintenance of dimensioned data
through the use of a dimensioned data type, and improves the use of the reactive parts of
programs in the same way through the use of special semantics for specifying them. The
user study found that users prefer the clearer syntax of RADAR over a general purpose
language such as Python.

6.4

Example application

Listing 6.4 shows a complete robot program written using RADAR. The behaviour of
the program is illustrated in Figure 6.2. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 illustrate the interactions
between different threads of execution and objects in this example.
The main behaviour of this program is to drive randomly around a space using the
random walk algorithm from the Player project [117]. This behaviour is implemented as
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Figure 6.2: The behaviour of the example shown in Listing 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: The interactions between objects in the RADAR example shown in Listing 6.4
in the case where the robot’s battery goes flat.
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Figure 6.4: The interactions between objects in the RADAR example shown in Listing 6.4
in the case where a blob is found.
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a response.
An event is used to monitor the battery’s level (line 115). When the level drops below
5%, the random walk is stopped and a response that drives to the charger, waits for
the battery to charge, and then returns to the previous position begins (line 261). This
response uses another response to manage driving to a point (line 81) and waits for it to
complete (line 82).
This example demonstrates the use of responses running in parallel with a complex
processing component (lines 208 to 219). This simulates an image processing system
looking for coloured blobs by using the Player driver that performs the same task. When
a blob is found, it effects a change in the responses that are running to stop the random
walk behaviour and make the robot move to, pick up and deliver the detected object.
For comparison, the preprocessed version of this code is given in Appendix C. Of
particular note is the difference in length and clarity of the code.
There are several points of interest in this example (numbers indicate line numbers in
the code):
10 The use of a response to regularly update the robot. The Player architecture requires
that clients call an update method regularly to get the latest data from the robot.
Normally this is performed as a step in the main loop of a robot program. This
example removes the need for performing this in the main program by using a
response that is started at the beginning of the robot program and runs for as long
as the program is running.
28 The clarity of the dimensioned data in the RandomWalk response, particularly the
initialisation of values at the start of the response and in commands sent to the robot.
It is immediately obvious what the values represent in the real world, including not
just the type of dimensioned data (such as a speed) but the magnitude of the
measurement. There is no confusion as to whether the speed of the robot is in
millimetres per second or metres per second.
75, 102 The use of defined exit slots in the RandomWalk and GoToBlob responses to
ensure the robot is in a known state when the responses exit.
81 The use of responses from within responses. This illustrates the ability to create
hierarchical arrangements of responses.
82 Related to the previous point is the use of the waitfor statement to wait for the exited
signal of responses within the body of other responses. This shows that RADAR is
capable of easily sequencing responses, allowing for so-called “high-level” responses
to use sequences of “low-level” responses as their bodies. It is also possible to have
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a mixture of parallel and sequential use of low-level responses. Responses can even
go so far as to manage the connections between other responses and events in their
bodies.
89 This line shows a response calling a procedural method to perform some processing necessary for the response to perform its function. Responses can call upon
standard procedural code whenever necessary, showing just how mixed reactive and
procedural code can be.
124 The GripperStatus event illustrates the use of event checks that are more than
just a single selection statement. This event performs its check based on an input
value, showing that events are flexible. Although the particular event shown here is
relatively simple, it illustrates the potential for complexity in event checks.
208–219 These lines show the alteration of what responses are running and what the
connections between various events and responses are as the procedural program’s
state changes. This management can also be seen in various other places in the
example.
241 The use of the waitfor statement in procedural code to wait for something to happen
rather than writing the check at that point in the code. The code is therefore
clarified, and the program benefits from the use of the event checking mechanism.
Depending on the implementation method of the event checking mechanism, this
could potentially be more efficient than writing the check directly into the code at
that point.
26 This line shows a response using the waitfor statement for the same reason.

6.5

Limitations

RADAR is not without its limitations. The known limitations are described in this section.
Some are limitations in the design of RADAR, others are in the test implementation used
for this thesis.

6.5.1

Dimensional analysis

• Implementation: The syntax used for specifying dimensioned data in program code
has an ambiguity with the multiplication and division operators, described in Section 6.1.1. This ambiguity may not be present if the base language used to implement
RADAR uses different multiplication and division operators.
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• Implementation: The modified Python interpreter used by RADAR does not prevent
the developer from defining new dimensions or units using names that are already
in use in Python as, for example, the names of variables or functions. This could
lead to developer confusion.

6.5.2

Reactivity

• Implementation: A preprocessor was used to implement the reactivity semantics as
the underlying behaviour of the semantics are implementable in standard Python
code. This was a deliberate implementation decision. A preprocessor is a faster
approach in terms of implementation time to testing the semantics than modifying
the interpreter would have been, due to the extensive modifications that would have
been necessary. The use of a preprocessor makes debugging more difficult, as the
interpreter is not running identical code to that written by the developer. Lines
on which the interpreter finds errors may not directly correspond to lines in the
developer’s code on which the error occurs. The developer must therefore manually
translate line numbers reported by the interpreter to find and correct errors.
• Design: The until part of the start statement has some ambiguity about its operation
in special cases, described in Section 6.1.1.
• Design: The interrupt keyword used in the start slots of responses was shown to be
somewhat ambiguous by the user study presented in Section 6.2.

6.6

Discussion

RADAR has been shown to provide significant improvement in the areas of dimensioned
data management and reactivity management for robot programming. It significantly
increases the readability, writability and reliability of robot software in these two areas. Training, programming and maintenance costs can all be reduced. It is noted that
RADAR programs are more resource-intensive due to the shifting of some of the burden
in programming from the developer to the programming language and program executive.
This is considered a worthwhile trade-off. It is the author’s opinion that sometimes execution efficiency should be sacrificed for ease of use, particularly with the large quantities
of computing power now available at both low cost and low power usage.
The reactivity semantics offer the advantages of languages designed for hybrid architectures, such as clear indication of behaviours (termed “responses” in RADAR). It
provides an added advantage over and above these other languages by being architectureindependent.

6.6 Discussion
RADAR has been shown to be a working system, as shown by the example in Section 6.4.
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Listing 6.4: A complete robot program written using RADAR. This program drives the
robot around a space randomly, collects coloured objects and delivers them to a single
location, and will charge the robot’s battery when it goes below a certain level.

1
2

import getopt, sys, random
from time import sleep
from playerc_wrap import *

4

6

chargerLocation = (3˜m, 1˜m, 0˜rad)
blobGraveYard = (6˜m, -2.5˜m, 0˜rad)

8

# Responses

10
11
12

14

16

response UpdatePlayer (robot, position, position2DDevice):
while True:
robot.read ()
position.x = position2DDevice.PX ()
position.y = position2DDevice.PY ()
position.a = position2DDevice.PA ()
sleep (0.05˜s)
interrupt

18

20

22

24

26

response DriveToPoint (point, planner):
planner.set_cmd_pose (point[0].Value (), point[1].Value (),
point[2].Value ())
planner.enable (1)
sleep (1˜s)
if not planner.path_valid:
return
plannerDone = PlannerDone ()
waitfor (plannerDone (planner))

27
28
29
30

32

34

36

38

40

response RandomWalk (position2DDevice, laser):
fwdSpeed = 0.2˜m/s
avoidSpeed = 0.1˜m/s
turnRate = 40˜deg/s
minFrontDistance = 0.75˜m
avoidCount = 0
randCount = 0
while True:
if len (laser.Ranges ()) == 0:
continue
obs = False
for i in laser.Ranges ():
if i < minFrontDistance:
obs = True

42

44

if obs or avoidCount > 0:
newSpeed = avoidSpeed
# Once start avoiding, continue doing so for about 2
seconds, or, at 10Hz, 20 iterations
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46

48

50

52

153

if avoidCount == 0:
avoidCount = 15
randCount = 0
leftRanges = laser.Ranges ()[:len (laser.Ranges ()) /
2]
rightRanges = laser.Ranges ()[len (laser.Ranges ()) /
2:]
minLeft = min (leftRanges)
minRight = min (rightRanges)

54

56

58

60

62

64

66

68

70

72

74

76

78
79
80

82
83
84

86

88
89
90

92

if minLeft < minRight:
newTurnRate = turnRate
else:
newTurnRate = -turnRate
else:
avoidCount -= 1
else:
avoidCount = 0
newSpeed = fwdSpeed
# Update turn rate every 3 seconds
if not randCount:
# Make a random integer between -20 and 20
randInt = random.randint (-20, 20)
newTurnRate = dimensioned (randInt, $deg/s)
randCount = 20
randCount -= 1
position2DDevice.set_cmd_vel (newSpeed, 0˜m/s, newTurnRate,
1)
sleep (0.05˜s)
# Don’t want to run too fast
interrupt
on exit:
position2DDevice.set_cmd_vel (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 0˜rad/s, 1)
response Charge (planner, power):
print ’Driving to charger’
driveToPoint = DriveToPoint ()
start driveToPoint (chargerLocation, planner)
waitfor ("DriveToPoint.exited")
print ’Charging battery’
batteryFull = BatteryFull ()
waitfor (batteryFull (power))
print ’Charge complete’
response GoToBlob (gripper, blobfinder, position2d):
blob = GetBlob (blobfinder)
while (blob.range / 1000.0) > 0.185˜m:
if BlobOffset (blob.x) < -5:
position2d.set_cmd_vel (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 10˜deg/s, 1)
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96

98

100

102
103
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elif BlobOffset (blob.x) > 5:
position2d.set_cmd_vel (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, -10˜deg/s, 1)
else:
position2d.set_cmd_vel (0.1˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 0˜deg/s, 1)
sleep (0.1˜s)
blob = GetBlob (blobfinder)
if blob == None or (blob.range / 1000.0) > 2˜m:
self.returnValue = False
return
on exit:
position2d.set_cmd_vel (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 0˜deg/s, 1)

104

# Events
106

108

event PlannerDone (planner):
if planner.path_done:
trigger

110

112

event AtPoint (point, position):
if position.x > point[0] - 15˜cm and position.x < point[0] +
15˜cm and position.y > point[1] - 15˜cm and position.y <
point[1] + 15˜cm:
trigger

114

116

event BatteryFlat (power):
if power.percent <= 5:
trigger

118

120

122

event BatteryFull (power):
if power.percent >= 95:
print ’Battery full’
trigger

130

event GripperStatus (gripper, closeStatus):
if closeStatus:
if gripper.paddles_closed:
trigger
else:
if gripper.paddles_open:
trigger

132

# Main program

134

def main (argv):
playerServer = ’localhost’
playerPort = 6665

124
125
126

128

136

138

try:
opts, args = getopt.getopt (sys.argv[1:], ’s:p:’, [’server=’,
’port=’])
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140

142

144

146

148

150

152

154

156

158

160

except getopt.GetoptError:
print ’Usage:’
print ’-s --server\tAddress of server to connect to’
print ’-p --port\tServer port’
sys.exit (2)
for o, a in opts:
if o in (’-s’, ’--server’):
playerServer = a
elif o in (’-p’, ’--port’):
playerPort = int (a)
# Connect to the server
robot = playerc_client (None, playerServer, playerPort)
if robot.connect () != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ()
# Set to pull mode
if robot.datamode (PLAYERC_DATAMODE_PULL) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ()
# Add replace rule for data packets
if robot.set_replace_rule (-1, -1, PLAYER_MSGTYPE_DATA, -1, 1) !=
0:
raise playerc_error_str ()

162

164

166

168

170

172

174

176

178

180

# Try to access the required devices
position2d = playerc_position2d_d (robot, 0)
if position2d.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ()
laser = playerc_laser_d (robot, 0)
if laser.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ()
planner = playerc_planner (robot, 0)
if planner.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ()
power = playerc_power (robot, 0)
if power.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ()
blobfinder = playerc_blobfinder_d (robot, 0)
if blobfinder.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ()
gripper = playerc_gripper (robot, 0)
if gripper.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ()

182

184

position2d.set_cmd_vel (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 0˜rad/s, 1)
position2d.enable (1)

186

gripper.open_cmd ()

188

position = Resource ()
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position.x = 0˜m;

position.y = 0˜m;

position.a = 0˜m

190

192

194

196

updatePlayer = UpdatePlayer ()
randomWalk = RandomWalk ()
batteryFlat = BatteryFlat ()
charge = Charge ()
for ii in range (10):
robot.read ()

198

200

# Set up connections, etc
start updatePlayer (robot, position, position2d)
start randomWalk (position2d, laser)

202

204

whenever batteryFlat (power) do:
previousPosition = (position.x, position.y, position.a)
ChargeBattery (randomWalk, charge, planner, power,
position2d, laser, previousPosition)

206

208
209
210

212

214
215
216

218

# Main processing part
while True:
# Simulate a big processing task: finding blobs in an image
blob = GetBlob (blobfinder)
if blob != None:
# Found something, retrieve it
print ’Retrieving blob’
stop randomWalk
waitfor ("RandomWalk.exited")
previousPosition = (position.x, position.y, position.a)
RetrieveBlob (position2d, gripper, planner, blobfinder,
previousPosition)
print ’Retrieve done’
start randomWalk (position2d, laser)

220

222

224

226

228

230

232

234

def RetrieveBlob (position2d, gripper, planner, blobfinder,
previousPosition):
goToBlob = GoToBlob ()
driveToPoint = DriveToPoint ()
start goToBlob (gripper, blobfinder, position2d)
result = waitfor ("GoToBlob.exited")
if result == False:
print ’Lost blob’
return
CloseGripper (gripper)
start driveToPoint (blobGraveYard, planner)
waitfor ("DriveToPoint.exited")
OpenGripper (gripper)
print ’Returning to prevoious position’
start driveToPoint (previousPosition, planner)
waitfor ("DriveToPoint.exited")
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236

238

240

def CloseGripper (gripper):
print ’Closing gripper’
gripperClosed = GripperStatus ()
gripper.close_cmd ()
waitfor (gripperClosed (gripper, True))

242

244

246

def OpenGripper (gripper):
print ’Opening gripper’
gripperOpen = GripperStatus ()
gripper.open_cmd ()
waitfor (gripperOpen (gripper, False))

248

250

252

254

256

258

def GetBlob (blobfinder):
if blobfinder.blobs_count == 0:
return None
else:
blob = blobfinder.Blobs ()[0]
if (blob.range / 1000.0) < 2˜m:
return blob
return None
def BlobOffset (blobPosition):
return blobPosition - 40

260

262

264

266

268

270

def ChargeBattery (randomWalk, charge, planner, power, position2d,
laser, previousPosition):
stop randomWalk
waitfor ("RandomWalk.exited")
start charge (planner, power)
waitfor ("Charge.exited")
driveToPoint = DriveToPoint ()
print ’Returning to previous position’
start driveToPoint (previousPosition, planner)
waitfor ("DriveToPoint.exited")
start randomWalk (position2d, laser)

272

274

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
main (sys.argv)
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You see, Killbots have a preset kill limit. Knowing their weakness,
I sent wave after wave of my own men at them, until they reached
their limit and shut down.
Zapp Brannigan, Futurama

7
Player Contributions

This chapter describes contributions made to the Player project [39, 143]. Player provided
the infrastructure necessary for testing RADAR both in a simulator and on real robots, so
it was necessary that it provide the functionality required. RADAR has been integrated
with Player, as described in Chapter 4. Working with Player also provided experience
with existing robot programming tools.
Player is a distributed architecture for robot software based on the producer/consumer
concept. It provides network transparency and hardware abstraction through an abstraction layer for robot hardware and software, with the goal of allowing software written for
one robot to work on a robot with similar capabilities, even if the hardware or software
implementation of that robot is very different. In its simplest form, it can be used for
simple client/server programs.
The Player server provides access to robot hardware and the interface to client software. Robot hardware is controlled through a set of message interfaces that represent
common robot functionality, such as a laser scanner, a position controller or a path
planner. These interfaces provide the network communications protocol for the Player
server. Drivers for specific hardware or for specific implementations of software algorithms are used to interface between robot hardware and software algorithms and the
Player server [39].
Client programs use the Player client libraries to access robots controlled by a Player
server. There are client libraries for C, C++ and Java, and bindings for Python are
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automatically generated based on the C client library. The client/server structure means
that multiple clients written in different languages can connect to a single Player server
at the same time. The client libraries hide the network interface from client software to
provide a more useful robotics API. Messages are sent from client programs to drivers
on the server to control robots, and messages are sent from drivers to client programs to
provide data, for example sensor readings.
During the course of this research, several contributions were made to the Player
project. Two new interfaces were added, as well as a complete re-write of another interface,
to extend the range of hardware the Player server can control. These are described in
Section 7.1. The other contribution was the development of new data modes for Player 2
to overcome a serious problem in the message queues used on the server. This is described
in Section 7.2.

7.1

New interfaces

Player uses interfaces to define how to interact with different types of hardware and
software components. Each interface defines all the messages that a driver controlling a
piece of hardware or software that supports its capabilities will understand and provide.
There are three important message types:
Data messages are broadcast from drivers to clients to provide new information on, for
example, the driver’s state.
Command messages are sent from clients to a driver, instructing it to perform an
action.
Request messages are sent from clients to a driver, usually to request a change in
the driver’s configuration or request some information. Unlike data and command
messages, request messages expect to receive a response, which may indicate the
success or failure of the request or contain the information requested.
In all cases, the client may be another driver or a client program written using one of the
client libaries.
Player did not provide direct support for any form of robotic limb and only had limited
support for robotic grippers. This section describes the new interfaces created to provide
standardised support for these types of hardware.

7.1.1

Actuator array interface

Robotic limbs can be viewed as an array of linear or rotary actuators, where linear actuators change the length of the connection to the next actuator (for example, a hydraulic
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Table 7.1: The messages of the actuator array interface.
Name
Parameters

Data

State

(position, speed, state) for each actuator, number of actuators

Command

Position
Speed
Home

Actuator number, position
Actuator number, speed
Actuator number (-1 for all actuators)

Request

Geometry

Base pose, (type, offset from previous actuator, orientation,
axis, minimum, centre, maximum, home position, configured
speed, hasBrakes) for each actuator, number of actuators
Boolean – off or on
Boolean – off or on
Actuator number, speed

Power
Brakes
Speed

piston) and rotary actuators rotate the connection to the next actuator about their position. For example, a simple robot arm with one degree of freedom shoulder, elbow and
wrist joints can be seen as an array of three rotary actuators.
The actuator array interface provides this low-level, direct control over the joints of
robotic limbs. It was necessary to separate this functionality from the functionality of
limb interface described in Section 7.1.2 because not all limbs will provide the functionality
of both interfaces, and because combining them would have lead to an overly complex
interface.
The actuator array had to provide support for both linear and rotary actuators. It
had to allow the position of each actuator in the array to be set, or alternatively allow
each actuator to be commanded to move at a given speed. It also had to provide support
for moving actuators to a known “home” position (commonly used as a position where
it is safe to switch off the actuators in robotic limbs). Clients needed to get data back
describing the current position, speed and state of each actuator in the array. Finally, the
correctly designed interface needed to provide enough information, including information
about the geometry of the actuators in the array, for clients to implement their own inverse
kinematics and use the actuator array interface to interface it to a robotic arm.
The messages of the designed interface are shown in Table 7.1. Actuator states may
be idle, moving, braked or stalled (blocked from moving to the requested position). Units
for position values are either metres or radians, depending on if the actuator is linear or
rotary. Speeds are measured in units per second.
A reference implementation of a driver supporting the actuator array interface was
embedded in the multi-interface Player driver for Pioneer robots [116]. It provides jointlevel control over the Pioneer’s 5DOF robotic arm. This arm, shown in Figure 7.1, has
five degrees of freedom for controlling the end effector position and a gripper on the end
of the arm.
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Figure 7.1: The 5DOF robotic arm for Pioneer 3-DX robots.

7.1 New interfaces
The arm is controlled via the Pioneer’s onboard controller, which receives commands
over its serial or TCP link with the Player server in the form of a single byte value between
0 and 255, indicating the position of the servo that is being commanded. The actuator
array driver converts these byte values into values in radians based around zero radians
being each servo’s centre point and using calibration data received from the onboard
controller. It converts command values back from radians to the byte values before they
are transmitted to the onboard controller.

7.1.2

Limb interface

Section 7.1.1 described the actuator array interface, used for individual joint control of a
robotic limb. This section describes the high level interface used to control a limb with
a built-in inverse kinematics controller (in the driver or in the limb itself) or some other
form of built-in direct control over the end position of the limb.
A robotic limb could be an arm with a gripper on the end, or it could be the leg of
a humanoid robot. The limb interface is therefore designed to provide control over the
position and orientation of the end point of a robotic limb, whether this is an end effector
or simply the end of the limb.
To support a range of limb types, the interface had to allow for setting both the
position of the end of the limb without care for the orientation, useful for controlling
limbs without end effectors, and for setting the position and the approach and orientation
vectors of the end of the limb. The vectors are necessary for limbs with an end effector
such as a gripper in order to approach an object to be grasped from the correct direction
and at the correct orientation. To further support limbs in this style of task, the interface
also had to allow for performing a “vector move,” a move where the end effector is moved
along a straight line without change in its orientation. This is used to move into the
grasping position for picking up objects. Finally, the interface had to provide commands
to send the limb to a safe “home” position and to stop the limb at its current position.
The messages of the designed interface are shown in Table 7.2. The limb’s state may be
idle (awaiting commands), braked, moving, out-of-reach (indicates that the limb cannot
move the end effector to the commanded pose or position due to constraints in its degrees
of freedom), or collision (indicates that the limb cannot move to the commanded pose or
position because of an obstruction).
A driver for the Pioneer arm to provide inverse kinematics support through the limb
interface has been implemented in the Player multi-interface Pioneer driver. The driver
uses the inverse kinematics calculations described by Gan et al. [51]. Due to the need
for full pose information (position plus vectors) by this calculator, the driver does not
support the SetPosition command of the interface. It also does not currently support the
VectorMove command.
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Table 7.2: The messages of the limb interface.
Name
Parameters

Data

State

Command

SetPose
End effector position, approach vector, orientation vector
SetPosition End effector position
VectorMove Direction vector, length of move
Home
–
Stop
–

Request

Geometry
Power
Brakes
Speed

End effector position, approach vector, orientation vector,
limb state

Position of limb’s base
Boolean – off or on
Boolean – off or on
Speed

Table 7.3: The messages of the original, Pioneer-specific gripper interface.
Type
Name
Parameters
Data

State

Gripper state (bit-mask), breakbeams state (bit-mask)

Command

Command

Command byte, argument byte

Request

Geometry

2D pose, 2D size

The driver interfaces directly with the Pioneer’s onboard controller, rather than going
through the existing actuator array interface. This is done in the same way as the actuator
array communicates with the onboard controller. See Section 7.1.1 for details.

7.1.3

Gripper interface

The original Player gripper interface, shown in Table 7.3, was effectively just a passthrough interface to the gripper common on Pioneer robots. It was capable of passing the
byte commands used by this gripper’s controller directly from a client program through
to the robot. As such, it was not standard and could not be used to control any other
robot grippers.
To rectify this, a new gripper interface has been designed that provides a standard
interface to robot grippers. All the functionality of the existing interface had to be
available, as well as some new functionality. The gripper had to be capable of opening,
closing, and of providing information on where in the gripper an object was positioned to
allow clients to know when to close the gripper, a function provided by the breakbeams
value in the original interface.
The Pioneer gripper includes a lift system, used to raise and lower the gripper in order
to lift objects off the ground for carrying. However, because this functionality can be
provided more suitably by another interface (the actuator array interface does a suitable
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Table 7.4: The messages of the new, standardised gripper interface.
Name
Parameters

Data

State

Gripper state, breakbeams state, number of stored objects

Command

Open
Close
Stop
Store
Retrieve

–
–
–
–
–

Request

Geometry

3D Pose, outside dimensions (3D), inside dimensions (3D),
number of breakbeams, storage capacity

job), it was left out of the new gripper interface.
One interesting consideration when designing the new interface was accommodating
the wishes of artificial intelligence researchers who use the Player project’s Stage simulator.
The Pioneer gripper features a command to “store” the gripper, in other words to move
it to a position suitable for driving the robot around. AI researchers had been using this
command to cause the gripper to “swallow” whatever it was carrying, a useful function in
AI simulations. In order to replicate this ability, and in consideration for the possibility of
real gripper devices that could perform a similar function, the ability to store and retrieve
carried objects in some kind of repository in the gripper device was added to the interface.
It was decided to keep the use of breakbeams to indicate the position of objects in the
gripper, as this is the standard method.
The messages of the designed interface are shown in Table 7.4. The gripper state may
be open, closed, moving, or error to indicate some problem has occurred with executing
the last command.
As with the other interfaces, support was added to the multi-interface Pioneer driver
for the new gripper interface. Support was added both for the Pioneer gripper, replacing
the support offered by the original gripper interface, and for the gripper on the end of
the Pioneer robotic arm. Both grippers have a storage capacity of zero, and so do not
support the Store and Retrieve commands.
The lift functionality provided by the original gripper interface was replaced with
another actuator array interface. This particular instance of the interface is limited to
just one linear actuator, and can only move between positions 0 and 1. In this way, the
functionality of the original gripper interface is preserved.
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7.2

Data modes

Player 2 uses a message passing mechanism for communication both within the server
and between the server and its clients, with the message queue for a client stored on the
server. Because messages may not be read as fast as they are produced, the receivers of
messages may find that they often start getting messages that are too old, and there may
already be newer messages waiting in the queue. For example, commands sent to a driver
may supersede old commands that have not yet been read. Similarly, data sent from a
driver to a client program may supersede old data that the client has not yet read. This
may be because it has not cleared its message queue and read the old data, as it is busy
performing a task involving heavy processing or because the previous message contained
a large quantity of data and took some time to receive.
A replacement rules system is provided that allows clients of message queues (which
may be drivers or client programs in the client/server sense) to set rules for the replacement
of messages waiting in a message queue by new messages of the same type that arrive at
that queue. For example, a client could set a rule on its message queue from the server
that states that all data messages should be replaced by newer messages of the same type,
ensuring that it only receives the most up-to-date data from the server no matter how
infrequently it reads from the server.
Player 2 was released early in 2006. Shortly before the planned release date a problem
was found in the TCP transport layer library used to provide a connection between the
server and clients that caused the replace rules system to fail to function for the message
queue from the client to the server. Messages that should have been replaced in the queue
by more up to date ones were still being sent to the client.
The problem was caused by the implementation of the message queue system and the
TCP library. When a message went into the queue, the TCP system would send it out
immediately if there was room in the operating system’s buffer for the network socket,
even if the client hadn’t requested data. As a result, data packets would be sent to the
client, but not received, before the client had requested data, even if the client had set a
replace rule for data packets.
The problem could have been fixed by requiring all client programs to read until a
peek into their queue told them there were no messages waiting, but that would have
made client programs more complex than they need to be. If there was a lot of data the
client might never have caught up; it would render replace rules for messages to the client
useless; and finally, it would merely be a work-around for the problem, not a nice solution
that made the client libraries usable.
The alternative solution was to reintroduce the data modes present in Player 1, albeit
in a much-simplified form. Player 2 therefore provides two data modes for controlling how

7.2 Data modes
data is transferred from the server to a client:
• PUSH mode, where data is sent from the server to the client as soon as possible.
This mode is effectively how Player 2 was originally intended to work, and replace
rules for the client’s message queue will not function correctly. However, in this
mode, clients can guarantee that they will receive all data sent from the server and
their message queue on the server is not as likely to overflow. Clients are responsible
for dealing with the fact that received data could be considerably out of date.
• PULL mode means that no data will leave the message queue until it is marked as
ready to be sent. The client’s message queue has a default length of 32 messages,
so without setting data replace rules it can rapidly fill up if clients do not read fast
enough. It is up to clients to set up suitable replace rules for the data they require.
To implement pull mode, the functionality of the client’s message queue was changed
so that no messages are sent from the queue over the TCP connection until they are
marked as ready to be sent. This marking is performed when the client makes an explicit
request for data using the PLAYER_PLAYER_REQ_DATA message. The server will then send
all marked messages, followed by a PLAYER_MSGTYPE_SYNCH message that indicates to
the client that it has received all the data that was waiting in its queue on the server
at the time it made the request. Any messages pushed into the client’s queue after the
request was made will not be sent until the next request, even if they are pushed in before
the marked messages were sent.
Only data messages must be marked by a client data request before being sent.
Other messages (PLAYER_MSGTYPE_RESP_ACK and PLAYER_MSGTYPE_RESP_NACK messages) are marked as ready immediately, as they will be replies to requests made by the
client to drivers, for example a request for geometry information. Player request messages
must be responded to as soon as possible.
The C client library’s playerc_client_read call has been written so that when the
client is set to PULL mode it will automatically make the data request at the beginning
of the read and then read until it receives the PLAYER_MSGTYPE_SYNCH message. This
is done so that client programs do not need to manually perform the data request themselves before every read. Other client libraries should be written in the same way. The
PLAYER_MSGTYPE_RESP_ACK for the PLAYER_PLAYER_REQ_DATA will come at the end of
all other waiting data (but before the PLAYER_MSGTYPE_SYNCH message), due to the way
the message queue system functions. This means that client libraries should read and
store all other messages when waiting for a PLAYER_MSGTYPE_RESP_ACK, then process
them at the beginning of their read function after sending the PLAYER_PLAYER_REQ_DATA
message.
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Listing 7.1: Setting the client’s data mode and replace rules in Player. The arguments to
the playerc_client_set_replace_rule function are a reference to the client proxy,
device interface, device index, message type, message subtype, and whether to replace
matching messages. -1 is used as a wildcard value.
1
2

4

6

8

10

if (playerc_client_datamode (client, PLAYERC_DATAMODE_PULL) != 0)
{
fprintf(stderr, "error: %s\n", playerc_error_str());
return -1;
}
if (playerc_client_set_replace_rule (client, -1, -1,
PLAYER_MSGTYPE_DATA, -1, 1) != 0)
{
fprintf(stderr, "error: %s\n", playerc_error_str());
return -1;
}

Currently PUSH is the default data mode, although PULL mode is the recommended
mode for clients that do not need all the data a robot provides. The current data mode is
changed using the playerc_client_datamode function. Once a client has been changed
to PULL mode, suitable replace rules should be set, as shown in Listing 7.1.
The add-replace rule in Listing 7.1 specifies that any data messages will be replaced
by newer versions. So, if a driver produces a data packet and there is already a data
packet from that driver with the same signature on the queue, it will be removed from
the queue (and not sent to the client), with the new packet pushed onto the end of the
queue.

7.3

Summary

During the course of this research several contributions were made to the Player project to
increase its suitability to providing the infrastructure for testing RADAR. New interfaces
were added to support hardware that was previously unsupported, specifically, robotic
limbs and grippers. An interface to provide a method for low-level control of the individual
joints of robotic limbs was created, as well as a separate interface providing a high level
control of limbs via control over the position of the end of a limb. The gripper interface
was completely reworked to change it from being specific to a single gripper device to
instead being a general gripper interface that can work with any robot gripper.
Data modes were also added to the latest version of Player. These were necessary to
overcome a flaw in the networking system used to communicate between Player servers
and clients. PUSH mode guarantees that all data will be received by clients, at the cost
of possible delays in data arrival times. PULL mode guarantees that clients will only

7.3 Summary
receive the most up-to-date data available, at the cost of missing older data messages.
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Yes, that sequence of words I said made perfect sense.
Professor Farnsworth, Futurama

8

Future work and conclusions

8.1
8.1.1

Future work
Improvements to robot programming

RADAR provides a solid basis for an application-specific robot programming language,
but there is always more that can be done. Chapter 3 listed a number of areas in which a
robot programming environment could be further improved. Many of these apply to the
language, including:
• control of distributivity from the language
• control of the priority of code
• support for task-level programming.
RADAR is only one part of the overall solution to making robot programming easier. Improvements should also be made to other parts of the programming environment,
including libraries of useful functionality, IDEs and integrated simulation systems.

8.1.2

Dimensional analysis

The dimensioned data type presented in Chapter 4 provides support for low level use of
dimensioned data. This thesis has already discussed the use of dimensioned data at a
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higher level in robot programs in Section 4.6. More investigation is needed to determine
how much specialised support should be provided by the language, or related facilities
such as libraries.

8.1.3

Reactivity support

The reactivity semantics presented in Chapter 5 already provide a powerful method of
managing the reactive parts of robot software from within the procedural parts. However,
there are ways in which they could be extended to provide further support.
One extension would be to allow for multiple signals combined via boolean operators
to be used in the statements for managing connectivity. The same effect can already be
achieved by creating an event that waits for other events to occur and then triggers, but
semantic support for this would be beneficial. For example, allowing the once statement
to wait until multiple events have occurred before triggering the specified slot.
Another extension would be providing support in the semantics for a method of specifying timing constraints on connections, particularly real-time constraints.

8.1.4

Other

More work is needed to more completely and accurately evaluate RADAR and its benefits
to robot programming. In particular, an extensive user study is necessary. The user study
presented in Chapter 6 is interesting but is too simple to provide entirely conclusive results,
particularly outside the readability of the language.

8.2

Conclusions

This thesis analysed the process of developing a robot, with particular focus on mobile
robots. It determined the ways existing programming environments are not suitable to
the task of robot development and in what ways they can be improved. It proposed
an application-specific programming language designed for robot development as a solution for the programming language component of a robot programming environment.
A language meeting these requirements was designed and a prototype implementation
created.
The requirements of a robot programming environment were investigated. A task
analysis, a use case analysis and a requirements analysis were performed on the process
of developing a robot in order to determine what support the programming environment
should provide to robot developers and robot software. A number of important features
were found that should be present in a robot programming environment, including:

8.2 Conclusions
• application-specific data types, including geometric, temporal and statistical data
types
• semantics for managing concurrency, distributivity, execution priority, reactivity,
and task specification and control
• debugging facilities such as simulators and augmented reality
• libraries of common robotics algorithms and data structures
• support for these features in an IDE
• standardised component interfaces for both hardware and software components
• network transparency.
An application-specific language designed for programming robots can provide better
developer support than the use of a generic programming language, and more flexibility
than a language designed for a specific robot or architecture, such as an industrial robot
programming language. There are numerous examples of application-specific programming languages in use. They include Erlang [7], designed for telecommunications systems
programming, various languages for web tools, such as PHP [115], and languages embedded in a larger software system, such as Microsoft’s Visual Basic for Applications [74].
Further support for this approach is provided by the heavy use of specialised languages
in industrial robotics. This thesis argues for an application-specific language that targets
the areas of difficulty in developing robot systems.
This thesis created a set of language extensions that provide explicit support for
robotics, named RADAR, to test this hypothesis. This new robot programming language
initially provides support for two important areas of difficulty in robot programming:
dimensioned data via dimensional analysis and managing reactivity. The language’s semantics have been designed to be implementable in any modern object-oriented language.
The implementation described in this thesis uses the Python programming language [119]
as the base language. Unlike many other robot programming languages, it is designed to
be architecture-independent.
Dimensioned data support was added by designing a new data type. Robotics has a
need for dimensioned data support due to the frequent occurrence of dimensioned data
in robot software. The data type stores a single piece of dimensioned data, including
both its numerical value and the unit information that gives it meaning in the real world,
ensuring all dimensioned data is consistent throughout a program. Dimensional analysis
support is provided, allowing the safe mixing of data with compatible units, the creation
of more complex units from simple single-dimension units, and built-in checking for errors
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in dimensioned data such as performing operations involving incompatible dimensioned
data. For example, the data type will prevent the addition of distance and speed values.
Existing systems for managing reactivity in robotics are not satisfactory. Many of
them are too complex, and create an unnatural separation between the reactive and nonreactive parts of robot software. It is desirable to be able to write all parts of robot software
using a single language, without need for a new language when a new architecture is used,
so a robot programming language should provide semantics for managing reactivity from
within the deliberative parts of a robot program.
RADAR provides a method based on the signals and slots mechanism for managing
reactivity. While existing implementations of general signals and slots are very flexible,
they are also more complex than is needed. The Qt GUI toolkit [121] shows that a
specialised implementation designed for a specific programming domain can work well.
RADAR follows the same principle, using a restricted version of signals and slots with
special objects for representing events and responses and special semantics and syntax
both for specifying these objects and managing the connections between them.
RADAR allows developers to manage the reactive components of robot software from
any part of the deliberative components. The developer can quickly change what and how
events are responded to as the state of the program changes. This reduces programming
complexity and time. By making it obvious in program code what events are checked,
what responses do, and what the connections between them are, the semantics simplify
the creation and maintenance of reactive components in robot programs. There are many
other languages for managing reactivity, both the more general languages such as Esterel
and languages for robotics, such as TDL and Colbert. RADAR is simpler than the
general languages, as it is aimed solely at the needs of robot developers. However, it
takes a different approach to its design than other languages for reactivity in robotics.
Other languages are designed to provide support for a specific architecture or architecture
style; RADAR is designed based on the needs of robot developers and so is architectureindependent.
RADAR has been shown by evaluation to provide improvement in the areas of dimensioned data management and reactivity management for mobile robot programming. It
increases the readability, writability and reliability of robot software in these two areas.
The increase in readability has been shown through a small user study, the results of
which showed that participants preferred the clearer semantics and visible dimensioned
data of RADAR over standard Python. Training, programming and maintenance costs
can all be reduced, as discussed in Section 6.1.2. It is noted that RADAR programs are
more resource-intensive due to the shifting of some of the burden in programming from
the developer to the programming language and program executive. RADAR has been
shown to be a working system, as shown by the example in Section 6.4.

8.2 Conclusions
There is a trade-off in using RADAR, whereby the robot software may be reduced in
efficiency slightly due to the extra processing power put into supporting the developer.
This is considered a worthwhile trade-off. It is the author’s opinion that sometimes
execution efficiency should be sacrificed for ease of use, particularly with the massive
quantities of computing power now available at both low cost and low power usage.
Through RADAR, it has been shown that an application-specific language targetted
at the areas of difficulty in robot programming can improve the process of developing
robots. In summary, this thesis has made the following contributions to robot programming. Firstly, it has analysed the process of robot development and determined several
features that are important for an easy-to-use robot programming environment. Secondly,
it has developed RADAR, a new application-specific robot programming language that
is designed based on what developers need rather than designed to support a known system such as a robot architecture. This language has been used with the Player project.
Thirdly, it has applied dimensional analysis to robotics, providing a method for ensuring the consistency of dimensioned data in robot software. Fourth, it has created a new
semantics for managing reactivity from within the procedural parts of robot software.
Finally, through evaluation of RADAR by established software design evaluation criteria, formalisation, a user study and examples, it has shown that an application-specific
language designed for robotics can improve the robot development process.
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Beneath that warm, fuzzy exterior beats the cold, mechanical
heart of a robot.
Bender, Futurama

A
Task analysis

This appendix contains the task analysis of a robot guide. The task analysis covers the
entire project from developing the robot through to use in the production environment
by the intended users. However, for the purposes of this research project it was sufficient
to only perform the detailed parts of the analysis on those components of the system
relevant to robot programming.
The tasks in the system are shown in figures A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4, and A.5. The details
of the task analysis are given in the sections below.

Goal:
Develop a robot system to
guide people in a museum

Guide robot
functional
requirements

Develop
robot system

Maintain
robot system

Train users

Figure A.1: Top level tasks in the system model.
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Continue
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Finish tour
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Figure A.2: The tasks for determining the functional requirements.
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Test
elements

Implement
elements

3 Develop
system
specification

Design system
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missing
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User input
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Test whole
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Develop
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Install
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Document
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Test installed
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production
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Enter
exhibit data

6 Test final
system
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Figure A.3: The tasks required to develop the robot system.
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Maintain
robot system

Maintain
hardware

Maintain
software

Maintain/
update exhibit
database

Debug robot
(call supplier)

Maintain
logs

Remote
programming/
monitoring

Figure A.4: The tasks for maintaining the robot system.

Train users

Train subject
matter experts

Train
maintenance
staff

User guide

Documentation

Reference
documentation

Tutorials

Figure A.5: The tasks for training users of the robot system.

A.1 System model

A.1

System model

This describes what makes up the system. It is important to note that the word “system”
in “system model” does not refer to the robot system being developed, but rather to the
concept of the process of developing and using the robot system being a system itself.
Liveware
• Developer
• Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) - existing museum guides, museum curator
• Guidees (users) - adults, parents, children, tour group guides.
Machine
• Computer
• Development robot
• Production robot
• Programming environment.
Environment
• Museum
• Development workspace
• Other developers
• Other museum visitors.
Software
• Museum code of conduct
• Tour mechanism
• Development process
• System specifications.

A.1.1

Components

See Table A.1.
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Table A.1: Components of the system.
Developer
Hands, vision, brain power, past experience
SME
Hands, vision, brain power, knowledge of museum environment and rules
Guidees
Hands, vision, hearing, brain power, feet/legs, museum
visiting habits and preferences
Computer
Keyboard, mouse, monitor, network
Development robot
Motors/wheels, vision sensors, ultrasonic sensors, IR sensors, laser scanners, speakers, display, input panel, API,
software architecture
Production robot
Motors/wheels, navigation sensors, display, input panel,
speakers, API
Programming environment Developer support facilities, APIs, programming language, debugging facilities.
Museum
Exhibits, hallways, entrance foyer
Development workspace
Computers, development robot, production robot, robot
documentation, development system (programming environment), simulator
Other developers
Brain power, past experience
Other museum visitors
Body
Robot supplier
Past experience, current knowledge

A.2

Task analysis

This task analysis is performed on the “Develop robot system” top level task.

Get robot platform
Inputs: Robot requirements - from system specification. Debugging capability needs from developers.
Outputs: A robot for developing the system that provides ease of development and
debugging of the system.
]Time:] Complete before implementation task and after deciding functionality.
Criteria: Completed when the robot has the required sensory, actuator and interactivity
capabilities and can also provide access to sensor information, etc for debugging.
Criticality: Must have for implementation and test tasks to facilitate these tasks.
Decisions: Does the robot have the required functionality to satisfy the requirements of
both the goal of the system and implementation/testing?

A.2 Task analysis
Identify missing functionality
Identify missing functionality from the robot platform previously obtained that is needed
to meet the required functionality of the robot system.
Inputs: Existing elements of the robot system. Robot system requirements.
Outputs: List of hardware components that must be added.
Time: Need to complete before beginning implementation task.
Criteria: Complete when the functionality components that require additional hardware
have been identified.
Criticality: Important to the implementation task because the hardware is needed to
work with during implementation.
Decisions: What functional components are required in the system to allow it to perform the required functionality? Does any functionality require extra hardware not
existing on the robot platform? Does any hardware on the robot platform need to
be altered to meet the requirements?
Develop system specification
Inputs: Robot guide requirements. Overall goal of the system. Museum environment.
Past experience with similar systems.
Outputs: A complete specification of what the robot system should do while achieving
the overall goal of guiding one or more people around a series of exhibits and how
it should do it.
Time: Should be completed before anything else to prevent delays caused by new requirements during development of the system.
Criteria: When finished, the specification should cover all possible needs of the system
(i.e. be complete).
Criticality: Vital to ensuring the finished robot system will achieve the overall goal
correctly.
Decisions: What are the requirements of the system? What does it need to do (in
detail)?
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Implement and document
Implement and document the robot system on the chosen robot platform.
Inputs: List of components that must be implemented. System specification.
Outputs: Implemented system components.
Time: Perform after deciding the functional components and getting a development
robot.
Criteria: Complete when all components that were required to be implemented have
been and have been tested and documentation has been written for the system.
Criticality: Needed to provide a robot system that can achieve the goals built upon the
existing components of the chosen production robot.
Decisions: Are all functional components complete to the required specifications?
Design system architecture
Inputs: Required components that must work together. Existing architectural components on the chosen robot platform that must be taken into account.
Outputs: Architectural structure of the robot system.
Time: The architecture must be designed before the system elements that will fit in it
can be designed and implemented.
Criteria: When completed, all components of the robot system should function together
correctly in an easy-to-maintain system.
Criticality: Important to design a good architecture to make integration of the components and maintenance of the system easy.
Decisions: Does the architecture support all the required components? How should the
components work together? Should the system be distributed?
Design system elements to meet required functionality
Inputs: The required functionality of the robot system. Existing functionality on the
chosen robot platform. Past experience with similar robot systems.
Outputs: How each element of the system should be implemented, and if existing systems
should be used or if each element needs to be implemented from scratch.

A.2 Task analysis
Time: Perform before trying to implement the robot system functionality.
Criteria: Must completely satisfy the robot system functional requirements.
Criticality: Important that the elements be designed in full before implementation is
begun to reduce implementation time and to know what must be coded.
Decisions: What is the most cost-effective solution to satisfy each part of the functional
requirements? Does each solution fit in the designed architecture?

Implement elements
Inputs: Requirements/design of each element. Design of system architecture. Developer’s experience/knowledge. Programming system.
Outputs: Implemented and tested system elements.
Time: Perform once the element designs have been completed.
Criteria: When this task is complete the elements will be known to work and satisfy the
functionality they are designed for.
Criticality: This task must be completed to provide the component parts of the system.
Decisions: How should each element be implemented and tested?

Program (coding)
Inputs: Requirements/design of each element. Design of system architecture. Developer’s experience/knowledge. Programming system.
Outputs: Implemented elements.
Time: Perform once solutions have been decided on and designs have been completed.
Criteria: When finished, each element that was required should be fully implemented
(feature complete).
Criticality: Very important to actually doing the job.
Decisions: What language to use? What libraries to use?
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Test elements
Inputs: Implemented elements. System specification.
Outputs: Status of implemented elements (working, buggy, etc).
Time: Perform before trying to link elements together into a whole.
Criteria: When complete, each element should be functioning individually to its individual specifications and providing the system functionality it was designed to provide.
Criticality: Important to perform before trying to integrate elements to reduce problems
and debugging time.
Decisions: Does each element perform as it should? Does each element meet its required functionality? Does each element perform as expected under all foreseeable
conditions? Continue testing until they do.
Document elements
Inputs: The design of each element and how it has been implemented.
Outputs: Documentation describing how each element functions for maintenance purposes.
Time: Perform this task while implementing each element and when the implementation
is complete.
Criteria: When this task is completed there should be suitable documentation available
for someone to use and maintain the elements without needing to talk to the original
developer.
Criticality: Important to perform this to help maintenance times later on.
Decisions: What documentation is needed for each element?
Link elements into whole
Inputs: Implemented (including pre-existing) elements of the robot system.
Outputs: Combined robot system.
Time: Perform before testing the final system.
Criteria: When complete, all elements should be together in a single system.

A.2 Task analysis
Criticality: Important to place the elements into the architecture properly to ensure
correct functionality.
Decisions: Where in the architecture should each element go?
Test whole system
Inputs: Required functionality of the robot system.
Outputs: Status of the combined robot system - working/not working. Does it provide
all the required functionality?
Time: Perform this before trying to move on to the production version of the system.
Criteria: When this task is complete the system will be fully functional and providing
all the required functionality decided upon earlier.
Criticality: This must be done to prevent problems in the system from being carried
over into the production system where they may become harder to identify.
Decisions: Does the system meet the functional requirements?
Document the system
Inputs: System architecture and components.
Outputs: Documentation describing how to use and maintain the robot system.
Time: Do both during implementation and after the system is complete.
Criteria: The documentation must be capable of allowing someone who has never used
the system before to achieve what they want.
Criticality: Needed to ensure the robot system can be maintained by someone other
than the developer and used by the intended users (for example, the SME).
Decisions: What features must be documented and in what detail for the system to be
maintainable and usable?
Commission production robot
Inputs: System specification. Required functionality. Extra hardware required to meet
functional requirements.
Outputs: Robot suitable to the finished product with the finished product installed and
ready.
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Time: Perform when providing the system to a museum.
Criteria: When complete, a robot should have been decided upon that can perform
the guiding task in an uncontrolled, real-world environment such as the museum
environment. The system should be installed and running on this robot.
Criticality: Needed to provide a working system to a customer.
Obtain production robot
Inputs: Requirements of the production robot (system specification).
Outputs: A robot ready for the final system.
Time: Perform once the implementation is complete and the system has been tested as
meeting the functional requirements.
Criteria: The robot must meet the system specification, but not provide more than is
needed.
Criticality: Important to choose the correct robot for the goal to be achieved correctly
outside the development environment.
Decisions: Does the production robot provide only the functionality that is needed to
achieve the overall goal, not more?
Install the robot system
Inputs: The implemented robot system.
Outputs: A functional robot system ready for testing outside the development environment.
Time: Perform after obtaining the production robot.
Criteria: When complete, a functional guide robot should exist.
Criticality: Need to install the system to use it.
Test the installed system
Inputs: System specification.
Outputs: Functional status of the production robot system.

A.2 Task analysis
Time: Perform before entering the customer’s exhibit data and performing final testing
of the whole system.
Criteria: When complete the robot system should be fully functional according to the
original system specification and meet all the functional requirements.
Criticality: Must be done to ensure the final robot system meets the original requirements.
Decisions: Does the robot perform as it should, and does it perform as expected under
any foreseeable conditions?
Enter exhibit data
Inputs: Exhibit data from customer’s site (museum).
Outputs: Final product ready for final testing before delivery.
Time: Perform before testing the final system and putting the robot system to use.
Criteria: When complete, the robot system should know what exhibits are available for
tours.
Criticality: Must complete for the robot to know what is available in the museum to
present to guidees.
Decisions: Which exhibits should be made available to guidees via the guide robot?
Test final system
Inputs: System specification.
Outputs: Status of the final product - ready to be delivered and put into use or not.
Time: Perform last.
Criteria: When finished, should know if the robot system can be handed over.
Criticality: Important to ensure the final system is working as expected and is safe to
use by untrained guidees.
Decisions: Can the system successfully guide one or more people around the customer’s
environment without any problems?
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A.3

Involved components and interactions

The components involved in and interacting with each other in the numbered tasks in
Figure A.3 are shown below.
1. Developer, other developers, robot supplier.
2. Developer, development robot, other developers.
3. Developer, SME, other developers.
4. Developer, computer, development robot, programming environment, development
workspace, other developers, robot supplier.
5. Developer, SME, production robot, robot supplier, other developers.
6. Developer, SME, production robot, museum.

Aibo: Robo-puppy commencing 2 hour yipping session. Yip,
yip, yip, yip, yip, yip...
Bender kicks the Aibo against the wall.
Aibo: Robo-puppy mistreatment alert! Robo-puppy mistreatment alert!
Futurama

B

User study

B.1

User study code samples

The code samples used for the user study described in Section 6.2 are given in Listings B.1, B.2, B.3, B.4, B.5, B.6, B.7, B.8, B.9, B.10, B.11, B.12, B.13, B.14, B.15, B.16,
and B.17.
Listing B.1: User study code sample DA1.
1

# What do each of the following unit expressions mean?

2

4

6

8

1˜m
1˜m/s
1˜mˆ-1*kg/sˆ2
1˜kg*m/sˆ2
1˜kg*mˆ2/sˆ2
1˜mˆ2*kg*sˆ-3/A
1˜mˆ-2*kgˆ-1*sˆ4*Aˆ2

Listing B.2: User study code sample DA2.
1

# Is the use of dimensioned data in this code correct?
# This code is written in standard Python.

3

5

7

def SetSpeed (xSpeed, ySpeed, turnSpeed):
robot.SetMotorX (xSpeed)
robot.SetMotorY (ySpeed)
robot.SetTurnAngle ((turnSpeed * 1) / 2)
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def main:
tSpeed = 30
fSpeed = 1
ratio = 10
while ratio > 5:
SetSpeed (fSpeed * ratio, 0, 0)
ratio = ratio * 0.9
sleep (0.25)
SetSpeed (tSpeed * ratio, 0, tSpeed)
sleep (0.25)
SetSpeed (0, 0, tSpeed)
sleep (0.5)
SetSpeed (fSpeed * ratio, 0, 0)

Listing B.3: User study code sample DA3.
1

# Is the use of dimensioned data in this code correct?
# This code is written in RADAR.

3

5

7

9
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15

# Set the force to grip the object in newtons (kg*m/sˆ2)
def SetForce (force):
force.Convert ($kg*m/sˆ2)
...
def main:
# Mass in pounds
mass = 5˜lb
# Acceleration in metres per second squared
acc = 2˜ft/s
# Calculate the force in Newtons: f = mass * acc
force = mass * acc
SetForce (force)

Listing B.4: User study code sample DA4.
1
2

4

6

# Is the use of dimensioned data in this code correct?
# This code is written in RADAR.
def SetSpeed (xSpeed, ySpeed, turnSpeed):
robot.SetMotorX (xSpeed.Convert ($m/s))
robot.SetMotorY (ySpeed.Convert ($m/s))
robot.SetTurnAngle ((turnSpeed.Convert ($rad/s) * 1˜s) / 2)

8

10

def main:
turnAt = 30˜deg.Convert ($rad/s)
SetSpeed (1˜m/s, 0˜m/s, turnAt)

Listing B.5: User study code sample DA5.
1

# Is the use of dimensioned data in this code correct?
# This code is written in RADAR.

B.1 User study code samples
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9

#
a
b
c
d
e

Calculate an acceleration
= 5˜m
= 3˜s
= 2˜m/sˆ2
= a / b
= c + d

Listing B.6: User study code sample RC1.
1
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# Describe the basic behaviour of this program. Technical detail
# (e.g. "It will drive towards the left for 3 seconds") is not
necessary.
# This code is written in standard Python.
def RandomWalk (position2DDevice, laser):
fwdSpeed = 0.1
avoidSpeed = 0.05
turnRate = 10
minFrontDistance = 0.3
avoidCount = 0
randCount = 0
while True:
if len (laser.Ranges ()) == 0:
continue
obs = False
for i in laser.Ranges ():
if i < minFrontDistance:
obs = True
if obs or avoidCount > 0:
newSpeed = avoidSpeed
if avoidCount == 0:
avoidCount = 15
randCount = 0
leftRanges = laser.Ranges ()[:len (laser.Ranges ()) /
2]
rightRanges = laser.Ranges ()[len (laser.Ranges ()) /
2:]
minLeft = min (leftRanges)
minRight = min (rightRanges)
if minLeft < minRight:
newTurnRate = turnRate
else:
newTurnRate = -turnRate
else:
avoidCount -= 1
else:
avoidCount = 0
newSpeed = fwdSpeed
if not randCount:
randInt = random.randint (-20, 20)
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newTurnRate = randInt
randCount = 20
randCount -= 1
position2DDevice.set_cmd_vel (newSpeed, 0, newTurnRate, 1)
sleep (0.05)
if ClosestDistance (laser)[0] < 0.25:
break
position2DDevice.set_cmd_vel (0, 0, 0, 1)
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49
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def ClosestDistance (laser):
closestDistance = (9999, -1)
for ii in range (len (laser.Ranges ())):
if laser.Ranges ()[ii] < closestDistance[0]:
closestDistance = (laser.Ranges ()[ii], ii)
return closestDistance
def main:
robot = playerc_client (None, playerServer, playerPort)
robot.connect ()
position2d = playerc_position2d_d (robot, 0)
position2d.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE)
laser = playerc_laser_d (robot, 0)
laser.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE)
RandomWalk (position2d, laser)

Listing B.7: User study code sample RC2.
1

# What must happen for the DoResponse response to be run?
# This code is written in RADAR.
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response DoResponse ():
global speed
if rand (0, 359) < 180:
speed.SetValue ((0˜m/s, -1˜rad/s))
else:
speed.SetValue ((0˜m/s, 1˜rad/s))
event Event1 (value):
if value > 5:
trigger
event Event2 (value):
if value:
trigger

21

event Event3 (bumpers):
if bumpers.IsHit () and bumpers.HitIndex () > 3:
trigger

23

def main:

19
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event1 = Event1 ()
event2 = Event2 ()
event3 = Event3 ()
resp = DoResponse ()
counter = 0
boolean = false

25

27

29

whenever event1 (counter) do:
start resp
whenever event2 (boolean) do:
start resp
whenever event3 (bumpers) do:
start resp
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while True:
counter = counter + 1
if counter % 2:
boolean = true
else:
boolean = false
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41
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Listing B.8: User study code sample RC3.
1

# Will the following response always stop the robot when it stops
running?
# This code is written in RADAR.
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response DoStuff (robot, laser, sonar, bumper):
robot.SetSpeed (1˜m/s, 0˜rad/s)
while True:
if laser.Scans ().ClosestValue () < 1˜m:
return
for i in range (20):
robot.SetSpeed (0.5˜m/s, dimensioned (i, $rad/s))
if bumper.IsHit () or robot.GetSpeed ()[1] > 13˜rad/s:
return
if not robot.SetSpeed (1˜m/s, 0˜rad/s):
return
for i in sonar.Scans ():
if i > 0.5˜m and i < 0.75˜m:
return
on exit:
robot.SetSpeed (0˜m/s, 0˜rad/s)

Listing B.9: User study code sample RC4.
1
2

4

#
#
#
#

What will be the basic behaviour of the following program?
Describing the individual responses is not necessary. Assume
responses have been defined.
This code is written in RADAR.
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import getopt, sys, random
from time import sleep
from playerc_wrap import *
response UpdatePlayer (robot, position, position2DDevice):
...

12

14

16

response DriveToPoint (point, planner):
...
response RandomWalk (position2DDevice, laser):
...
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response Charge (planner, power, previousPosition):
...
event PlannerDone (planner):
if planner.path_done:
trigger
event BatteryFlat (power):
if power.percent <= 80:
trigger
event BatteryFull (power):
if power.percent >= 95:
trigger
def main:
robot = playerc_client (None, playerServer, playerPort)
robot.connect ()
position2d = playerc_position2d_d (robot, 0)
position2d.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE)
laser = playerc_laser_d (robot, 0)
laser.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE)
planner = playerc_planner (robot, 0)
planner.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE)
power = playerc_power (robot, 0)
power.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE)
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position2d.set_cmd_vel (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 0˜rad/s, 1)
position2d.enable (1)
position = Resource ()
position.x = 0˜m;
position.y = 0˜m;

52

54

updatePlayer = UpdatePlayer ()
randomWalk = RandomWalk ()

position.a = 0˜m
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56

58

batteryFlat = BatteryFlat ()
charge = Charge ()
start updatePlayer (robot, position, position2d)
start randomWalk (position2d, laser)

60

62

64
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whenever batteryFlat (power) do:
previousPosition = (position.x, position.y, position.a)
stop randomWalk
waitfor ("RandomWalk.exited")
start charge (planner, power)
waitfor ("Charge.exited")
start randomWalk (position2d, laser)

Listing B.10: User study code sample RC5.
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# Describe the basic behaviour of this program. Technical detail
# (e.g. "It will drive towards the left for 3 seconds") is not
necessary.
# This code is written in RADAR.
response RandomWalk (position2DDevice, laser):
fwdSpeed = 0.1˜m/s
avoidSpeed = 0.05˜m/s
turnRate = 10˜deg/s
minFrontDistance = 0.3˜m
avoidCount = 0
randCount = 0
while True:
if len (laser.Ranges ()) == 0:
continue
obs = False
for i in laser.Ranges ():
if i < minFrontDistance:
obs = True
if obs or avoidCount > 0:
newSpeed = avoidSpeed
if avoidCount == 0:
avoidCount = 15
randCount = 0
leftRanges = laser.Ranges ()[:len (laser.Ranges ()) /
2]
rightRanges = laser.Ranges ()[len (laser.Ranges ()) /
2:]
minLeft = min (leftRanges)
minRight = min (rightRanges)
if minLeft < minRight:
newTurnRate = turnRate
else:
newTurnRate = -turnRate
else:
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avoidCount -= 1
else:
avoidCount = 0
newSpeed = fwdSpeed
if not randCount:
randInt = random.randint (-20, 20)
newTurnRate = dimensioned (randInt, $deg/s)
randCount = 20
randCount -= 1
position2DDevice.set_cmd_vel (newSpeed, 0˜m/s, newTurnRate,
1)
sleep (0.05˜s)
interrupt
on exit:
position2DDevice.set_cmd_vel (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 0˜rad/s, 1)
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event TooClose (laser):
closestDistance = ClosestDistance (laser)
if closestDistance[0] < 0.25˜m:
self.value = closestDistance[1]
trigger
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def ClosestDistance (laser):
closestDistance = (9999˜m, -1)
for ii in range (len (laser.Ranges ())):
if laser.Ranges ()[ii] < closestDistance[0]:
closestDistance = (laser.Ranges ()[ii], ii)
return closestDistance
def main:
robot = playerc_client (None, playerServer, playerPort)
robot.connect ()
position2d = playerc_position2d_d (robot, 0)
position2d.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE)
laser = playerc_laser_d (robot, 0)
laser.subscribe (PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE)
randomWalk = RandomWalk ()
tooClose = TooClose ()
start randomWalk (position2d, laser) until tooClose (laser)

Listing B.11: User study code sample RC6.
1

# How often will the statement "Doing something" be printed by the
following program?
# This code is written in RADAR.
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5

7

response DoStuff (input):
while True:
sleep (5˜s)
input.SetValue (True)
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9
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sleep (1˜s)
input.SetValue (False)
event SomethingHappened (input):
if input.GetValue ():
trigger
def main:
doStuff = DoStuff ()
somethingHappened = SomethingHappened ()
input = Resource ()

19

start DoStuff (input)
21

23

once somethingHappened (input) do:
print ’Doing something’

Listing B.12: User study code sample RC7.
1

# Will the following response always stop the robot when it stops
running?
# This code is written in standard Python.
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def DoStuff (robot, laser, sonar, bumper):
robot.SetSpeed (1, 0)
while True:
if laser.Scans.ClosestValue () < 1:
robot.SetSpeed (0, 0)
return
for i in range (20):
robot.SetSpeed (0.5, i)
if bumper.IsHit () or robot.GetSpeed ()[1] > 13:
return
robot.SetSpeed (0, 0)
return
if not robot.SetSpeed (1, 0):
robot.SetSpeed (0, 0)
return
for i in sonar.Scans ():
if i > 0.5 and i < 0.75:
robot.SetSpeed (0, 0)
return

Listing B.13: User study code sample RC8.
1

# Compare the two behaviours to do a spiral action. Which is easier
to read?

3

# - RADAR
# Make the robot move in an outward spiral
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response Spiral (position):
ratio = 10
while True:
# Short pause
sleep (0.05˜s)
# Interrupt if necessary
interrupt
# Continue the spiral
position.SendSpeed (0.5˜m/s, 0˜rad/s, 0.5˜rad/s * ratio, 1)
ratio *= 0.99
on exit:
# Stop the robot
position.SendSpeed (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 0˜rad/s, 1)
# --------------------------------------------------------# - Standard

21

from threading import Thread, Event
23

25

27

29
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# Make the robot move in an outward spiral
class Spiral (Thread):
# Event used to signal time to quit
stopEvent = None
# Player proxies
robot = None
position = None
# Behaviour data
ratio = 10.0
forwardSpeed = 0.5
turnSpeed = 0.5

35

37

39

def __init__ (self, robot, posProx, snrProx, stopEvent):
self.stopEvent = stopEvent
self.robot = robot
self.position = posProx
Thread.__init__ (self)
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def run (self):
while (True):
# Short pause
self.stopEvent.wait (0.05)
# Check if the behaviour should keep running
if self.stopEvent.isSet ():
break
# Continue the spiral
self.position.SendSpeed (self.forwardSpeed, 0,
self.turnSpeed * self.ratio, 1)
self.ratio *= 0.99
# Stop the robot
self.position.SendSpeed (0, 0, 0, 1)
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Listing B.14: User study code sample RC9.
1

# Compare the two behaviours to do a straight action. Which is easier
to read?

3

# - RADAR

5

# Make the robot move in a straight line
response Straight (position):
while True:
# Short pause
sleep (0.05˜s)
# Interrupt if necessary
interrupt
# Continue the striaght line
position.SendSpeed (0.5˜m/s, 0˜rad/s, 0˜rad/s, 1)
on exit:
# Stop the robot
position.SendSpeed (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 0˜rad/s, 1)
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# --------------------------------------------------------# - Standard

21

from threading import Thread, Event

23

# Make the robot move in a straight line
class Straight (Thread):
# Event used to signal time to quit
stopEvent = None
# Player proxies
robot = None
position = None
# Behaviour data
forwardSpeed= 0.5
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def __init__ (self, robot, posProx, snrProx, stopEvent):
self.stopEvent = stopEvent
self.robot = robot
self.position = posProx
Thread.__init__ (self)
def run (self):
while (True):
# Short pause
self.stopEvent.wait (0.05)
# Check if the behaviour should keep running
if self.stopEvent.isSet ():
break
# Continue the straight line
self.position.SendSpeed (self.forwardSpeed, 0, 0, 1)
# Stop the robot
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self.position.SendSpeed (0, 0, 0, 1)

Listing B.15: User study code sample RC10.
1

# Compare the two behaviours to do a wall bouncing action. Which is
easier to read?

3

# - RADAR

5

response WallBounce (robot, position):
bouncing = True
robot.GetValue ().Update ()
startPos = self.position.Position ()
while True:
# Short pause
sleep (0.05˜s)
# Check if the response should keep running
interrupt
robot.GetValue ().Update ()
# Continue bounce/turn
if bouncing:
currentPos = self.position.Position ()
if (currentPos - startPos).Length () >= 0.5˜m:
self.bouncing = False
startAngle = currentPos[2]
else:
self.position.SendSpeed (-0.5˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 0˜rad/s, 1)
else:
currentAngle = self.position.Position ().Orientation ()
if abs ((currentAngle - startAngle)) >= 90˜deg:
break
self.position.SendSpeed (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 1˜rad/s, 1)
on exit:
# Stop the robot
position.SendSpeed (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 0˜rad/s, 1)
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# --------------------------------------------------------# - Standard

35

from threading import Thread, Event

37

# Make the robot move in an outward spiral
class WallBounce (Thread):
# Event used to signal time to quit
stopEvent = None
# Player proxies
robot = None
position = None
# Behaviour data
bouncing = True
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def __init__ (self, robot, posProx, snrProx, stopEvent):
self.stopEvent = stopEvent
self.robot = robot
self.position = posProx
Thread.__init__ (self)
def run (self):
self.robot[1].acquire ()
self.robot[0].Update ()
self.robot[1].release ()
startPos = self.position.Position ()
while (True):
# Short pause
self.stopEvent.wait (0.05)
# Check if the behaviour should keep running
if self.stopEvent.isSet ():
break
if self.robot[1].acquire (0):
self.robot[0].Update ()
self.robot[1].release ()
else:
# In this case, would have blocked which means main
is updating the robot already
# so don’t waste time updating twice, instead just
wait for main to finish its update
self.robot[1].acquire ()
self.robot[1].release ()
# Continue bounce/turn
if self.bouncing:
currentPos = self.position.Position ()
if (currentPos - startPos).Length () >= 0.5:
self.bouncing = False
startAngle = currentPos[2]
else:
self.position.SendSpeed (-0.5, 0, 0, 1)
else:
currentAngle = self.position.Position ().Orientation
()
if abs ((currentAngle - startAngle)) >= 90:
break
self.position.SendSpeed (0, 0, 1, 1)
# Stop the robot
self.position.SendSpeed (0, 0, 0, 1)

Listing B.16: User study code sample RC11.
1

# Compare the two behaviours to do a wall following action. Which is
easier to read?
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# - RADAR
4
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response WallFollow (robot, position, sonar):
position.SendSpeed (-0.5˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 0˜rad/s, 1)
sleep (0.5˜s)
idealRange = 0.25˜m
while True:
interrupt
while len (self.sonar.GetRanges ()) == 0:
robot.GetValue ().Update ()
closestRay = ClosestRay (sonar)
if closestRay[1] > self.idealRange + 0.1˜m:
print ’Lost the wall’
break
if closestRay[0] <= 6:
self.position.SendSpeed (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 1˜rad/s, 1)
elif closestRay[0] >= 9:
print ’Stuck in a corner, giving up’
break
else:
distance = sonar.GetRanges ()[7]
if distance > idealRange + 0.1˜m:
position.SendSpeed (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, -1˜rad/s, 1)
elif distance < idealRange - 0.1˜m:
position.SendSpeed (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 1˜rad/s, 1)
else:
position.SendSpeed (0.5˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 0˜rad/s, 1)
robot.GetValue ().Update ()
on exit:
# Stop the robot
position.SendSpeed (0˜m/s, 0˜m/s, 0˜rad/s, 1)
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# --------------------------------------------------------# - Standard

38

from threading import Thread, Event

40

# Makes the robot move in an outward spiral
class WallFollow (Thread):
# Event used to signal time to quit
stopEvent = None
# Player proxies
robot = None
position = None
sonar = None
# Behaviour data
idealRange = 0.25
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def __init__ (self, robot, posProx, snrProx, stopEvent):
self.stopEvent = stopEvent
self.robot = robot
self.position = posProx
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self.sonar = snrProx
Thread.__init__ (self)
def run (self):
self.position.SendSpeed (-0.5, 0, 0, 1)
self.stopEvent.wait (0.5)
while True:
if self.stopEvent.isSet ():
print ’WallFollow: Got stop event’
break
while len (self.sonar.GetRanges ()) == 0:
self.robot[1].aquire ()
self.robot[0].Update ()
self.robot[1].release ()
closestRay = self.ClosestRay ()
if closestRay[1] > self.idealRange + 0.1:
print ’Lost the wall’
break
if closestRay[0] <= 6:
self.position.SendSpeed (0, 0, 1, 1)
elif closestRay[0] >= 9:
print ’Stuck in a corner, giving up’
break
else:
distance = self.sonar.GetRanges ()[7]
if distance > self.idealRange + 0.1:
self.position.SendSpeed (0, 0, -1, 1)
elif distance < self.idealRange - 0.1:
self.position.SendSpeed (0, 0, 1, 1)
else:
self.position.SendSpeed (0.5, 0, 0, 1)
if self.robot[1].acquire (0):
self.robot[0].Update ()
self.robot[1].release ()
else:
# In this case, would have blocked which means main
is updating the robot already
# so don’t waste time updating twice, instead just
wait for main to finish its update
self.robot[1].acquire ()
self.robot[1].release ()
# Stop the robot
self.position.SendSpeed (0, 0, 0, 1)

Listing B.17: User study code sample RC12.
1

# Compare the two vacuum cleaner main programs. Which is easier to
read?

2

# - RADAR
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from pyplayer_radar import Player, PypException
import sys, getopt, time, random
event CloseToWall (position, sonar):
for i in sonar.GetRanges ():
if i < 0.1˜m:# and position.Speed ()[0] <= 0˜m/s:
return True
return False
event Timer (startTime, limit):
if time.time () - startTime > limit:
trigger
def main (argv):
playerServer = ’localhost’
playerPort = 6665
print ’Connecting to ’ + playerServer + ’:’ + ‘playerPort‘
# Connect to the server
robot = Player (playerServer, playerPort)
# Try to access the position and sonar devices
position, deviceName = robot.OpenDevice (’position’, 0, access =
’a’)
sonar, deviceName = robot.OpenDevice (’sonar’, 0, access = ’r’)
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robot = Resource (robot)
straight = Straight ()
spiral = Spiral ()
wallBounce = WallBounce ()
wallFollow = wallFollow ()
finishedSpiral = True
# Start the spiral behaviour
currentBehaviour = spiral
start spiral (position)
once Timer (time.time (), 10˜s) do:
# Stop the spiral, replace with going straight
stop spiral
waitfor ("spiral.exited")
currentBehaviour = straight
start straight (position)
# Whenever come close to a wall, either launch wall bounce or
wall follow (random selection)
whenever CloseToWall (position, sonar) do:
if random.randint (0, 2) == 0:
stop currentBehaviour
currentBehaviour = wallFollow
start wallFollow (robot, position, sonar)
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else:
stop currentBehaviour
currentBehaviour = wallBounce
start wallBounce (robot, position)
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if __name__ == ’__main__’:
main (sys.argv)
# --------------------------------------------------------# - Standard
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from pyplayer_radar import Player, PypException
from threading import Event, Lock
import sys, getopt, time, random
import spiral, straight, wallbounce, wallfollow
def CloseToWall (position, sonar):
for i in sonar.GetRanges ():
if i < 0.1:# and position.Speed ()[0] <= 0:
return True
return False
def ChangeBehaviour (stopEvent, oldBehaviour, newBehaviourType):
stopEvent.set ()
oldBehaviour.join ()
stopEvent.clear ()
newBehaviour = newBehaviourType
def main (argv):
playerServer = ’localhost’
playerPort = 6665
print ’Connecting to ’ + playerServer + ’:’ + ‘playerPort‘
# Connect to the server
robot = Player (playerServer, playerPort)
# Try to access the position and sonar devices
position, deviceName = robot.OpenDevice (’position’, 0, access =
’a’)
sonar, deviceName = robot.OpenDevice (’sonar’, 0, access = ’r’)
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# Set up threading stuff
stopEvent = Event ()
robotLock = Lock ()
robot = (robot, robotLock)
# Behaviour
behaviour =
startTime =
doingSpiral

management stuff
None
0
= True
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126

128

130

132

134

136

138

140

User study
# Start the spiral behaviour
behaviour = spiral.Spiral (robot, position, sonar, stopEvent)
behaviour.start ()
startTime = time.time ()
# Enter event loop
while True:
# Check for any behaviour-altering events, start behaviours
accordingly
robot[1].acquire ()
robot[0].Update ()
robot[1].release ()
currentTime = time.time ()
if CloseToWall (position, sonar):
# Stop previous behaviour
stopEvent.set ()
behaviour.join ()
stopEvent.clear ()
doingSpiral = False
# Choose randomly between wall bounce and wall following
if random.randint (0, 2) == 0:
# Do wall follow (33% chance)
behaviour = wallfollow.WallFollow (robot, position,
sonar, stopEvent)
behaviour.start ()
behaviour.join ()
behaviour = straight.Straight (robot, position,
sonar, stopEvent)
behaviour.start ()
else:
# Do wall bounce (66% chance)
behaviour = wallbounce.WallBounce (robot, position,
sonar, stopEvent)
behaviour.start ()
behaviour.join ()
behaviour = straight.Straight (robot, position,
sonar, stopEvent)
behaviour.start ()
elif (currentTime - startTime) > 10 and doingSpiral:
print ’Time difference = ’ + ‘currentTime - startTime‘
# Stop the spiral, replace with going straight
stopEvent.set ()
behaviour.join ()
stopEvent.clear ()
doingSpiral = False
behaviour = straight.Straight (robot, position, sonar,
stopEvent)
behaviour.start ()

142

print ’Exiting’
144

B.1 User study code samples

146

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
main (sys.argv)

209

210

User study

Surely you’re not going to eat before we say robot grace. In the
name of all that is good and logical, we give thanks for the chemical energy we are about to absorb. To quote the prophet Jerimatic, 1000101010101... 001011001... 2. Amen.
Bender, Futurama

C
Source code

C.1

Resource decorator source

The code in this section implements the three Python classes used to provide the resource locking functionality in RADAR. They are the Resource class (Listing C.1, which
provides only locking functionality, the Combine class (Listing C.2, which provides a
combination-based coordination method, and the Priority class (Listing C.3, which
provides a priority-based coordination method.
Listing C.1: The RADAR resource object, implemented as a standard Python class.
1

from threading import Lock

2

class Resource (object):
4

def __init__ (self, value = None):
object.__setattr__ (self, ’value’, value)

6

object.__setattr__ (self, ’lock’, Lock ())

8

10

12

def __call__ (self, *args, **kwargs):
self.lock.acquire ()
result = self.value (*args, **kwargs)
self.lock.release ()
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return result

14

16

def __getattribute__ (self, name):
lock = object.__getattribute__ (self, ’lock’)

18

lock.acquire ()
storedValue = object.__getattribute__ (self, ’value’)

20

if hasattr (storedValue, name):
result = getattr (storedValue, name)

22

else:
result = object.__getattribute__ (self, name)

24

lock.release ()
return result

26

28

def __setattr__ (self, name, value):
lock = object.__getattribute__ (self, ’lock’)

30

lock.acquire ()
storedValue = object.__getattribute__ (self, ’value’)

32

if hasattr (storedValue, name):
setattr (storedValue, name, value)

34

else:
object.__setattr__ (self, name, value)

36

lock.release ()

38

def __delattr__ (self, name):
40

lock = object.__getattribute__ (self, ’lock’)
lock.acquire ()

42

storedValue = object.__getattribute__ (self, ’value’)
storedValue.__delattr__ (name)

44

lock.release ()

Listing C.2: The RADAR combined resource object, implemented as a standard Python
class.
1

from threading import Lock, currentThread, enumerate

2

from radarutils import AddTuple, AddList

4

class Combine (object):
def __init__ (self, value = None):

C.1 Resource decorator source
6

self.emptyValue = value
self.lock = Lock ()

8

self.sources = {}

10

def GetValue (self):
12

self.lock.acquire ()
deadValues = []

14

result = self.emptyValue
for ii in self.sources:

16

if ii in enumerate ():
if not ii.isAlive ():
print "WARNING: thread is dead! Shouldn’t be in

18

enumerate ()!"
if type (result) == tuple:
result = AddTuple (result, self.sources[ii])

20

elif type (result) == list:
result = AddList (result, self.sources[ii])

22

else:
result = result + self.sources[ii]

24

else:
26

deadValues.append (ii)
for ii in deadValues:

28

del self.sources[ii]
self.lock.release ()

30

return result

32

def SetValue (self, value):
34

self.lock.acquire ()
self.sources[currentThread ()] = value

36

self.lock.release ()

38

def SetEmpty (self, value):
40

self.emptyValue = value

42

value = property (GetValue, SetValue, doc = ’Value of the
combined resource’)
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Listing C.3: The RADAR priority resource object, implemented as a standard Python
class.

1

from threading import Lock, currentThread, enumerate

3

class Priority (object):
def __init__ (self, value = None):

5

self.emptyValue = value
self.lock = Lock ()

7

self.sources = {}

9

def GetValue (self):
11

self.lock.acquire ()
deadValues = []

13

result = (self.emptyValue, -99999999)
for ii in self.sources:

15

if ii in enumerate ():
if self.sources[ii][1] > result[1]:
result = self.sources[ii]

17

else:
19

deadValues.append (ii)
for ii in deadValues:

21

del self.sources[ii]
self.lock.release ()

23

return result[0]

25

def SetValue (self, value, priority = 0):
27

self.lock.acquire ()
self.sources[currentThread ()] = (value, priority)

29

self.type = type (value)
self.lock.release ()

31

33

def SetEmpty (self, value):
self.emptyValue = value

35

37

value = property (GetValue, SetValue, doc = ’Value of the
prioritised resource’)
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C.2

Preprocessed example

This section contains the example presented in Section 6.4 after it has been preprocessed
by RADAR.
Listing C.4: The block collector example after preprocessing.
1

3

5

7

from radar import eventMgr, connectionMgr, Combine, Priority,
RadarEvent, Resource, Response, Scope
from threading import Thread , Event
import getopt , sys , random
from time import sleep
from playerc_wrap import *
chargerLocation = ( 3 ˜ m , 1 ˜ m , 0 ˜ rad )
blobGraveYard = ( 6 ˜ m , - 2.5 ˜ m , 0 ˜ rad )

9

11

13

15

17

19

21

class UpdatePlayer (Response):
name = "UpdatePlayer"
cm = connectionMgr
def _start (self):
while True:
self.args[0].read ( )
self.args[1].x = self.args[2].PX ( )
self.args[1].y = self.args[2].PY ( )
self.args[1].a = self.args[2].PA ( )
sleep ( 0.05 ˜ s )
if self.Interrupted () or self.Stopped (): return

23

25

27

29

31

33

35

37

class DriveToPoint (Response):
name = "DriveToPoint"
cm = connectionMgr
def _start (self):
self.args[1].set_cmd_pose ( self.args[0] [ 0 ].Value ( ) ,
self.args[0] [ 1 ].Value ( ) , self.args[0] [ 2 ].Value (
) )
self.args[1].enable ( 1 )
sleep ( 1 ˜ s )
if not self.args[1].path_valid:
return
plannerDone = PlannerDone ( )
scope0 = Scope ()
waitEvent0 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect (plannerDone, waitEvent0.set, scope0,
eventArgs = (self.args[1], ))
waitEvent0.wait ()

39

class RandomWalk (Response):

215
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41

43

45

47

49

51

53

55

57

59

61

63

65

67
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name = "RandomWalk"
cm = connectionMgr
def _start (self):
fwdSpeed = 0.2 ˜ m / s
avoidSpeed = 0.1 ˜ m / s
turnRate = 40 ˜ deg / s
minFrontDistance = 0.75 ˜ m
avoidCount = 0
randCount = 0
print ’RandomWalk starting’
while True:
if len ( self.args[1].Ranges ( ) ) == 0:
continue
obs = False
for i in self.args[1].Ranges ( ):
if i < minFrontDistance:
obs = True
if obs or avoidCount > 0:
newSpeed = avoidSpeed
if avoidCount == 0:
avoidCount = 15
randCount = 0
leftRanges = self.args[1].Ranges ( ) [: len (
self.args[1].Ranges ( ) ) / 2 ]
rightRanges = self.args[1].Ranges ( ) [ len (
self.args[1].Ranges ( ) ) / 2: ]
minLeft = min ( leftRanges )
minRight = min ( rightRanges )

69

71

73

75

77

79

81

83

85

if minLeft < minRight:
newTurnRate = turnRate
else:
newTurnRate = - turnRate
else:
avoidCount -= 1
else:
avoidCount = 0
newSpeed = fwdSpeed
if not randCount:
randInt = random.randint ( - 20 , 20 )
newTurnRate = dimensioned ( randInt ,
)
randCount = 20
randCount -= 1

$ deg / s

self.args[0].set_cmd_vel ( newSpeed , 0 ˜ m / s ,
newTurnRate , 1 )
sleep ( 0.05 ˜ s )
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87

89

217

if self.Interrupted () or self.Stopped (): return
def _exit (self):
self.args[0].set_cmd_vel ( 0 ˜ m / s , 0 ˜ m / s , 0 ˜
rad / s , 1 )
print ’RandomWalk exiting’

91

93

95

97

99

101

103

105

107

109

111

113

class Charge (Response):
name = "Charge"
cm = connectionMgr
def _start (self):
print ’Battery charge response started’
print ’Driving to charger’
driveToPoint = DriveToPoint ( )
scope1 = Scope ()
driveToPoint.Start ((chargerLocation, self.args[0], ))
scope2 = Scope ()
waitEvent2 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect ("DriveToPoint.exited", waitEvent2.set,
scope2)
waitEvent2.wait ()
print ’Charging battery’
batteryFull = BatteryFull ( )
scope3 = Scope ()
waitEvent3 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect (batteryFull, waitEvent3.set, scope3,
eventArgs = (self.args[1], ))
waitEvent3.wait ()
print ’Charge complete’

115

117

119

121

123

125

127

129

class GoToBlob (Response):
name = "GoToBlob"
cm = connectionMgr
def _start (self):
blob = GetBlob ( self.args[1] )
while ( blob.range / 1000.0 ) > 0.185 ˜ m:
if BlobOffset ( blob.x ) < - 5:
self.args[2].set_cmd_vel ( 0 ˜ m / s
˜ deg / s , 1 )
elif BlobOffset ( blob.x ) > 5:
self.args[2].set_cmd_vel ( 0 ˜ m / s
10 ˜ deg / s , 1 )
else:
self.args[2].set_cmd_vel ( 0.1 ˜ m /
0 ˜ deg / s , 1 )
sleep ( 0.1 ˜ s )
blob = GetBlob ( self.args[1] )
if blob == None or ( blob.range / 1000.0

, 0 ˜ m / s , 10

, 0 ˜ m / s , -

s , 0 ˜ m / s ,

) > 2 ˜ m:
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self.returnValue = False
return
def _exit (self):
self.args[2].set_cmd_vel ( 0 ˜ m / s , 0 ˜ m / s , 0 ˜
deg / s , 1 )

135

137

139

141

class PlannerDone (RadarEvent):
name = "PlannerDone"
def Check (self, args):
if args[0].path_done:
return True

143

145

147

149

class AtPoint (RadarEvent):
name = "AtPoint"
def Check (self, args):
if args[1].x > args[0] [ 0 ] - 15 ˜ cm and args[1].x <
args[0] [ 0 ] + 15 ˜ cm and args[1].y > args[0] [ 1 ] - 15
˜ cm and args[1].y < args[0] [ 1 ] + 15 ˜ cm:
return True

151

153

155

class BatteryFlat (RadarEvent):
name = "BatteryFlat"
def Check (self, args):
if args[0].percent <= 5:
return True

157

159

161

163

class BatteryFull (RadarEvent):
name = "BatteryFull"
def Check (self, args):
if args[0].percent >= 95:
print ’Battery full’
return True

165

167

169

171

173

175

177

class GripperStatus (RadarEvent):
name = "GripperStatus"
def Check (self, args):
if args[1]:
if args[0].paddles_closed:
return True
else:
if args[0].paddles_open:
return True
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179

181

183

185

219

class LiftStatus (RadarEvent):
name = "LiftStatus"
def Check (self, args):
if args[1]:
if args[0].lift_up:
return True
else:
if args[0].lift_down:
return True

187

189

191

def main ( argv ):
playerServer = ’localhost’
playerPort = 6665

193

try:
195

197

199

opts , args = getopt.getopt ( sys.argv [ 1: ] , ’s:p:’ , [
’server=’ , ’port=’ ] )
except getopt.GetoptError:
print ’Usage:’
print ’-s --server\tAddress of server to connect to’
print ’-p --port\tServer port’
sys.exit ( 2 )

201

203

205

for o , a in opts:
if o in ( ’-s’ ,
playerServer
elif o in ( ’-p’
playerPort =

’--server’ ):
= a
, ’--port’ ):
int ( a )

207

209

211

213

215

217

219

221

223

225

print ’Connecting to ’ + playerServer + ’:’ + ‘ playerPort ‘
robot = playerc_client ( None , playerServer , playerPort )
if robot.connect ( ) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ( )
if robot.datamode ( PLAYERC_DATAMODE_PULL ) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ( )
if robot.set_replace_rule ( - 1 , - 1 , PLAYER_MSGTYPE_DATA , - 1
, 1 ) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ( )
position2d = playerc_position2d_d ( robot , 0 )
if position2d.subscribe ( PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE ) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ( )
print ’Got position2d access’
laser = playerc_laser_d ( robot , 0 )
if laser.subscribe ( PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE ) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ( )
print ’Got laser access’
planner = playerc_planner ( robot , 0 )
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if planner.subscribe ( PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE ) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ( )
print ’Got planner access’
power = playerc_power ( robot , 0 )
if power.subscribe ( PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE ) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ( )
print ’Got power access’
blobfinder = playerc_blobfinder_d ( robot , 0 )
if blobfinder.subscribe ( PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE ) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ( )
print ’Got blobfinder access’
gripper = playerc_gripper ( robot , 0 )
if gripper.subscribe ( PLAYERC_OPEN_MODE ) != 0:
raise playerc_error_str ( )
print ’Got gripper access’

241

243

print ’Turning off brakes’
position2d.set_cmd_vel ( 0 ˜ m / s , 0 ˜ m / s , 0 ˜ rad / s , 1
)
position2d.enable ( 1 )

245

247

249

gripper.set_cmd ( LIFTdown , 0 )
gripper.set_cmd ( GRIPopen , 0 )
position = Resource ( )
position.x = 0 ˜ m ; position.y = 0 ˜ m ; position.a = 0 ˜ m

251

253

255

257

updatePlayer = UpdatePlayer ( )
randomWalk = RandomWalk ( )
batteryFlat = BatteryFlat ( )
charge = Charge ( )
for ii in range ( 10 ):
robot.read ( )

259

261

263

265

267

scope4 = Scope ()
updatePlayer.Start ((robot, position, position2d, ))
scope5 = Scope ()
randomWalk.Start ((position2d, laser, ))
scope6 = Scope ()
def SlotFunc6 (args):
previousPosition = ( position.x , position.y , position.a )
ChargeBattery ( randomWalk , charge , planner , power ,
position2d , laser , previousPosition )

269

271

connectionMgr.Connect (batteryFlat, SlotFunc6, scope6, once =
False, eventArgs = (power, ), slotArgs = [’<signal.value>’,])
while True:
blob = GetBlob ( blobfinder )
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273

275

277

279

281

283

285

if blob != None:
print ’Retrieving blob’
randomWalk.Stop ()
scope7 = Scope ()
waitEvent7 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect ("RandomWalk.exited",
waitEvent7.set, scope7)
waitEvent7.wait ()
previousPosition = ( position.x , position.y , position.a
)
RetrieveBlob ( position2d , gripper , planner ,
blobfinder , previousPosition )
print ’Retrieve done’
scope8 = Scope ()
randomWalk.Start ((position2d, laser, ))

287

289

291

293

295

297

299

301

303

305

307

def RetrieveBlob ( position2d , gripper , planner , blobfinder ,
previousPosition ):
goToBlob = GoToBlob ( )
driveToPoint = DriveToPoint ( )
scope9 = Scope ()
goToBlob.Start ((gripper, blobfinder, position2d, ))
scope10 = Scope ()
waitEvent10 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect ("GoToBlob.exited", waitEvent10.set,
scope10)
waitEvent10.wait ()
result = connectionMgr.GetValue ("GoToBlob.exited")
if result == False:
print ’Lost blob’
return
CloseGripper ( gripper )
scope11 = Scope ()
driveToPoint.Start ((blobGraveYard, planner, ))
scope12 = Scope ()
waitEvent12 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect ("DriveToPoint.exited", waitEvent12.set,
scope12)
waitEvent12.wait ()

309

311

313

315

OpenGripper ( gripper )
print ’Returning to prevoious position’
scope13 = Scope ()
driveToPoint.Start ((previousPosition, planner, ))
scope14 = Scope ()
waitEvent14 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect ("DriveToPoint.exited", waitEvent14.set,
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222
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scope14)
waitEvent14.wait ()

319

321

323

325

327

329

331

333

def CloseGripper ( gripper ):
print ’Closing gripper’
gripperClosed = GripperStatus ( )
liftUp = LiftStatus ( )
gripper.set_cmd ( GRIPclose , 0 )
scope15 = Scope ()
waitEvent15 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect (gripperClosed, waitEvent15.set, scope15,
eventArgs = (gripper, True, ))
waitEvent15.wait ()
gripper.set_cmd ( LIFTup , 0 )
scope16 = Scope ()
waitEvent16 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect (liftUp, waitEvent16.set, scope16,
eventArgs = (gripper, True, ))
waitEvent16.wait ()

335

337

339

341

343

345

347

349

def OpenGripper ( gripper ):
print ’Opening gripper’
gripperOpen = GripperStatus ( )
liftDown = LiftStatus ( )
gripper.set_cmd ( LIFTdown , 0 )
scope17 = Scope ()
waitEvent17 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect (liftDown, waitEvent17.set, scope17,
eventArgs = (gripper, False, ))
waitEvent17.wait ()
gripper.set_cmd ( GRIPopen , 0 )
scope18 = Scope ()
waitEvent18 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect (gripperOpen, waitEvent18.set, scope18,
eventArgs = (gripper, False, ))
waitEvent18.wait ()

351

353

355

357

359

361

def GetBlob ( blobfinder ):
if blobfinder.blobs_count == 0:
return None
else:
blob = blobfinder.Blobs ( ) [ 0 ]
if ( blob.range / 1000.0 ) < 2 ˜ m:
return blob
return None
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363

365

def BlobOffset ( blobPosition ):
return blobPosition - 40

367

369

371

373

375

377

379

def ChargeBattery ( randomWalk , charge , planner , power ,
position2d , laser , previousPosition ):
randomWalk.Stop ()
scope19 = Scope ()
waitEvent19 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect ("RandomWalk.exited", waitEvent19.set,
scope19)
waitEvent19.wait ()
scope20 = Scope ()
charge.Start ((planner, power, ))
scope21 = Scope ()
waitEvent21 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect ("Charge.exited", waitEvent21.set, scope21)
waitEvent21.wait ()

381

383

385

387

389

391

driveToPoint = DriveToPoint ( )
print ’Returning to previous position’
scope22 = Scope ()
driveToPoint.Start ((previousPosition, planner, ))
scope23 = Scope ()
waitEvent23 = Event ()
connectionMgr.Connect ("DriveToPoint.exited", waitEvent23.set,
scope23)
waitEvent23.wait ()
scope24 = Scope ()
randomWalk.Start ((position2d, laser, ))

393

395

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
main ( sys.argv )

C.3

Unit tests

This section contains the full code that implements the unit tests for the dimensioned
data type.
Listing C.5: The unit tests used to confirm the dimensioned data type meets the specification.
1
2

# Python dimensioned data type test module
# Geoffrey Biggs 2006

223

224

4

Source code

import unittest
import dimension

6

class DimObConversionTests (unittest.TestCase):
8

10

def testSingleUnit (self):
# 1m to km
self.assertAlmostEqual (1˜m.Convert ($km), 0.001˜km)

12

14

def testMixedUnit (self):
# 1m/s to km/h
self.assertAlmostEqual (1˜m/s.Convert ($km/h), 3.6˜km/h)

16

18

def testToFixed (self):
# 1m to cell
self.assertAlmostEqual (1˜m.Convert ($cell), 1˜cell)

20

22

def testToFloating (self):
# 1cell to m
self.assertAlmostEqual (1˜cell.Convert ($m), 1˜m)

24

26

def testIncompatibleSingle (self):
# 1m to s
self.assertRaises (ValueError, 1˜m.Convert, $s)

28

30

def testIncompatibleMixed (self):
# 1m/s to m/deg
self.assertRaises (ValueError, 1˜m/s.Convert, $m/deg)

32

34

36

class DimObAddTests (unittest.TestCase):
def testSingleUnit (self):
# 1m + 1mm
self.assertAlmostEqual (1˜m + 1˜mm, 1.001˜m)

38

40

def testMixedUnits (self):
# 1m/s + 1km/h
self.assertAlmostEqual (1˜m/s + 1˜km/h, 1.27777778˜m/s)

42

44

def testFloatingFixed (self):
# 1m/s + 1cell/s
self.assertEqual (1˜m/s + 1˜cell/s, 2˜m/s)

46

48

def testFixedFloating (self):
# 1cell/s + 1m/s
self.assertEqual (1˜cell/s + 1˜m/s, 2˜cell/s)

50

52

def testAddScalar (self):
# 1m + 1
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try:
54

56

1˜m + 1
except TypeError:
return
self.fail ("Didn’t raise TypeError")

58

60

62

64

def testIncompatibleSingle (self):
# 1m + 1s
try:
1˜m + 1˜s
except ValueError:
return
self.fail ("Didn’t raise ValueError")

66

68

70

72

def testIncompatibleMixed (self):
# 1m/s + 1m/deg
try:
1˜m/s + 1˜m/deg
except ValueError:
return
self.fail ("Didn’t raise ValueError")

74

76

78

class DimObSubTests (unittest.TestCase):
def testSingleUnit (self):
# 1m - 1mm
self.assertAlmostEqual (1˜m - 1˜mm, 0.999˜m)

80

82

def testMixedUnits (self):
# 1m/s - 1km/h
self.assertAlmostEqual (1˜m/s - 1˜km/h, 0.72222222˜m/s)

84

86

def testFloatingFixed (self):
# 2m/s - 1cell/s
self.assertEqual (2˜m/s - 1˜cell/s, 1˜m/s)

88

90

def testFixedFloating (self):
# 2cell - 1.3m
self.assertEqual (2˜cell - 1.3˜m, 1˜cell)

92

94

96

98

def testSubScalar (self):
# 1m - 1
try:
1˜m - 1
except TypeError:
return
self.fail ("Didn’t raise TypeError")

100

102

def testIncompatibleSingle (self):
# 1m - 1s
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try:

104

106

1˜m - 1˜s
except ValueError:
return
self.fail ("Didn’t raise ValueError")

108

110

112

114

def testIncompatibleMixed (self):
# 1m/s - 1m/deg
try:
1˜m/s - 1˜m/deg
except ValueError:
return
self.fail ("Didn’t raise ValueError")

116

118

120

122

124

126

128

130

132

134

136

138

class DimObMultTests (unittest.TestCase):
def testSingleUnit (self):
# 1m * 1m
self.assertEqual ((1˜m) * 1˜m, 1˜mˆ2)
def testMixedUnits (self):
# 1m/s * 1km/h
self.assertEqual ((1˜m/s) * 1˜km/h, 1˜m*km/s/h)
def testFloatingFixed (self):
# 1m/s * 1cell
self.assertEqual ((1˜m/s) * 1˜cell, 1˜mˆ2/s)
def testFixedFloating (self):
# 1cell/s * 1m
self.assertEqual ((1˜cell/s) * 1˜m, 1˜cellˆ2/s)
def testByScalar (self):
# 1m * 2
self.assertEqual ((1˜m) * 2, 2˜m)
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class DimObDivTests (unittest.TestCase):
def testSingleUnit (self):
# 1m / 1s
self.assertEqual ((1˜m) / 1˜s, 1˜m/s)
def testMixedUnits (self):
# 1m/s / 1min
self.assertEqual ((1˜m/s) / 1˜min, 1˜m/s/min)
# 1m/s / 1km/h ?

150
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def testFloatingFixed (self):
# 1mˆ2/s / 1cell

C.3 Unit tests
self.assertEqual ((1˜mˆ2/s) / 1˜cell, 1˜m/s)
154
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def testFixedFloating (self):
# 1cell/s / 1s
self.assertEqual ((1˜cell/s) / 1˜s, 1˜cell/sˆ2)

158
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def testToScalarSingle (self):
# 1m / 1m
self.assertEqual ((1˜m) / 1˜m, 1)

162
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def testToScalarMixed (self):
# 1m/s / 1m/s
self.assertEqual ((1˜m/s) / 1˜m/s, 1)
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class DimObComparisonTests (unittest.TestCase):
def testEqual (self):
# 1m/s == 1m/s
self.assert_ (1˜m/s == 1˜m/s)

172
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def testNotEqual (self):
# 1m/s != 1km/h
self.assert_ (1˜m/s != 1˜km/h)

176
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def testGreaterThan (self):
# 1m > 3mm
self.assert_ (1˜m > 3˜mm)

180
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def testLessThan (self):
# 3mm < 1m
self.assert_ (3˜mm < 1˜m)

184
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def testGreaterThanEqual (self):
# 1m >= 3mm
self.assert_ (1˜m >= 3˜mm)
# 0.003m >= 0.003m
self.assert_ (0.003˜m >= 0.003˜m)
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def testLessThanEqual (self):
# 3mm <= 1m
self.assert_ (3˜mm <= 1˜m)
# 0.003m <= 0.003m
self.assert_ (0.003˜m <= 0.003˜m)
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class DimObRangeTests (unittest.TestCase):
def testUnit1 (self):
# Add unit with range limits [0,1]: unit1
dimension.DefineUnit (’distance’, ’unit1’, UnitPrec_Floating,
1, UnitRange_Include, 0, UnitRange_Include, 1)
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self.assertRaises (OverflowError, dimensioned, -0.5, $unit1)
self.assertEqual (0˜unit1.Value (), 0)
self.assertEqual (0.5˜unit1.Value (), 0.5)
self.assertEqual (1˜unit1.Value (), 1)
self.assertRaises (OverflowError, dimensioned, 1.5, $unit1)
def testUnit2 (self):
# Add unit with range limits [0,1): unit2
dimension.DefineUnit (’distance’, ’unit2’, UnitPrec_Floating,
1, UnitRange_Include, 0, UnitRange_Exclude, 1)
self.assertRaises (OverflowError, dimensioned, -0.5, $unit2)
self.assertEqual (0˜unit2.Value (), 0)
self.assertEqual (0.5˜unit2.Value (), 0.5)
self.assertRaises (OverflowError, dimensioned, 1, $unit2)
self.assertRaises (OverflowError, dimensioned, 1.5, $unit2)
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def testUnit3 (self):
# Add unit with range limits (0,1]: unit3
dimension.DefineUnit (’distance’, ’unit3’, UnitPrec_Floating,
1, UnitRange_Exclude, 0, UnitRange_Include, 1)
self.assertRaises (OverflowError, dimensioned, -0.5, $unit3)
self.assertRaises (OverflowError, dimensioned, 0, $unit3)
self.assertEqual (0.5˜unit3.Value (), 0.5)
self.assertEqual (1˜unit3.Value (), 1)
self.assertRaises (OverflowError, dimensioned, 1.5, $unit3)
def testUnit4 (self):
# Add unit with range limits (0,1): unit4
dimension.DefineUnit (’distance’, ’unit4’, UnitPrec_Floating,
1, UnitRange_Exclude, 0, UnitRange_Exclude, 1)
self.assertRaises (OverflowError, dimensioned, -0.5, $unit4)
self.assertRaises (OverflowError, dimensioned, 0, $unit4)
self.assertEqual (0.5˜unit4.Value (), 0.5)
self.assertRaises (OverflowError, dimensioned, 1, $unit4)
self.assertRaises (OverflowError, dimensioned, 1.5, $unit4)
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def testUnit5 (self):
# Add unit with range limits (0, 1) wrapped: unit5
dimension.DefineUnit (’distance’, ’unit5’, UnitPrec_Floating,
1, UnitRange_Wrap, 0, UnitRange_Wrap, 1)
self.assertEqual ((-0.5˜unit5).Value (), 0.5)
self.assertEqual (0˜unit5.Value (), 0)
self.assertEqual (0.5˜unit5.Value (), 0.5)
self.assertEqual (1˜unit5.Value (), 0)
self.assertEqual (1.5˜unit5.Value (), 0.5)
def testUnit6 (self):
# Add unit with range limit 0 at bottom, infinite at top
dimension.DefineUnit (’distance’, ’unit6’, UnitPrec_Floating,
1, UnitRange_Include, 0, UnitRange_Infinite, 0)
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self.assertRaises (OverflowError, dimensioned, -0.5, $unit6)
self.assertEqual (0˜unit6.Value (), 0)
self.assertEqual (0.5˜unit6.Value (), 0.5)
self.assertEqual (1˜unit6.Value (), 1)
self.assertEqual (15˜unit6.Value (), 15)
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class DimObManagementTests (unittest.TestCase):
def testAddNewDim (self):
# Add dimension "spoons"
dimension.DefineDimension (’spoons’)
self.assert_ (’spoons’ in dimension.Dimensions ())
def testAddNewUnitToExisting (self):
# Add unit ’mile’ to dimension ’distance’
dimension.DefineUnit (’distance’, ’mile’, UnitPrec_Floating,
1609.344)
self.assert_ ((’mile’, ’distance’, UnitPrec_Floating,
1609.344) in dimension.Units ())
try:
1˜mile
except:
self.fail ("Raised exception when using new unit/existing
dimension")

268
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272
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def testAddNewUnitToNew (self):
# Add unit ’warp’ to dimension ’ftl’
dimension.DefineDimension (’ftl’)
dimension.DefineUnit (’ftl’, ’warp’, UnitPrec_Floating, 1000)
self.assert_ ((’warp’, ’ftl’, UnitPrec_Floating, 1000) in
dimension.Units ())
try:
1˜warp
except:
self.fail ("Raised exception when using new unit/new
dimension")
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def testAddExistingDim (self):
# Add dimension ’distance’
self.assertRaises (ValueError, dimension.DefineDimension,
’distance’)

282
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def testAddExistingUnitToSame (self):
# Add unit ’m’ to dimension ’distance’
self.assertRaises (ValueError, dimension.DefineUnit,
’distance’, ’m’, UnitPrec_Fixed, 10)

286
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def testAddExistingUnitToOther (self):
# Add unit ’m’ to dimension ’time’
self.assertRaises (ValueError, dimension.DefineUnit, ’time’,
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’m’, UnitPrec_Fixed, 10)

290
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def testUndefinedDimension (self):
# Add unit ’candle’ to dimension ’lumins’
self.assertRaises (ValueError, dimension.DefineUnit,
’lumins’, ’candle’, UnitPrec_Floating, 10)
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def testUndefinedUnit (self):
# Create 1˜foo
try:
1˜foo
except ValueError:
return
self.fail ("Didn’t raise ValueError")
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class DimObGetValTests (unittest.TestCase):
def testGetFloating (self):
# Get value of 3.14159m
self.assertEqual (3.14159˜m.Value (), 3.14159)

308

310

def testGetFixed (self):
# Get value of 4.3cell
self.assertEqual (4.3˜cell.Value (), 4)

312

314

316

class DimObGetUnitsTests (unittest.TestCase):
def testSingle (self):
# Get units of 1m
self.assertEqual (1˜m.Units (), $m)

318
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def testMixed (self):
# Get units of 1m/sˆ2
self.assertEqual ((1˜m/sˆ2).Units (), $m/sˆ2)
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def testSingleAsString (self):
# Get units of 1m
self.assertEqual (1˜m.UnitString (), ’m’)

326
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def testMixedAsString (self):
# Get units of 1m/sˆ2
self.assertEqual ((1˜m/sˆ2).UnitString (), ’m/sˆ2’)
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class DimObCreateTests (unittest.TestCase):
def testFromUnitExpSingle (self):
# Create 3mm
self.assertEqual (dimensioned (3, $mm), 3˜mm)

336

def testFromUnitExpMixed (self):

C.3 Unit tests
338

# Create 3mm/h
self.assertEqual (dimensioned (3, $mm/h), 3˜mm/h)

340

342

def testFromString (self):
# Create 3mm
self.assertEqual (dimensioned (3, ’mm’), 3˜mm)
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convSuite = unittest.makeSuite (DimObConversionTests)
addSuite = unittest.makeSuite (DimObAddTests)
subSuite = unittest.makeSuite (DimObSubTests)
multSuite = unittest.makeSuite (DimObMultTests)
divSuite = unittest.makeSuite (DimObDivTests)
compSuite = unittest.makeSuite (DimObComparisonTests)
rangeSuite = unittest.makeSuite (DimObRangeTests)
mgmtSuite = unittest.makeSuite (DimObManagementTests)
getValSuite = unittest.makeSuite (DimObGetValTests)
getUnitsSuite = unittest.makeSuite (DimObGetUnitsTests)
createSuite = unittest.makeSuite (DimObCreateTests)
alltests = unittest.TestSuite ((convSuite, addSuite, subSuite,
multSuite, divSuite, compSuite, \
rangeSuite, mgmtSuite, getValSuite,
getUnitsSuite, createSuite))
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if __name__ == ’__main__’:
unittest.main ()
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